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August 13, 1982
Fort St. Vrain
Unit No. 1
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Mr. George Kuzmycz, Project Manager $h-Z.lo9
Special Projects Branch
Division of Project Management
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: Summary of Changes Incorporated
into Updated Fort St. Vrain FSAR

Dear Mr. Kuzmycz:

As you requested, attached is a consolidated summary of changes ''

incorporated into the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report for Fort
St. Vrain. We have organized the summary sequentially, and edited
out extraneous information such as transmittal letters, heading
information and PSC review comments.

As you review the summary, should you have any questions, please do
not hesitate to contact me or Mr. David Goss (303) 571-6713 for
further infonaation.

Very truly yours,

A1. M Ho!~es b 0k (Yy oo
M. H. Holmes, Nuclear Services Manager
Nuclear Engineering Division
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RE'iRITE UNIT 1 SUMS RY CF CHANGES

SECTICN 1.1.1

line 177: Reworced sentences to incicate that this is a submit:ai
of an updated FSAR.

lines 193-196: This infor::ation was added to make the FIAR update
current with regard to cperating history and testing
status. In additien, the last paragraph ties the
updated FSAR to the regulation and its requirements.

line 196: Reworded text to indicate that reactor is not planned
for operation at a power level above 320 MWe.

line 199: The language was slightly changed for clarity and to
avoid any appearance of intent to operate aoove 100%.
PSC should examir.e this statement carefully to be sure
it is acceptable as written.

( References were added for Section 1.1.
D -

's_J SEC~ICN 1.1.2

line 206 : Reflected additional FIAR appendices.

line 224: Reflected c;erational status of the plant.

lines 234-235: Reflected R 3 0 pregrams discussed in Aopendix A other
than those incemalete at the time of issuance of the con-
struction permit.

after line 242: Briefly described Appendices F, G and H.

line 257: Improved wording.

SEC ICN 1.2.1

line 279: Changed " Applicant" to " Licensee".

line 286: Mace wording of sentence more current.

line 289: '4ords were added to indicate that the FSV Security Plan
is now in effect and controls access to tne plant.

lines 298-3CO: L'pdated peculation estimates based upcn 1980 census.

line 312: Changed "Acplicant" to * Licensee '.
,



SECTION 1.2.l_ (Cant.),m
\ 'J

lines 313-317: Removed wording that indicated tha: insignificant'

amounts of radioactive licuic effluent are cisenarged.
(Section li).

line 317: Changed verc tense.

line 361: Changed verc tense.

lines 361-362: Added Reference to Technical Specifications.

line 365: Changed verb tense.

line 366: , Changed " Applicant" to " Licensee".

SECTION 1.2.2
.

line 396: Hyphenated "1 cad-folicwing".

SECTICN 1.2.2.1

line 415: Indicated that an actual photograph of the facility is
,

to replace Figure 1.2-1.

lines 422, 423,

(vq
429, 432: changed verb tense.

line 449: Celeted "res;:ectively", as it is misused.

1ine 456: Changed "or" to "of".

SECTION 1.2.2.2

| line 474: Added date when Peach Bottom operation was discentinued.
1

SECTION 1.2.2.3

lines 533-541: Clarified ";:ero neutron cross-section", so as to avoid
confusion relative to tritium generation.

line 557: Hyphenated " turbine-driven".

line 555 Hyphenated " water-turbine".

line 563: Improved sentence grammar.

line 565: Changed verb tense.

SECTICN 1.2.2.1

lines 597-599 Changed verb tense.
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SECTION 1.2.2.0 (Cont.)

line 600: Improved sentence gramar.
|

SECTION 1.2.2.5

line 660: Deleted " completely".
;

I lines 643-652: PSC should advise whether they want the ACM system
ment 49ned in this paragraph.

lines 682, 693: Changed verb tence.

SECTION 1.2.2.6

line 728: Clarified " spherical" reference to reserve shutdown
balls.

.

!
,

SECTION 1.2.2.8

O '

line 774: Reflected fifth 230-kv transmission line (Section 8).-

f line 779: Reflected addition of the PPS battery (Section 8).

! lines 782-786: Referred to ACM. (Section 8)

SECTION 1.2.2.9

line 800: Editorial changes.

line 812: Sentence moved from lines 817-819 to before line 813
for improved readability.

SECTION 1.2.2.12
'

lines 845-848: Deleted reference to 1%/ year helium leakage (Section 11).

line 847: Changed verb tense.

line 857: Changed " Averaged" to " Average".

line 858: Changed "AEC" to "NRC".

' line 863: Made wording more current.

O' 14nes 866. 867
874, 875, 876: Changed verb tense.-



SECTION 1.2.2.12 (Con:.)

line 877-878: Added statement that off-site shipoing of solid
wastes has not yet been recuired (Section 11).

line 882: Changed verb tense.

SECTION 1.2.2,12,

line 895: Changed "off-site" to "off site".

line 924: Improved punctuation.

line 927: Changed verb tense.

line 933: Imoroved punctuation.

line 942: Changed verb tense. '

line 947: Changed verb tense.

line 954: Changed "leakrate ' to " leak rate".
-

SECTION 1.3
-

,

'

p.60, line 6.F: Changed value to 110,000 (Section 3).
>
'

SECTION 1.4

lines 1230-1235: Two introductory paragraphs added to explain the FSV
! Principal Design Criteria.

SECTION 1.a.i

line 1241, ,

i

| 1242: Deleted reference to 1%/ year leakage of primary
I collant (Section 11).

I lines 1244,
1247, 1250: Changed vsrb tense.

lines 1252-
1253: Made sentence more current.

i

| line 1253: Changed vero tense.

lines 1255-
1253: Incorporated a portion of the answer to NP.C

,

! Questien 6.2.

line 1256: Changed wording to reflect the fac: that solid waste
has not yet been recuired to be shicced off-site for
disposal.

i

|
-. ... .
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SECTICN 1.4.1 (Cont.)

lines 1290,
1294, 1299,
13C6: Formed sentences.

SECTICN 1.4.4

lines 1360-
1365: We recognize that the ACM system is not considered

either Class I or Safe Shutdown. However, PSC shculd
advise whether they want the ACM system mentioned here.

line 1369: Corrected subsection title.

SECTION 1.4.5

line 1383: Removed the term " defined as follcws" to avoid confu: ion..

lines 1383-
1385: Added reference to Table 1.4-3, listing safe shutdcwn

structure. Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 5.9
with editorial changes to improve clarity.

! line 1391: Removed asterisk.

line 1399: Changed verb tense.

() line 1396: Modified wording for clarity.

lines 139E- -

1401: Incorporated fcotncte into text.

line 1413: Referred to Appendix H for details of seismic analysis.

lines 1415-'

1433: Incorporated the answer to NRC Questien 7.2.

lines 1435-
1461: Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 5.23.

lines 1463-
1466: Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 5.17.

.

line 1467: Added new Section title.
'

line 1473: Added new Section title.

line 1487: Added new Section title.

O
_. . . . - . - --
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SECTICN 1.a.5 (Cont.)

lines 1488-
1541: Incorporated the answer to NRC Ouestion 6-1. Reflected

qualification of safety-related equipment and instru-
ments within 20 feet of potential steam leaks. (G-77076).

SECTION 1.4.6 Added section on envircnmental qualification of electrical
equipment (P-80051).

SECTION 1.6:

lines 1617-
1624: Changed wording to reflect changes since original FSAR

submittal .

lines 1625-
1730+: Reflected major changes to the plant since the last FSAR

submittal .

We have included what we consider to be the major
modifications made since the operating license was issued.
PSC should advise whether there are any other modifications
'which should-be included. .

I

O esc shouid cons 4eer such items es e4ese,-driven fire
pumps, HVAC changes in the reactor building, reverse
osmosis unit, EG&G and other new :::oisture monitors, new
stack gas monitors.

line 1742: Changed verb tense.

| line 1743: Deleted the word " Applicant".

lines 1747-
1749: Referred to alternate names for General Atomic Company.

line 1754: Added information on Stearns-Roger Corporation involvement
with plant construction.'

j

lines 1756-
1760: Changed verb tense.

line 1761: Made wording more cur rent.

line 1764: Changec vero tense.

lines 1734-
1764: It is requested that ?SC carefully review this section to

ensure that it is sufficiently comolete.

O

_ _ _ _ __ __ __ _
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SECT *Ci' l .3

line 1772: Added xceds 'and is iaing".

line 1774: Added plant cperaticnal e::::erience as evidence of plant
safety.

lines 1774-
1779: Added punctuatien and deleted words "are heing ccnducted"

frem line 1778.

Figure 1.2-1: This figure is to be replaced by a photcgrach.

Figure 1.2-2: This figure has been greatly changed. It will be re-

placed by an updated PP~-1.

Figure 1.2-5: This figure will be reclaced by an u:: dated PA-1.

Figure 1.2-9: This figure will be replaced with an ucdated PA-9;

Figure 1.2-10: This figure will be replaced with an updated PA-10.
! Os
.'" Figure 1.2-11: This figure will be replaced with an ucdated PA-ll.

,

Figure 1.2-14: This figure will be replaced with an ut: dated PA-14
!
| Figure 1.2-16: This figure will be replaced with an updated ?A-15.

Figure 1.2-18: This figure will be replaced with an ucdated PA-19.

Figure 1.2-19: This figure will be replaced with an updated PA-22.

i

| Figure 1.2-20: This figure will be replaced with an updated PA-23.
|

Figures 1.a-1,
l.a-2, 1.4-3: These figures were acded frem NRC Question 5.1.

Tables 1.4-1,
1.4-2: These tables were ucdated to include the line to the

, emergency water bcoster pum s (FCN-GA-3651). It is
requested that PSC carefully review these lists for

1 ccmpieteness.

Table 1.4-3: '4e have incorporated this table frem the response to
| NRC Questien numcer 5.9. Mcwever, it ac:: ears that,

this infor nation shculd be incorporated into existing

O Tables 1.4-1 and 1.4-2.

EN D OF bGAFT )
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- SUMMARY OF CHANGES - REWRITE UNIT 1

SECTION 1 (excluding Section 1.5)

Section 1.1.2

line 291: Changed " Engineered Safeguarc Features" to
" Engineered Safeguards" per PSC ccmments.

lines 315-317: Changed "2" to II", and added a sentence

referring to supplementary information in
Appendix G per PSC comments.

line 320: Added " discusses seismic analysis of the plant
systems and" per PSC comments.

line 322 Deleted an inadvertently entered paragraoh.

Section 1.2.1

line 370: Changed " Applicant" to " Licensee" per PSC comments.
i _s

lines 457 458: Changed "the Licensee's" to "a Licensee" per
Os_- PSC comments.-

i Section 1.2.2.1

line 5CE: Corrected the spelling of " turbine".

Se::fon 1.2.2.2

line 501: Added a comma after " low" for readabilitv.

Section 1.2.2.7

lines 832-913: Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 7.1.

Section 1.2.2.9

lines 975-975: Added reference to the hydraulic oil system per
PSC comments.

Section 1.2.2.11

line 1012: Changed " settling conds" to " storage ;cnds" :er
PSC commen s.

'
,

~. ,
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Section 1.2.2.12

line 1035: Deleted ''ex::ected to be" prior to "significantly"
per PSC c:mments.

line 1039: Celeted "small and infrequent amount of potentially"
prior to '' radioactive" per PSC 00mments.

Section 1.2.2.13

line 1072: Changed *would" to ''will" per PSC c:mments.

Section 1.4.2
.

line 1496: Added * gaseous" ::er PSC connents.

Section 1.4.3
'

lines 1534,1541 Added dates f:r ASME cede.

Section i .4. 5.1

| lines 1605,1607, Changed " Safe Shutdown" to *Cesign 5 asis" ?er
,

l - 1517,1668 PSC comments.

I line 1530: Modified vert tense.
.

| Section 1.4.5.3
|

line 1703: Changed * Safe Shutdown" to " Design 5 asis" :er'

PSC c:mments.

Section 1.4.5.4

lines 1736,1745: Changed "a CBA" to *0BA-2" per PSC c:mments.
:
! line 1754: Added reference to Figure 1.4 4

Ficures 1. 4-2, 1. 4-3

|

General Deleted note that 20 ft. is ne closes: :istance'

o safe shutdown ecui: ment.
i

Ficure 1.4 4

General Added this figure to show 5; 10; 15-ft curves
I (n%L?Ao ) -



. SECTICN 1.5

SECTIC.'l 1.5

O- Line 10: " resume" changec to "brief suntary" cer PSC c:mments;
"briefly given" cnangeo :: "gi ven" .

Line 14: " resumes are not" changed to " summaries are no:".
: -

SECTICN 1.5. 5

Line 166: " improved fuel designs intanced for" changec to
"certain fuel designs, scme of wnich are intanced
for possible future" per PSC comments.

SECTICN 1.5.7

Line 194: " flew-induced movements" changed to " movements" ;er
PSC ccmments.

Line 196: "the prcblems" changed to "the tem erature fluctuation
pr:blems" per PSC c:mments.

SECTION 1.5.9

,- Line 22t: " adsorbing" changed to "acsorbing" per PSC c mments.

... Line 2255 "cylindro" changed to '5cdified" per PSC c:=ments.
.

O(_j Section 1.6
.

,

is_/ lines 1862-1866: Added items 12,13 and la cer PSC c ments.

Section 1.6.2

line 1387: Changed letter :: lower case.

| Section 1.6.3
!
! line 1896: Celeted referencs to the bearing water system

ser PSC c mments.

Section 1.6.4

lines 1908-1909: Rewarded description of Purtose of RCD's :er
PSC ::mments.

| Section 1.5.5

line 1918: Changed " maintain" to " reduce * :er PSC : mments.

line 1919: Celeted "at 150'F" after "mec.ianisms" :er ?$C
| comments, and added reference to Section 5.9.2.3.2.

[''s)
Section 1.6.5

m

-- line 1927: Changed 'wnich fulfills" to 'in res:ense to" :er
PSC c mments.

\s _
Sections 1.5.12. 1.5.13, 1.6.14

lines 1997-2021: Added descriptions of additional 1: ems mentioned
a oR~.umn_LBc
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Section 2.1 .

line 192: Corrected typographical error (added "s" t: ::wn).
line 209: Celeted the words "the location for" to improve

~

readability.
'

line 212: Celeted the word "numcer".

line 721: Included the correct name for the Cenver Airport.

line '!26-227: Edited iso sentences into one for better readability.

Figure 2.1-1: Used newer ma;i.

Figure 2.1-2: Imoroved the quality of the map and also constructed
the mileage circles more accurately. The names and
boundaries of the counties; are also identified.,

Figure 2.1-3: Improved the quality of this figure and.also added thes

folicwing items to be consistent with the text: (a)
gas wells; (b) per .anent residences witnin :ne boundaries;
(c) irrigatica ditches scecifically cited in the text;
(d) incer: orated c:mments made by PSC. -

Figure 2.1-4: The date of the aerial phot:grach has !:een added to
the caption. In addition, PSC ::=ents have been
incorporated.

Figure 2.1-5: The date of the aerial photogracn has been added
to the caption.

Figure 2.1-6: The date of the aerial photogracn has been acded to
the caction. In addition, PSC c:=ents have been
incorporated.

Section 2.2

line 2?7: Changed vere tense. -

line 251: Celeted the word " Essentially".

line 252: Celeted the words in parentnesis "(at least initially)".~

line 259: Changed "2300 ft" to read "accreximately one-half mile".

O
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Section 2.2 (Cont'c)

lines 252-270: This has been changed to reflect that the cwelling
within the exclusion area was vacated and will not
be reoccuoied. (Mr. 44.sha PSC's / Grew 1 Manager,
has advised that the building is in the process of
being removed. Does PSC want to state this in the
FSAR now or wait for the next revision?) The last
two sentences were added to incorporate the resicences
within the PSC property boundaries on through Figure
2.1-3. In addition, references made to the Fort
St. Vrain RSRP regarding plans for notification of
residents in case of emergencies. The last two
sentences incorporate an update to PSC's responses
to questions 2.la and 2.lb.

lines 273-280: This material was added to incorporate the resconses
to NRC questions 2.lc as .well as a portion of the
response to question 2.la.

line 2S8: The term " security building" replaced the word " plant".

line 295: The word " fenced" has been added.

3 lines 311-315: References 1, 2 and 3 have been added. The word
( ) 'i " radiological" has replaced the word " radiation"

(in two places).
o

References for Section 2.2

This is an entirely new section which was added to
identify references for Section 2.2. This approach
is consistent with that used in all other sections
of the FSAR.

(
' Section 2.3

line 349: Corrected 1960 peculation for Loveland to 9,734

lines 355-356: The words "a peculation of" were adced per PSC comments.

Section 2.3.1

line 369: The worcs "2300 feet" were reolacec with the words
"approximately one-half mile".

lines 370-372: The words "as recorted in the original FSAR" were added.

O,_ line 373: This sentence was enanged to reflect the fact that tne
(/ poculation figures "were comcuted" based on :ne 1980

census.

. . _ . . _ __ __

- , . , - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - + .- - - - - - --, - r--, - ~- ~



Secticn 2.3.1 (Cont'd)

line 402: Added reference 1.Q
iine t05: Added the words in carenthesis to indicate -hat the

5-10 mile sect rs are the cnly Ones divided int
22-1/2 degree increments.

lines 410-413: An entire paragrach was deleted which described the
old method of detemining rural peculatien. The
actual metned for ccmcuting peculation en the basis
of 1980 census is described in lines 400-410.

lines 419-422: Information was added regarding the number of migrant
and seascnal fam workers in the Greeley area. This
info mation was cbtained from the Colcrado Division of
Empi% s -t and Training. The infermation was obtained
by telepnene and confirmed in a letter to Mr. Neely
dated May 19, 1982 (copy enciesed). It is important
to point cut that we were not able to get figures for
the migrant and seasonal employment within 5 miles of
the plant. Also there are no figures on visitors and
other transients to the area. As indicated in Table

- 2.3-1, the total per .anent population within 5 miles
of the cite is 3,148. 20% of that is 630. Therefore,

[A ' since the number of migrant fam workers in the largerr

"Greeley area" averaged only 430 persons, it is safe
to say that cnly the ncn-permanent residents within
5 miles of the reactor would prcbably amount to no more

O :nea e zo: iacreese over :se ac=eer of oememeat rur 1
,

residents in that 5 mile radius.-

Section 2.3.2

line 437: Begin a new paragrach,

line 440-443: These two sentences correctly state that the actual
population figures were taken frem the Census for the
years indicated. In addition, the method of obtaining
the projected population figures is ccrrectly stated.
This infomation replaces several lines frem the
previcus draft which indicated that projections were
obtained from county and municipal planning commissions.
It is important-to note that pcpulation projections made
cy city and county commissiens are made for entirely
different purposes than the population projections for
evaluaticn of nuclear plant sites. The c;uadratic
extrapolation is considered to be censervative and
therefore more accropriate for nuclear plant site
evaluation.

v

lines 446-451: Infomation was added to be consistent with the contents
on new Table 2.3-4 which deals with the record of
growth of the 5 small towns near the plant. (Note that
the material for Table 2.3 4 was originally incorporated
directly in the text. It was put in a secarate table ton() eliminate procelms excerienced with the werd Or0 cessing system

.
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Seccion 2.3.2 (Cont'd),

lines 254: Ali of the words following "relatively small" haveoQ been added. This statement is made to be consistent
wi:n the recuirements of flRC's Standard Review Plan,

Section 2.1.3.

lines 157 460: This material was added to be consistent with the
requirements of t1RC's Standard :teview Plan, Section 2.1.3.
It is also imcor* ant to note that this material reclaces
the res::ense to flRC's question 2.id.

lines 464 467: The material frem :ne previcus draft was edited and
changes were made to be consistent with the require-
ments of 11RC's Standard Review Plan.

References for Section 2.3

These references were added at the end of the Secticn
to be consistent with practices folicwed for all

other sections of the F5AR.

Table 2.3-1: This entire table was revised to reflect the new
figures frem the 1980 Census. The figures were'

deternined by using large scale maps of the areas,s' showing boundaries of census tracts, innumeration
districts and, where accropriate, blocks. Arcs were
drawn on these macs with ne reactor site as the
center. Work sheets were used to add uo the peculation

D figures from the 1980 Census as they are distributed
d within the mac segments defined by the varicus mileage

'
- arcs and the varicus radial lines drawn thrcugh the

major ccmcass points. (By secarate transmittal, we
are sending you a ccccilation of the internal memcranda
which described the various acpreaches used in One
conversion of the 1980 Census data used in the F5AR.
See flPC- 3Cel , cated Lv.l?N .

Table 2.3-2: This table was revised to shcw a~ctual ;:coula:icn

figures for 1970 and 1980 and to cresent new ::cculation
orojections for the year 2000. The ccculation orojec-
tion is based en :ne ecuation shewn in flote 1 of :ne
table. (Also see tiPC- m t , dated L t.</99 We would
also call your attention to stotr 4 cr :he taole wnich
pertains Cerzerce City and Sot'. der. These two cities
did not maintain a censisten'.ly increasing occulation
during the 1970-1950 pericc. Because of :nat, the a a
constant was negative; :o avoid suotracticn fr:m ne-

peculation projection, it was assumed :o te :ere for
conservatism. With regard to 4cte 3, i; is imcorcant
to uncerstand tha: ticr:nglenn did not exist.(ac::arently)# in 1960 and therefore the peculation crejection, based
en only 2 points is linear rather :han based on the
cuadratic equa:icn.

_ . . _ . . . . . . . -- --- -



This :acle also has been revisec to reflec: actualTable 2.3-3: 1970 anc 1980 Census data as well as to inc:rpora:e
b

The co<rr:en:s
:ne aew arosec:icns for :he zeer 2CCO.O made acove :n Tacle 2.3-2 are also acclicaole to
this taole.
This is entirely a new table wnica was made f em the

Table 2.3-4: Theinformation creviously incluced in :ne text.
1970 and 1980 figures for actual pcpulation were inken

Thefrem the Census informaticn for these years.
projected peculations are as shcwn in Table 2.3-3.
New discussicn in the text correctly reflects the
relationshio between the growth rates of these 5 small
::wns nearest tne plant site.

The title of this figure has been changed to make itFigure 2.3-1:
clearer that :his is the resident scoulation.

The

copulation shown in the previous draft in sectors
112-1/2 to 135 at 3-4 miles and 4-5 miles were changed
frem 1561 to 1569 and from 92 to 123 rescectively.
Tnis change is also reflected in Table 2.3-1.

In the previous draft, no population figures were filledFigure 2.3-2: Tnis figure is a new mao with the new 1980 Censusin. The caction of this figurepeculation figures included.'s ,

has also been changed to indicate that this is resident
population.

Section 2.1

Celeted quotation marks and added reference.line 192:

This material was edited to imorove the informaticnlines 495-503: found in the updated (1981) studies and to incluce
reference 2 (Colorado Agricultural Statistics Publica-
tion en wnich the infomation is based).

has been added to cite the master clans forReference
Larimer and 'deld Counties which were produced in 1977.line 513:

The publication, which was the source of information
lines 522-525: in the original FSAR is no longerp.v.wlin the same

Therefore, c moarable updated information wasform.
not available. 5ecause of this One paragracn was:o mineraledited to te more general with rescec:
production in '4 eld County.

.

were addedd

All of :ne words folicwing the word '' siteline 534:
to correct an emission frem the earlier draft.

w

O -
.---
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~ Section 2.4 (Cont' d)

line 539: Acded reference a and enanged the vero tense.

( References for Secticn 2.1

This entire section is new and added to be ::nsistent
with :ne way references are hancied in the ?SAR.

Table 2.4-1: This taole was c:moletely revised to shcw information
from the 1980-81 Directory of Colorado Manufacturers.
In addition, telechone bcok yellcw pages were used
to further substantiate these listings, particularly
those within i 10 mile radius. PSC questioned whether
tnis table is necessary. In our opinion it is necessary
because it was included in the original FSAR and is
required to provide scme indication of the extent of
employment in the immediate vicinity which might bring
in more people during the day than the permanent
residents. This is not to be confused with the
migrant farm worker population nor with any otner
" transient or visiting residents", The table presented
in the earlier draft was much too detailed and *

, included information beyond the scope of that included
in the original FSAR. The table has been changed

' to be more consistent with the original FSAR.-

Figure 2.4-1: !=orovements have been made in this figure such that
the legend for land use designation is easier to
distinguisn on the map.

O'' Section 2.5.1 .

lines 519-622,

531-635: Modified text per PSC comments.

line 549: Added references acclicable to this section.

Section 2.5.2.

lines 703, 705: Celeted information pertaining to average bicwd:wn
rates per PSC c:mments. Note that celetion of :nis
information results in less detail in the FSAR tnan
the original .

line 742: Changed " restricted" :: '' limited" per PSC comments .

line 315: Corrected reference num er; celeted "To our knewiecge''
per PSC comments.

3.- line 823: Celeted "We are cogni: ant of the fact that" per ?SC
c:mments,

line 339: Corrected reference number.

p_ .. . . -. .____.

G
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Section 2.5.3
-

lines 921-923: Corrected reference numcer.

lines 1023-102?: Reworded tnis sentence per ?SC comments.'

References for Section 2.5

lines 102S-1059: Rearranged and ::rrected references based u;on text.

Section 2.5.1.

line 1072: Carrected reference number.

Section 2.5.2

line 1117: Corrected reference to Accendix G.

lines 1119-1154: Summarized infor-nation frem tne referencac recor..

Section 2.6.3.

line 1155: Corrected reference to Appendix G.

Referred to Section 2.5.1 for a summary of the re-line 1157:
~ port.

Section 2.5.J.-"

line 1179: Corrected reference to Appendix G.

Section 2.5.5.

line 1188: Corrected reference number.

lines 1192, 1222: Celeted quotation marks and indented to indicate
quotation.

lines 1251-1253: Reworced sentence per ?SC c:mments.

References for Secticn 2.5

lines 12SS-1294: Rearranged references based u;cn text.

Sections 2.7. 2.7.1., 2.7.2.

Ifnes 1298-1457: Replaced these sections with PSC rewrite.

.

After line 1361: Inser: A added per PSC c:mmen:s.

After line 1375: Inser 3 add 2d per ?SC c mments.
~

f \1
.. . _ _ _

..
. _ _ .

. . _ _ _ _



4

1

~

Section 2.3

b line 1165: Changed vero tense.

lire 1463: Added " historical' .

line 1470: Changed "three" :: "four*' for accuracy.

lines 1471-1472: Incluced cross-reference sumaries.

Secticn 2.3.1.

line 1496: Corrected reference to Appendix G.

lines 1499-15C6: Sumari:ed the results of ne meteorological re-
ports.

Section 2.3.2.

line 1517: Corrected reference to Apcendix G.

lines 1520-1525: Sumari:ed the results of the tornaco study.

_

line 1534: Celeted " SOL'LCER- " from :ne ' eginning of thec

( sentence.

li ne 1546 : Referred to .:igure 2.3-1.

\ Section 2.3.3. .

line 1537: Corrected reference to Acpendix G.

lines 1590-1515: Incluced a sum.ary of :ne results frem the revised
climatological recort.

Section 2.3.1

line 1525: Corrected reference to Accendix G.

Section 2.3.5. .

. .

| lines 1530-1547: Acced this section to mention :ne curren: :eteoro-
logical menitoring. (Cl-1325)

References for Section 2.3
|

| lines 1551-1556: Added reference fr m Section 2.3.3.
-

_

f
\

, _ . . _ .-
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Secticn 2.9
s

line 1664: Re:lacec :ne :revious fi rs: two :aragra:ns Of
:nis section, wnicn cescribed :ne ini-ial menit: ring
procram, 41:n :ne curren: paragrapn. This was ::,e 3

(_,) prov1de a mere current summary.

lines 17CO-1701: Changed " year" 0 ''fi ve yea rs ' :: accura:ely de-
scribe the acnitoring program.

0' Section 2.9.1.

lines 1775-1775: Added explanatien of five year menitoring program.

Section 2.9.3.

lines 1857, 1861,

1864: Changed vers tense.

line 1866: Celeted paragraph describing char recorder sensi-
tivity and backup thermcmeter reading.

'

lines 1876-1879: Changec vers tense. .

t

N
iine 1390: Celeted paragra:n c:ncerning c:ntinuation Of cr: gram

evaluation, as it was replaced witn the :aragracn
:nat folicws.

~.
I 6x> lings 1893-1909: Adcec paragracn describing the electrical meni-

:: ring system.(CN-445) ,

Secticn 2.9.4

lines 1924-1927: Re:lacec the former section witn an ucdated para-
gracn describing :ne stucy results.

;

I
!

l

V

1
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PSC Review
FSAR Rewrite 'Jnit 4 (Chaoter 3)

({]) Craft A (10-23-81)

Page 10

o Pars. 5, line 3 Add the wced " hexagonal" between "... 3.2.2.2)*
and the word " blocks".

line 539 Ocne.

Pace 23

Line 57 Add the following sentence: "See Section 3.5.3.2
additional discussion concerning burnable poisen loadings. foro

line 747 Done.

Page 31

o Line 57 Tab setting needs adjustment to conform to previcus
numbered items.

line 962 Net Done.

Pace 35
'

o Line 22 Celete the word "as" following the word "specified".
(
' line 1036 ;cne , 3 Instructions are forthcoming which will relocate theo item

paragraph to another section.
[) .

Page 37

o Line 19 Celete the term "(6 years at SC% plant capacity factor)"
and replace with the term "(6 fuel cycles at 300 E?PD/ cycle)."

line 1066 cone.

Pace 43

o Line 22 The core weight both here and in Table 3.3-1 should be
consistent. Also, the weight of the RCD's should be added into
both figures.

| line 1174 - 30n,,
1175'

Pace 47

o Pars. 3 The sentence discussing the 1/2 scale test states that no
| problem exists. In reality, a problem did exist and it new appears

that the RCD's resolved the problem. The wording shculd be crded
to reflect this situaticn. Mention should also be made regarding
the absence of coerating temperatures during the 1/2 scale test.

s

lines 1264- chis is discussed in seccion A.1.7.'
|
I 1273

/~\T,

>

. . . _. - . . . _ . - . . . .
_

~ ~" -- --' r --__ ____ - - _-. u - _.__._. _ _ _ . . __-



Pace 50p
d Add the word "c:nsists" af ter the word " structure".Line 7o

Add the word " block" after the word " support".line 133o Cene.

o Line 22
line 1345 - Ocne. Additional details are forthccmina.12if 2nd Para.

Replace the word * event" with the word " vent".Line 59o

Moved per GA's c:=ments. (See tex ) .
Pace 53

Add "eighty (80)" between the word " test" and the word
o Line 50

' specimens".
line 1483 Oone.

Line 51 Replace the word "at" with the word "during".
o

Replace the word "These" with the term " Groups of sixteenline 1484 Dene.
o Line 51

(16)".
line 1485 Ocne. *

Pace 68

- o Line 174 Replace "1.25:l" with "4.25:1".

End the sentence af ter "S" and delete the term "cf the
.

line 1822. T.cne '.
\- o Line 176

initial care".Q ,

line 1823 "A ne.

Pace 69

Line 199 thru 208 Celete and replace with the folicwing:
o

Two startup neutron sources consisting of CF-252 encapsulated inlines 1946 - Ocne,

The total initial neutron generation rate was approximately 4 x 10 platinum and stainless steel were originally installed in the coreg
isG2

In 1981, the neutron generation had decreased
neutrons per secogd. neutrons per second due to radioactive decay ofto about 2.5 x 10 A third source consisting of CF-252 doubly
the Californium-252. 0ecember, 1981 with an
encapsulated in stainless steel was added ing neutrons per second.
initial neutron generation rate of 1.88 x 10

The. initial activity of each of these sources does net exceed .5
curies and the total at any given time does not exceed

The sources are located in the top layer of fuel elements, layer 4,
of regions 9 and 15 (criginal elements) and 15 (Decemoer,1981) asThe location of the scurces wi. thin the fuel
shown in Figure 7.3-2.
element is shewn in Figure 3.4-4

-

O
-

_ . . . .
-

_ . _ . .

, - - , - . - - - , - - - , - _ , - _ . .



Page 72

o Line 79 Add the term "and in the first and seconc" af ter the werd
\ " core".

lines 1354 - _ * * * ****
1959

Pace 77

o Line 6 Graphite should be spelied GRAFITE.
1~4-es ''019 - done, cdidied , er GA's c=ents; see text."

Not

Page 73 Line 72 Correct the spelling of dewel.
line 2135 Cone.

Page 80

o Line 12 Add figure numbers.
lines 2164 - Not dene, originai text restored.

i o Line 53 Delete the term "(see Secticn 3.4.2.1.1)".
line 22c6 Ocne.

-

Page 86, Fig. 3.4 4
ei

o Sec. A-A Replace Caption " Neutron Scurce" with " Neutron Source 4occ/ume ,

L ic ;t i ; . . ' .
,

I
~

O
,

*

L Pace 92 thru 96
;

Since Figure 3.4-10 is to be deleted, the figure numbers on the
f o

figures that follow must be adfusted.:

Pace 103

o Line 36 Add a new paragraph as ic11cws:

'
--

r-, - - . - , - - . - . _ _ -,.- ___-----__-____m,__--,-. --. . . - - - --



"It should be noted that the material in the preceding relates to
the initial c re. Similar ma:erial relating :: subsequent fuel
relcads can be found in Safety Evaluations contained in PSC
c:rrespondence to the NRC, i.e. ;-letters.

( )

*** 5h2| ~ :ene with :nedification.
,

Pace 110

Celete the entire paragraph and replace with paragraph 3
o Line 144

fecm page 130.
s re ers u E M 1 pap m e.'i~es 6:o -

ct .e , acause~ ~ ~

2623
P3ce 114

o Line 17 Replace the line with the following:
Not done, GA ecm ents used instead. In"In the initial core, only one type poisen rod was used.line 2641

segment 7 (relcad 1) different....."
Delete the sentence beginning with "In the case...."

-

o Line 20
same as line 17.

o Line 23 Celete the words "to be".
Same as line 17.

a Line 27 Add "(Reload 2)" between "S"
and the word "and".

g
"The spacers will be made of''

line 265C Ocne.
o Line 40 Add the folicwing sentence:

-liU4 graphite. '

Add "up to" between the word "in" and the word "each".line 2660 Ocne.
o Li.ne 49A

(./ lines 2668 - Nc: done, see ten.
; 26f2 line $6 Replace the word "is" with the word "was".

Line SS Replace the word "is" with the word "was".Ocne.line 2676
o

o Line 61 Replace the term "will be" with the werd "was".
| line 2678 qne.

line 2681 Ocne.

Pace 130

Replace the word ''unsufficient" with the word "insuffi-o Line 18
cient".

Correct
o Line 26 The second sentence is not a complete sentence.line 3199 :ene.

as appropriate.
dene, paragraph deleted due to CA cen=ents.line 3:c4 Net

o Line 37 Replace the word "an" with the word 'a".
O

sa=e as aheve.
o Para. 3 Delete the entire paragraph and relocate to w)'

Not dene, see abcVe.
..

'I
__

- . . - ..
. . . _

L.
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h

_

() Pace 134

2 o Lines 21 thru 27 Delete this entire paragraph.
lines 3268 - =cne.

32 ,n.,

Pace 140
.

o Line 159 Begin the sentence as follows: "The depleted uranium
4

isotopes....."

| lina 3510 Dene.

Page 164

o Line 74 Add the word "is" after the word "This".
j line 4088 Dene.

t' Page 195

o Line 27 Replace the term "will be" with the term "has been".
lines 4287 - Net dene,, paragraph deleted per GA ccmments. "

49f9 Line 33 Add the follcwing phrase to the last sentence: ....

temperatures, therefore the original analyses are conservative and
no new analyses are required."

Same as above.'

..

'

)'
.

J

;
i

I

| Page 224

o Section 3.6.6.1 The text contains too much detail with dates, etc.
Modify the wording to include a brief sequence of events and a
short summary.

o Line 56 Replace the term " identified as" with the term "as a part
of".

Pace 225

o Line 105 Delete the word "to".

Pace 226

o Line 9 Correct the spelling of " changing".

o Line 17 Correct the spelling of " maintain".
,,



o Line 48 Replace the word "has" with the word "have",

o Line 59 Replace the word " germane" with the word " pertinent".

Face 227

o Line 79 (1st) Capitali:e "pewer".

o Line 79 (2nd) Add a cor::na af ter the word "fluctation".
/

o Line 108 The word " test" should be +'eeed. 7 v u r '

Pace 228 Sairam
o Line 153 Begin the sentence as follows: "Sec=d parameters

exhibited unidirectional changes....."

Face 229_

o Para. 1 Note: The purpose was to lcok for damages, not for the -

cause. Correct as appropriate.
J

( o Line 191 Remove the "(" from the word "to"

o Line 194 Replace the word "of" with the word "and".

O tine 194 Convert the parenthetical state =ent to a sentence.o: .

,

o Line 217 Explain "FORS". .

i o Line 224 Add the word "when" aftar "46".
.

? ace 230_

! o Line 238 Correct the spelling of " shift". (Thought we wouldn't

spot it, didn't you?)
|

o Line 291 Add the word '' temperature * af ter the word " increasing".

o Line 292 Add the word " temperature" after the word " decreasing".

o Line 202 Correct the spelling of " operations".

!

Face 231

1 o Line 332 The correct equation is illustrated in Att. 2.
', a

I

.

| O
|

|
|
i



O
s/ Pace 232. Table 3.5-4t

Add the following 2nd line to the title " Prior to RCD Installa-o
tion".

Add the appropriate units or an appropriate notation ree. 7we co#Wo
Edrr rtu-o ''l%n fases mac~~ ",

cace 245

o Line 25 Replace the sentence with the fellowing: "The observed
activities confirm this conservatism in that the activities are
well below the expected.'

lines 5371 - Not dene, GA modificatien used.
5372

.

n*' . -

Pace 261'-

Line '151 Add a hy; between- the words " gamma' and " neutron".-o
line 5738 Done.

o Line 159 Replace the word ~"use" with the word "is".
line 5746 Dena, with. =edificacien,

o Line 172 Reclace the word " joint" with the word " coupling". .

line 5753 Dene.The sentences beginning with lines 166 and 172 are very similar ando
could be combined.
Done.

o Line 176 Replace the word " joint" with the word " coupling".
see above.

o Line 195 Replace the comma, after the word " gearing" with a
! semi-colon.
I ,line 5779 Ocne.

Pace 262
;

! o Para. 5 This subject is much too detailed and should be general-
i:ed.

I lines 5631 -
,

5839.

Pace 266'

o Para 2 Delete the entire paragraph.( >',

lines 5974 - 7 ,,
5976



- _

t

o Line 28 Celete the entire sentence.
line 5986 Ocne.

O o acor riasse. as rsoe , a e- carn e e ~ r t e> A A- * * ''''s d

V
Page 271

_

c Section 3.33 Replace the varicus terms, utilized througncut this
secticn to describe the reserve shutdown absorbing material with
the term "boran balls".

lines 6333 ine 9 Replace the term "cylindro spherical balls of boren carbide
cn.,4

ov' L
in graphite" with the term " banded spherical balls of boronated
graphite".

lines 6342 -
,

6344
Pace 274

o Lines 10, 11, 12 Delete the entire sentence,
line 6433 Ocne.

o Line 34 Move this sentence to the beginning of pargaraph 3. ,

line 6444 f' ara 3 Shorten and generalize this entire paragraph.ene
o

lines 6444- This is directly f:cm gr.A 6.5 and shcuid be kept.
6467

t Pace 275
q.-

-

o Line 108 Delete the sentence which begins on this line. It's

redundant to statements made in para. 1.
line 6529 Ocne.

o Para. 2 This paragraph contains too much detail, e.g. valve size,
pressure rating, applicable c de, etc. Summarize this paragraph.

)

$6- his i:2 direc:iy frem gr.A 6.3. :t has been = edified slightly.11 *8
g

page 279

o Line 57 Place a pericd after the word " month".
line 6632 Ocne.

Pace 281

o Line 42 Delete the sentence beginning on this line and add the ,

folicwing phrase to the end of the preceeding sentence: "at which
time the bottles are replaced".

line 6769 Ocne.

Pace 299 ,

o Lines 12, 14, 15 Celete both sentences referring to Tacle 3.10-1.
line 6964 Ocne.

V Page 302, Table 3.10-1

o Celete this entire table.
:ene.

O

- - __ .- .
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PSC Review
FSAR Rewrite Unit 4 (Chapter 3)

'

Craft A (10-2L 21)~

Gomen A
Face 35

Item 3 - Revise as follcws and move to Section 3.2.3.5.o

CO.,) are expected to be present at concentrations up to 10 $pm, CO,"During normal reac:Or operation, icw levels of oxidants (H 0

(parts per million by volume). In crder to minimi:e graphite
oxidation, burnable poison oxidation and metal corrosion, operation
with primary coolant impurity levels exceeding 10 vpm are re-
stricted in accordance with applicable Technical Specifications.
:ene.

.

Page 40

o Add the paragraph described above.
lines 1130 - ,"#****

1135
Pace 50

o Line 27 - Add the following sentence: "The core support posts are
ATJ graphite and the permanent side relectors are HLM graphite.

1.ines 1351 - Oone.

(_ 1253 Line 23 - Delete the word" structure"

i line 1345 Ocne.

Page 267
,

, Insert the following paragraphybetween paragraph 4 and paragraph-5: ,

o
lines 6o45 - Oone.

6175 The operaaility of the reserve shutdown system and the crifice
valve and its drive are unaffected by the installation of the
ICRD*s.

The presence of the instrument package in the control rod channel
will have an insignificant effect on the normal helium ficw thrcugh
the channel. Calculaticns indicate that the ficws through the
channel containing the instrument package, through the correspond-
ing channel with the control red withdrawn, and through the cor-
responding channel with the control rod inserted are essentially
the same (within 10%).

The shutdown margin was calculated for the core configuration with
instrumented control and crificing assemolies installed in regions
5 and 35 at the beginning (30C), middle (McC), and end (ECC) of
cycle 3. In each case, the shutdown margin was found to be greater
than or equal to 2% ap.

Tne calcuiated snutdown margins of ?_2% ao include the follcwing
conservative assumptions. First, it was assumed that all the

'

O
.

-- -
- .
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Pa-233 had decayed to U-233. Second, it was a.sumed that three
regions were unreddeo; namely, the regions containing the two
instrumented c:ntrol and orificing assemblies plus the regionQ associ ate:: with the maximum worth centrol red pair.

Calculatiens with the physics design cede GAUGE have demonstrated
the acceptability of using the standard red withdrawal sequence
when the instrumented control and crificing assemblies are in-
stalled for cycle 3. The pcwer distributions are well within the
allcwable limits set by Technical Specification LC3 4.1.3.

Based upcn the standard red withdrawl sequence of cycle 3 region 5
beccmes unrodded wnile the reacter is still subcritical. Thus,
having the instrumented control and crificing assembly in regicn 5
has no significant impact on the normal pcwer distribution.

Region 35 bec:mes unredded, based upon the standard red withdrawal
sequence for cycle 3, at a power level of less than -25%. Once the
single rod of the instrumented control and orificing assembly has
been withdrawn, it has no effect en the power distribution.P When
redded, howevd, the presence of a single centrol red in regien 35
instead of a pair of rods does tend to increase the regicn's
peaking f acter (RPF).

This effect is most pronounced when the single red is fully in-
serted (at pcwer levels < -25%) and results in about 34% increase '

(~ in the RPF of region 35. Mcwever, this is a icw power region (RPF
<.5), and the change is easily accommodated by adjusting the

Region 35 crifice valve. The power in the regions immediatelyp- adjacent to region 35 also increases by. 9 to.14% with the remainder
; of the core regicns increasing slightly (by 15%) of decreasing

slightly (by 1 4%). Although the pcwer distribution is scmewhat*

different when instrumented control and orificing assemblies are
installed, the differences are well within the Technical Specifi-
cation limits of LCO 4.1.3. Further, as mentioned above, these
changes .are easily accommodated by orifice valve adjustments.

Since the instrument package extends the full length of the core
and since it has a low neutron cross section for capture, the
effect of its presence en the axial and radial pcwer distribution

;
' is neglible.

The remaining control- rod in each cf the two instruce.ited drives
may be inserted or withdrawn in the normal manner. Further, the
scram' insertion time for each of these two rods has- been measured
and found to be within Technical Specification recuirements. As
icted previcusly, thesa cds are not reauired to establish the
snutdcwn margin necessary fer compliance with Tec'nnical Specifi-
cation requirements.

.Vechanical f ailure af an instrument package is andoscus to the '
- f ailure of a control rod. - The bottem of the instrument package has '

-

L

-
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been designed such that in the unlikely event of a failure the exit
to the control red channel would not be blocked to prevent ficw of

{) c clant gas.

Nevertheless, conservative thermal and fuel perf:rmance analyses
have been performed assuming the instrument assembly dreps to the
bottom of the channel and c:mpletely biccks the c:alant ficw while
the plant is operating at full pcwer. These analyses shew that,
even under these most severe conditions and with the f ailure of'the
instrument assemoly going unnoticed for 48 hours or mere, the
instrument package would not melt and the impact en fuel perfgem-
ance would be negligible. Actually, if the instrument package
should f all, the failure would result in ancmalous readings which
would give icmediate indicaticn of such a failure.

The reflector block upon which the instrument package (weighing 212
ibs.) would impact has been designed and tested to withstand the
impacts of regular control reds with shock absorbers
(weighing - 120 lbs.) f alling from the withdrawn position.

Appropriate designed seals permit passage of the in-core instru-
mentatica leads through the primary and secondary pressure
boundaries while maintaining the systems' pressure integrity. All
pressure retaining members were designed f abricated, and tested in
accordance with the requirements of Section 3 of the ASME Soiler
and Pressure Vessel Code for Class 1 c:mponents for the primary
cicsure parts and Class 2 fer the secondary closure parts and .

(' demonstrated to be acceptable in accordance with the existing
pressure retentien and leakage criteria.

Tests Performed to confirm and support the mechanical design and
fabrication of the instrument assemoly included the follcwing:

a. The actual instrumented assemblies have been pull-tested to
50% of the tensile yield stress, follcwed by careful re-
inspection. The load placed en the assemclies during th.is
test is a f actor of five greater than the maximum anticipated
tensile force.

b. A mcckup of the bottcm three feet of the instrument sucport
red has been fabricated fecm production materials and tested
at temperature to its failure point. This mcckup represented
all typical welds to the central support red,

c. A full-scale medel of the entire instrument package has been
made' of appropriate structural material, inserted into a
simulated control red channel and ficw tested. Air was used
as the test fluid and was drawn througn the c:ntrol red
channel so as to simulate the range of Reynolds number
expected in the reactor.

%d
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1 i

i

,

! Q.
d. The ability to manually insert and withdraw the instrument

f

assemoly into the control rod channel has been demenstrated ;

by testing. The centrol red channel Tcckuo for this test -

mcdeled the maximum ;cssible amount of centrol block mis-
alignment fcr each block.

i

! NOTE TO FSAR AUTHOR: The preceeding is an excerpt frcm the Safety Evaluation
: attached to GP-C985.
'
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DRATT 1

assatT: untt 4 surrear or csuietsO
SECTICN 3.1

lines 538 - 539: (Original and mccifiec)
Ecitorial change (per pSC cc=ents) and

>

secticn reference added.

SECTION 3.2.1

line 577: 100,000 Nd/ tenne burnup changed to 110,000
Nd/ tenne per GA cements.

.

SECTICN 3.2.2.1

lines 609 - 610: Editorial change.

line 623: (criginal and mcdified)
RCD's added in first draft, subsequently modified
per GA's ccments.

lines 652 - 653: (original).
Temperatures moved to Section 6.9.2.4, this
section is referenced.

b . SECTION 3.2.2.2
.

g
lines 661 - 662: The 18C0 EFF0 was added per GA .coments.

i .

!

|
lines 67S - 688: (criginal and modified)

Reference to H-451 graphite adced. ~his para-
| graph represents a c0mpromise between the

original first draft (as prepared by NPC) and
GA's cements. GA has agreed to this comoremisei

in principle.

SECTICN 3.2.2.3

lines 695 - 696: Editorial change.

line 740: (original)
"will be" changed to "may be".

|

lines 747 - 748: Refecence to Section 3.5.3.2 added per PSC c:=ent.

I line 751: "in the initial core" deleted.

iine 752: Verb tense change.

line 753: Verb tense change.

" line 754: (original)
dSc:n "will be's" enanged ::: "~ay be .

Q
| .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __



_. ._

Q line 754:
Ecitorial change.i

Reference to section 5.7 changed to section 3.8.
line 769:

(criginal and modified)
lines 774 - 776: Editorial change.

SECTION 3.2.2.4
__

Editorial change.
iine 788:

SECTION 3.2.2.7_
Editorial change.

line 922:
Editorial change.

line 931:
(original)

line 959: Vero tense change.

(criginal and modified)Criterien. ten a'dded to be censi: tent with otherlines 962 - 964:
design requirements.

SECTION 3.2.3.l_'
_

. cdified per GA comments.*
lines 995 - 997: .

SECTION 3.2.3.3'

Editorial change.
line 1023:

"as" deleted per PSC cements..

line 1036:

(original and .:odified)In the first draft, a third entry was added.
It

. -

line 1037: d
was later moved to section 3.2.3.5 per GA an

! PSC cements.
|

I

SECTION 3.2.3.4.l_*

(original and modified)"6 fuel cycles at 300 EFFD" added per PSC coments.line 1C66:

SECTICN 3.2.3.5_
These lines added per PSC's cements.

if nes 1130 - 1135:

REFERENCES FOR SECTICN 3.2_
Reference added (the "H 451 grapnite SAR",

.

lines 1139 - 1144: referenced in line 655, section 3.2.2.2) .

O

j
-.



-- . __

'( ) SECT:CN 3.3.1.1

lines 1174 - 1175: 'deignts modified per GA ccmments.

(criginal and =cdified)lines 1214 - 1215: RCD's added,. and mccified per GA comments.

(original and mcdified) Sentence on this line (in :ne first draft) wasline 1217:
deleted per GA ccmmencs.

Cescription of RCD's added per GA's ccmments.
lines 1220 - 1224:

(original)lines 1236 - 1239: Fluctuation and RCD's are discussed.

TABLE 3.3-L

RCD's added to table per GA ccmments.
'

SECTICN 3.3.1.2
Editorial chance.line 1277:

e
' SECTICN 3.3.2.1

'( (original and mcdified)
Vero added per GA and PSC ccmments and editerial change.lines 1330 - 1331:

.
. . -

(
s

(criginal and mcdified)
PGX graphite added in NPC draft, modified per

; ' lines 1345 - 13a6:
-

GA and PSC ccmments.

ATJ and HL.M grapnite added per PSC ccmments.
lines 1351 - 1352:

I

SECTION 3.3.2.2
_

(original and modified)
line 1478: ATJ graphite added per GA ccmments.

(original and modified)The PGX surveillance program was added :c thelines 1481 - 1491:
NPC first draft and sucsequently mcc.fied per
GA and PSC ccaments.

(original)
Ccoling tube leak sealing methed added.lines 1517 - 1520:

I
i

w/

O i :
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Q SECTICN 3.4.1.1

if nes 1716 - 1720: (original and modified)
Original text restorec per GA comments.

line 1724: Vero tense change.

line 1731: Vero tense change.

line 1733 - 1754: (original and modified)
Discussion of precharacteri:ed fuel elements
added in first NPC draft, subsequently modified
per GA comments.

line 1761: Vero tense change.

line 1766 - 1770: (original)
Cescription of binder added.

line 1785: (original)
Fertile to fissile ratio changed.

lines 1818 - 1823: (original and modified)
Included to explcin the two fertile to fissile
ratios, subsequently modified per GA and PSC(- c:mments.

() lines J825_- 1632: Modified per GA's c:mments.
'

lines 1841 - 1843: Modified per GA's comments.'

lines 1846 - 1862: Added per pSC's c:mments.
,

SECTION 3.4.1.2

line 1888: "six years" changed to "1800 EFF0" per GA c
comments.

lines 1955 - 1959: (original and modified)
Cescription of graphite added in NPC first draft
and subsequently modified per GA's comments.

|

SECTICN 3.4.1.3

line 1974: " Methods of Analysis" was deleted because it
! obviously should not be here. It is in

l
section 3.4.2.1.2, lines 2142 - 2207.

i

!
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O SECitCN 3.4.i.4

lines 1978 - 1998: (original and modified)
Section en FTE's added in original firs draft
and mcdified per GA's cc=ents.

SECTICN 3.4.2.1.1

lines 2019 - 2123: (original and modified)
These lines were modified in the first draft.
The original text was restered per GA's cc=ents.

line 2033: Editorial change.

line 2100: " programs" changed to " codes".

lines 2133 - 2135: (original and modified)
Statement concerning stresses and RCD's added,
modified per PSC and GA concents.

SECTION 3.4.2.1.2
.

lines 2194 - 2195: References added per GA's comments.

line 22C6: (original and codified)
"see s, ction 3.4.2.1.1" deleted per PSC's,

e(-. ccmments.
,,

1
- -

iV SECTION 3.5.1 .

line 2378 (original)
Verb tense change.

SECTION 3.5.2.1

lines 2417 - 2418: 'for the initial core" added per GA's ccmments.

lines 2425 - 2429: References added per PSC's ccmments.

f SECTICN 3.5.3.1

lines 2520 - 2523: (original and modified)
Changes which were made in the first draft (NPC),-
were modified per GA's cccments.

-. ..
,

, .
,

SECTION 3.4 REFERENCES

lines 2258 - 2275: " Gulf General Atemic" changed to General Atcmic.

O
- - -. .. ._



-- _- _ -
. _ _ _ _

SECTICN 3.5.3.2_

O iines 25r - 2575: cer4sinei ene =cd4fied)
These lines were mcdified in the first draft
(NPC), and ecdified per GA's c:=ents.'

line 2578: vero tense change, per PSC c:=ents,

line 2581: verb tense change, per pSC c:=ents.

lines 2587 - 2589: Lines =oved frc:n lines 2544 - 2550 per GA's
- cc:m:ents. --

4

SECTICN 3.5.3.4 . _ . . _

' '

lines 2757 - 2768: " typical"changedto"possible"[erGA's
j c =ments.

SECTICN 3.5.4.1

lines 2S41 - 2S47: Discussion of thick buffer added per GA's
connents.

-SECTION 3.5.4.2
'

1ine 2987: Fcotnote changed to reference.

i SECTION 3.5.4.3
i

C- lines 3059 - ~3071: Footnote incorporated into text.4

<
.

.

lines 3082 - 3090: -(criginal and modified) -

Paragraph added in first draft, modified per
GA's ccmments.

SECTICN 3.5.4.4

lines 3101 - 3102: Footnote incorporated into text.

line 3105: Unit on ".02" was deleted to agree with conven-
tion.

SECTICN 3.5.4.5

lines 3173 - 3175: "at end of segment life" added per GA's c:enents.

SECTION 3.5.5.1 ;.
.-

_

line 3199: editorial change per FSC c = ents.

SECTICN 3.5.5.1
.

m

line 3258: paragraph deletad per ?SC c:=ents.

1
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_ _ _

i
. i

!

O
SECTION 3.5.7.1

line 3467: Format change, per GA ccaments.
,

lines 3470 - 3471: GGA changed to GA (twice).

line 3481: This line is missing, reascn unkncwn. I
should read " improved during the last few years
due largely to the efforts of".

line 3510: Editorial change, per PSC ccmments.

line 3523: GGA changed to GA.

SECTION 3.5.7.3

line 3786: '/ erb tense change. -

i

. . . _._ _ _ _ _ ._ _ .
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O line 3790: Verb tense change.

lines 3g00 - 3902: (criginal and modified)
This paragraph was added in the NFC first draft,
and. subsequently modified per GA's comments.

SECTION 3.5 REFERENCES

lines 4105 - 4257: " Gulf General Atomic" changed to " General Atomic"
in all cases.

. . . .

.

SECh10N3.5.1

lines 4238 - 4239: paragraph deleted per GA's comments

.

SECTION 3.5.5.1

line 4812: (original and modified)
"Under normal cperating conditions," deleted ,

s

({}r- per GA and PSC comments .

.

5

4
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SECTICN 3.6.5 This section centains the GA writeco on the
Fiuctuaticn with PSC cc=mencs inccepcratec.

It shculd be noted that the PSC additien to line
5030 gives the impressicn that the redistribu '
tion of ficw causes an.immediate change in the
graphite temperature distribution. This change
is not immediate because of the heat capacicy
of the graphite. Therefore, this portion of the
text should be restored per GA's original draft.

SECTICN 3.7.2.. .-

line 5203: GGA changed to GA.

lines 5213 - 5214: "GA" changed to " General Atcmic".

SECTION 3.7.3

line 5295: "GGA" changed to "GA".
!

SECTION 3.7.4.1.1

( ). lines 5371 - 5372: .(original and modified) __

Sentence reflecting cbserved values of cas have:
i activities modified from first' draft per GA's'

.

'
'-

l comments. ..

L
I

i SECTICH 3.7 REFERENCES

lines 5539, .5544. and 5569:
" Gulf General Atcmic" changed to " General Atcmic"

SECTICN 3.8.1.1

lines 5625 - 5629: (criginal and modified)
A discussion of the gas seals was added in the
first draft. This was subsequently codified
per GA's ccmments.

b--s

k
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t
's,

lines 5698 - 5709: (original and modified)
A discussion of dry film lubricants was added
to tne first draft, it was subsequently mcdified
per GA's comr.ents.

line 5738: 5ditorial change, per GA'.s and PSC's.;cem=ents.

line 5746: "use" changed to "was" per GA's c:mments.

lines 5759 - 5775: (original and modified)
A discussion of the control red guide tubes was

____
-- - - . - -

_ _______added and subscauently modified per PSC's comments.
. . .

-

line 5779: grammatical change per FSC's comment

_

. .
- - - - - - -

..
_

___ _ _

-
-

.. __.
- . .

line 5822: (original)
Manual rewind tec1 defined.

lines 5831 - 5839: (original and mcdified)
A discussion of the CRD transfer batterj was

(''/_ added and subsequently modified per PSC's comments.T ,

N-
..

line 5852: Reference to section 6.7 changed to section 3.3.3.

SECTION 3.S .I .3. .- (original and modified)

lines 5971 - 6183: New section added in first draft subsequently
modified per GA's and PSC's ::mments.

SECTION 3.3.2

lines $304 - 6306: Reference to Appendix A deleted per GA's ccmments.

SECTION 3.8.3.1

lines $342 - 6344: (criginal and modified)
Definition of " balls" changed in first draft, .

definition changed per PSC's and GA's c mments,

lines 6384 '- 6385: " spheres" changed to " ball s" in first draft;
verb tense change in fin.al draft.

;
.

!

l

-- - - . . .
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| SECTICN 3.3.3 1

sentence deleted per PSC c =.ents'

in,g433:
if

lines 5444 - 6467:
(original anc incorporated in first

fra't bs quently mdified per PSC's and uA,s
ccm.ents. changed to " balls".a

! Editorial change, and " spheres ,

lines 6470 - 6472:
" spheres" changed to ' ball 5".

Tine 6477 .

!
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-

" spheres" changed to " balls".
line 6484:

Rupture pressure changed per GA's ccmments.
line 6507:

Rupture pressure changed per GA's comments.
line 6513:

(original and modified)
Originally from Q&A 6.3, modified per PSC'slines 6526 - 6538:
comments. .

" spheres" changed to " balls".
line 6542:

" spheres" changed to " balls".
line 6546:

SECTION 3.8.3.3_
(original)line 6604 " spheres" changed to " balls". I

(original)line 6614: " spheres" changed to " balls".

SECTION 3.8.3.4
(original)line 6641: Ve'rb tense change. .

''-

line 6653: (original)
Verb tense change.

(original)--line- 6667:
-

_ Verb tense change.

(original & modified)
.

Frecuency changed in first draft, period addedline 6700:
per PSC comments

(original)lines 6717 - 6718: Test results mentioned.

SECTION 3.8.3.5
(original)

lines 6759 - 6760: Rupture disk pressure changed.

E'ditorial change, per PSC comment
lines 6769 - 6770:

SECTION 3.8 REFERENCES
Reference 3 added, PSC should determine if

( ') ,

Gulf-P Reports are suitable references.lines $73S+:
''

. . . _ _ . _
_ _

-

- __.
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SECTION 3.9.1

1ines 6849 - 6862: (original)
Discussion of orifice drives added frem Q&A 3.6.

lines 6885 - 6887: (original)
Discussion of lubricate added.

SECTION 3.10.1

line 6927:- Verb tense change.
^

line 6928: Editorial change.
,

SECTION 3.10.2

lines 6939 - 6952: (original and modified)
Originally modified per tech specs and sub-
sequently modified per GA's ccmments.

SECTION 3.10.3

line 6964: (original and modified)
Sentences del eted. p PS C C;r4 6
** Note: Table 3.10-1 and all reference to it
deleted per PSC's ccmments.

lines 696f-6970: Verb tense change, and Removal of plate,, cut erobe
added per conversation with J. Johns, D. Goss, and
and J...Levitt. -- .J

.. . -:: --' . - -

_
.

SECTION 3.10.4

lines 6988 - 6990: (original) -

Verb tense changed.

lines 6992 - 6993: (original and modified) *

Verb tense changed.

' lines 6996 - 6997: Verb tense change.

lines 7002 - 7004: Verb tense change.

line.7C07: "Once a year" deleted ;:er GA ccmments

O ..v
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Suc.ary of Changes to Tsewrite Unit ? Figures

3.1-2 Modified per GA

3.3-2 Mcdified per GA

3.3-3 New figure added frem (?-79027 Ficure 2)

3.3-4 New figure added frem (P-79027 Figure .5)

3.4-1 - 3.4-4 Mcdified per GA

3.4-4 Modified per PSC

3.4-8 Modified per PSC

3.4-10 This was flagged for deletien in first draft
Original figure has been restored

3.4-11 - 3.4-14 These figures were added in first draft then
deleted per GA

3.5-3 tdified per GA.

3.5-4 Modified per GA

3.5-8 Mcdified per GA

O- Moeif4ed per GA3.5-9 -

First draft =cdified then mcdiff' cation deleted(. 3.5-1 -
. by M

3.5-2__ First draft.=cdified then modification deleted.
by GA

3.3-l a New Figure 3.3-2

3.3-2 New Figure 3.3-3 -- GA's ccmments here not
understcod

3.8-3 New Figure 3.3-4 -- latest drawing revision used

3.S-4 New Figure 3.3-5 -- latest drawing revision used

3.8-5 New Figure 3.8-6

|
3.3-6 New Figure 3.8-7

! 3.8-7 New Figure 3.3-8 - cdified per GA

3.9-1 Lates drawing revisicn used

3.9-2 Latest drawing revisien usec

< ^
e''

. . - -
- - .. ... .- .
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O Sc=arz of Chenses :o ae r4 e "n4: : Tebles

3.1 -1 Modified per GA

3.3-1 Modified per GA

3.4-1 Title was changed

3.4-2 Added in first draft then deleted per GA

3.5-1 Modified per GA

3.5-4 Modified per GA

3.5-7 Reference to Figure 3.5-3 corrected to Figure 3.5-4

3.5-29a New Table 3.5-30

3.5-30 New Table 3 . 5 - 31

3. 5 -31 New Table 3.5-32

3.6-2 Modified per GA

3.5-4 Was added to first draft then deleted by GA
,

3.7-1 Modified per GA and PSC

3.10-1 This figure was added to first draft t;1en deleted
by PSC*

O
.
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EARITE UNIT 5 St .S.MRY OF CHANGES
'

55CCNC CRAFT

{}
Sec:10n a.1.2

line 279 "!ncertorated" deletec per PSC comments (see p la line 231
of first draft)

.

line 2S6 Changed per ?SC cements (see note 1 en Su::rary of Changes
to :ne first draft)

-

Section 4.1.3

line 158 Changed per PSC comments (see p 18, line 274 of first draft)

Section 4.1.5

lines 452-455 Changed per PSC comments (see p 22, line 468 of first draft)

lines 469 478 Summarized per PSC comments (see p 23, lines 480-500 of first
draft)

lines 495-496 Modified per PSC comments (see p 24, lines 515 and 517 of firs.

-

draft)
;

Section 4.1.5g

line 518 Statement regarding removal of steam genera: Ors celeted per
~

PSC c:mments (see p 25, lines 538-539 of first craft)

:
Tacle 4.1-1 F00: note deleted per PSC comments

Section a.2.1
The discussicn of tritium sources was deletec anc incorporatedline 598 int Section 11. This is per conversa:icn Oe: ween 0.Gess/PSC
anc J. Phelps/NPC (see p 29 lines 520-636 of the fi rst draft)

Section 4.2.2.1

lines 791,
Mocified er PSC c =ments (see p 38, lines 329,331,532-833 cf793-797
fi rs: Oraft)
Mocified per PSC c:mments (see p 39, line 353 cf first draft)line 315
Modified per PSC comments (see p 39, line 257 of first craft)line SIS
Modified per PSC c:=ments (see ; al, line 905 Of first draft)_

line 371

i
!

v
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REWRITE t.' NIT 5 St.'PFARY OF CHANGES
SECOND CRAFT

(Continued)

Sec:icn 1.2.2.3

line 1504 Modified per PSC c ments (see cements on Secticn 4.2.2.3
cf first draft) .

;

| Section 4.2.2.3.4

line 1599 " emergency water bocs: ;umo" cnangec to ' emergency wate.r
booster pumo"

line 1649 "will" changed to "may" per PSC cements on Section 4.2.2.3

Section 4.2.4.1

li ne 2083. Referenca adced per PSC cements (see p 52, line 1114 of
first craft)

1

lines 2224, 2321,
2347, 2362 and
2374 "1967 edition" added per PSC coments (see p 58, line 1238"

of first draft)
Section 4.2.4.3.1

O
lines 2590-2594 These lines were modified per PSC''s instruction. (see Note 7 ~

of the Sumary of Changes dat ac::mcanied first draft):
R o,e m nc.e.s 4.A cec - a 90 4 oo mu e h a.n o .ci. =o A<.ke ene.s ." s

g

Section 4.3.1.1

line 3C66 .tdified per PSC : mments (see p 95, line 2132 of first draft)

Section 4.3.3

lines 3115-3116 .tdified per ?SC c:ments (see p 98 of first draft)

Section 4.3.4

line 3148 Mocified per PSC cements (see p 99, if ne 2213 of first dra#t)

line 3192 "cendensate beester ;um;" enangee :: " emergency water becster
pumo"

i
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REWRITE '.' NIT 5 5UPPAP.Y OF CHANGES
SECONO ORAFT

(C:ntinued) i

J

Section 4.3.5.2_
.

The remarks regarcing " trimming" wers deleted (see ? 105,
iine 3300 lines 2354-2370 of first craft)

,

Sentence deleted per PSC c:nments (see p 109, line 2?48i

line 3379 of first draft)
"to B32 psi" deleted per PSC c mments (see ; 115, line 1597

line 3527 of first draft)
j

| Section 4.5 4-2545 cf fi rst
Modified per PSC c:mments (see p 118, line 25

lines 2573-3577 draft)
,

e
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PSC Review
FSAR Rewrite Unit 6
Oraft A (10-28-81)

O
Page 13

o Line 25 - Add the term "by the means of the post tension method"
after the word " prestressed".
:cne - page 17, line 580

Page 15

o Lines 147,148,149 - Correct the wording to conform to the origi-
nal text. *

Ccne - page 20, lines 30S-807
. .

Page 19

0 0
o Line 30 - Replace "250 " with "255 ".

Ecne- page 22, Line 894 - --
o Item 8, Line 49 - The RCD's must be added to the list.

Dcne - page 23, ;ine 333

Page 34

x~. o Line 59 - Reference f22 is not listed en page 100.
Ccne - ?:.ge 80, lines 3510-3S11

''** '

O '

0 0
o Line 11 - Should "150 " be "200 "?.

No - 150*? (cc-11-1)

Pace 44

o Line 73 - Revise the sentence to read ". . . purified helium at a
pressure approximately 10 psic above primary coolant pressure".
Ccne - page 42, '.ines 1723-1730

Pace 46

o Line 33 - Figure 5.5-1 does not appear to be an appropriate refer-
ence (perhaps E25-1).
:cne - page 43, ine 1770

Page 46

o Lines 45 thru 60 - Convert items numbered (1-7) from numeric to
alpha characters.
:cne - page 43, lines 1792-1797

s'

O
--- - ----- - - - - - - -
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|

Page Q |

p o Line 116 - Add a hyphen between comoression" and " strut".a

G :eia:ed due :c red:c:dancy .;hh. see:icn 5.5.3.2
o Line 117 - correctly spell "poissen".

:eie:ed due :c reduni=ncy :i:?. 5ec:icn 5.5.3.2

Pace E4

o Line 20 - Change "would be" to "is".
~cne - ;cge 47, ine :396

Pace 82-90

Section 5.3.4 - Earthquake terminology is inconsistant throughouto
this section. Correct the ter :tinology where appropriate, utili::ing
the terms "08E" and "DBE". See examples for page 83.

Ccne - 7 age 70, Zines 3077-3078; page 71, lines 3:12, 3:20

Pace 83'__
.

Line 10 - Replace " design earthquake" to "0BE".o
Cone - page 71, line 31 2

o Line 18 - Replace " maximum earthquake" to "DBE".
Ccne - pcge 71, line 3:20

o Line 19 - Repl ace ".C67" with "0.066".
Ecne - page 71, Line 3:20

.-

P ace 84

O
o- Line 41 - The wording is apparently incorrect. It probably should

be ". . . here the minimum ma'rgin of safety is . . ." Please .
verify.

.9.is sec:kn dele:ed, as b is cc ered in sec:kn 14

Pace SS

o Line 76 - Delete the word " graphite".
.9.is secticn dele:ed, as b is ccvered in sec:kn :4

o Line 78 - Replace " graphite" with " blocks".
Bia sec:icn deteced as b b covered in sec:icn 14

Line 93 - Correct the spelling, of " barrel".
.9.ia sec:k n deleted as :: is ecuered in sec:icn :: '

1
1
,

Page 87
- - J.L:4

o Line 4 - Reclace around" with ".1:' cif. . c .~ ['a

.9.is seczkn dele:ed, as i: b ccuered in 3ec:kn 14
. Line 214 - Replace "around" witn "::;re;ci._J .| o w_ - _ -- # c _

:?:ia sec:kn deZe:ed as b is ccrered in sec:ich 14
-

I

O
. - . . . .

_ . . ...

- - _ _ - _ _ _



Line 221 - Delete "Nevertheless" and begin the sentence as folicws:o
"An analysis. . . ".-

Tr.is sec:icn dele:ed as k is ccvered in sec:k n 14
Line 261 - Reclace " undoubtedly" with "probably".o
Tr.is sec:kn dele:ed as k is ccuered in Sec:icn :s
Line 269 - Replace "0.067 g" with "0.066 g".o
Tr.is sec:icn dele:ed as it is ccvered in Sec:icn 14

Pace 89

Line 325 - Add fl(p "(SSE and LOFC)" after the word " accident".o
Tnis section dale:ed as i: is covered in See:kn 14

o Line 325 'Ddlete "even .
This sec:kn dele:ed as k is covered in See:kn 14
Line 326 - Delete "due to indications of the two loop trouble".o
Tnis sec: kn deie:ed as i: is covered in SSc: k n 14
Line 330 (1st) - Delete "(4 to 5 hours)".o
This sec: kn deleted as k is covered in Sectk n 14
Line 330 (2nd) - Begin the sentence as follows: "Under these

o
conditions, the PCRV is dep. . . ".
This sec:kn deleted as k +s covered k Sec:kn-14
Line 333 thru 339 - These statements are awkward. Rewrite foro
cl arification.
"his sec:icn deleted as k is covered in Sec:kn 14

'

d),.
Pace 102, Ficure 5.3.2

-

%
o Revise as shown in Att. 1,

kne

Pace 138

Line 32 - Replace " lines" with " lines."o
Tr.=nged " Lines" =c " Liner", page 106, line 4765

;

Pace 139

Line 11 - Replace " reduce" with " decrease".o
kne - cge 106, line 4776
Line 15 - Replace "will not be" with "is not".o
kne - pcge 106, line 479:

Pace 140

o Line 107 - Delete the last sentence.
kne - page :08, cfter line 4372

Pace 146

Lines 8 thru 14 - Modify the tone of the discussion on malfunc-o
tioning oages to a more positive tone.

0- Wne - phe 1:2, Lines 4990 -4996
Line 23 - Add the word " half" after "about".o
.Ccne - page 1:2, Line 5005'

- . . - ... .. .

- - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - -



P ace 172_

Line 31 - Add "does" after "dicxide".Q 'one - page :25, Line 5562o

U

Pace 179. Ficure 5.5-1 w.m
-

Title Line - Replace " Increased" f4 " Increase".
o

:cne

Pace 187_

Line 8 - Replace "170" with "159".
:cne - page 135, tina 5990o

.

Pace 193

Line T Verify "0.82%".
Wna - page 140, Lina 6245o

~

Pace 196_ - Weas
Line 104 - Capitalize ".Dets**.
Wns - page 143, line 6354o

RewritePace 213
Line 239 - This paragraph is too specific and cemittal.'" "'"*''"; -

'' "''**'' '*** =''''hescr:grc:h :cs :-cin:cined in Sec:icn 5. 9. 2.4, as i:'='="'='" '** ''''''' =' '' ''"="=='"''fromthe origi
s.-

o

Line 252 - End the sentence after "200*F"
is a ec:=:i nen:Scuever, :

CD 5.9.2.4. nat :ca:.is ecn-h ucs detered, as i:o
:his par % K
:cined in See:icn 5.3.2.5.

Pace 239
Line 12 - Replace "has been" with "is".

o :cne - page 163, line 7323

P ace 249 i for linefr
;

_

Line 112 - This doesn't appear to be the proper iccat enRelocate as appropriate.I

carrasien inspection results.o

:cne - page 299, line 13867"

? ace 256_

Line 10 - Delete the first sentence.7949 il concerning
:cne - ;cge 175, Line. Lines 58 thru 87 - This appears to be too much detaCcnsider putting this material in

a

instrumentation in this section.o
i :ed)

Chapter- 7.|cne - page 17S, after Line 7993 (Sec:icn c= :
G

t

I O

- - - . ~ _



Pacc 282

Acditional cetails are fcrthe: ming.o

~
cces ~73-:30. Lines 3:05-3:32. .?ac.ies: 9.c: ?S:

chances r:cie; Ekes are needed :c :his sec:icn.f% .70

Y verify :hc: r.o &
Pace 312

Line 59 - Change "will be" to "have been".o
:cne - page 2:0, line 3687
Additional details are forthc: ming.o
.70 addi:icnct changes..cde. .?ecues: :ha: ?SC verifj :ha: no f. archer
changes are needed :o :his section.

Page 383, 384, 385 q#
Add title to table e.g. " Wall o.aWCr Lccation".o Ibne - |chles S.10-3, 5.10-4, 5.19-4
Place figure numoers at bottom of sheet.o These shee:s cre :chles; :herefore, no f-4c'e n:aders ::ere added.

Pace 386 '-

Line 33 - Indicate where DC-1-1 can be located.o
Ccne - page 231, ;ine 10666

Page 433
;
'

o Line 47 - Ccrrectly spell " cavity".-

Ccne - page 287, line 12273

Pace 434w
)

J
o Line 46 - Celete "PCRV".

:cne - ;cge 2S8, line 12327

Page 425

Additional details are forthccming.o
See foi:cuncn ccemen:s ;cges :2-14.

Pace 442

Line 162 - Celete "of the FSAR".o
:cne - ;cge 275, line 12673
Line 180 thru end of Subsection - Modify the tense to indicate thato
tests are comolete.
:cne - pages 275-275, lines 12533-:2746

Paces 457 thru 461
232-298, :ines 13037-:3319

dne-pagesarity paragraph num:ering,o

u ..

G

_ ._ _ -
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O

? ace 466

Line 66 - Replace *are" with "were".o
:cne - page 222, line 1350:

Pace 461

Line 234 - Add "of operation" after " years".o
Ecne - 7 ge 228, i.ine 13333
Line ** (By NPC) - what dces this statement apply to?o
(.=s. css 3)

.
Pace 473

o Line 32 - Delete "PCRV".
Cone - 7:ge 297, Line :37S5

.

Pace 474

Line 66 - Replaca " transduced into" with " transducers are utilizedo
in the*.
02ne - page 299, Line 13347

4

|

|

,

I

l
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|
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SEC TioM b' ; D f2 A F - |

Pace 425

Line 9 - Change "50*." to "65*." to be censistant with Sectiono
E.9.2.8.
&.ne - pcge 268, line 12316
Liae 16 - Celete the sentence " exceptions are described in Sectiono
5.0.2.8".

[.cne page 268, line::12353
*

Pace 426

Add the following between lines 74 and 77 "during the initial risea
to power program, seven locali::ed areas were identified where the
above criteria was not being satisfied. These " hot spots" are
discussed in detail in Section 5.9.2.8.
T.cne - pages 263-270,:.ines 12422-12414

O
*

ea .> w e r s _ _ . _ .
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O CMANGES TO FI$AL CRAFT 5ECTICN 5 .

G
- , .

_' s ,
s .- y s

.

'

!
Section 5.3.1.10 ,

#

after line 1815 Celeted the de. sign per#orrance, ak it is ::vered :in
Section . 5.E'. 3 2.

-
''

} s

'

Section 5.3.4.?- -
_

<
-

Celeted mis | taction, as it h5' covered in Section 14
' -

after line 3131 -

._.
%

Renumbered 'o' me Section 5.3.4.4. to Section 5.3.4.3.
- -

rline 3137 .-

' ,

Section 5.7.2 ,

Referred to Sections-5.9.2.4. and 5.9.2.5. for discussionlines 6778-6779 i h the.of temperature cor. trol of the concrete interface w t
PCRV cavhy liner, and deleted redundant portions of the

-

after line 6797
section. ,

,,
,

Section 5.8.2.3.
Referred to SActiert ,5.13.2.3. for tne results of PCRV

'lir.e 7411 "
'

- leak test.
s.

-

(u3
-

,

.

4

Section 5.9.2.2. j y ,

after line 53.2 Incorporated'iRCCM3.{. ,

Tine 331: ' ~ " Haste 11oy X"scced per CM 3.1.
'

-

<,,

'line 8315 Change referenct per GM 3.1.

between lines '

8357-8260 Inccrporated NRC CM 3.1.
.

line 3365 Reference to new figure 5.9-7 (from OM 3.1.) added.
_

Section 5.9.2.2
,

lines EE52-8890 Incorporate description of cere succore floor c clirg :abe
leaks. 7hir cescription had previcusly been su mi tea in~

draft Sec:ica - 3.3.2.1.

Secticn 3.8.2.5.9.
Referred to barated graphife plug 'in too Fead penetration11ne 3052
'(Figure 5,.3. 8)p

v
,

%

g ~ , , . , - ,}g



.. . ...

OSec:4en5.9.2.s.2. Changed expected temcerature rise frca 21 F :a 25 F (GA
C U

line 9725 ccmments on Secticn 5)

Section 5.3.2.3.4._ to agree with TablesU

Changed water temcerature rise to 47
line 9820 5.9-1 and 5.9-2.

Section 5.12.1
*1inear" changed to " essentially linear"

line 12280
a

Section 5.12.6.
Reworded description of individual cooling tube temperature

(GA ccmments en Section 5).lines 12367-12368 rise monitoring.

Celeted reference to one-day time limit to restore ficw
line 12448 to cooling tubes (GA Ccaments on Section 5).

Section 5.13.1.1. .

. Modified details of the pressure test (GA ccoments on
lines 12749-12758 Section 5).

.

(('')'t-

Section 5.13.2.1._
Referred to Section 5.13.2.3. for a summary of the PCRV

line 12338 leak test.

Section 5.13.2.3. 5.13.2.2.4.
Renumbered this section frem Secticnline 12998

I

Section 5.13.3._
Incorporated results of the Hot Functionsi Test.

lines 13119-13125

Celeted statement that individual ecoling tube temceratures!

will match subheader temceratures within IcF (GA ccmmentsafter line 13172
|

on Section 5)f.

Incorporated results frem Hot Functional Test.
lines 13189-13198

This sentence was deleted as it no longer acplies.
after line 13206 100% pcwer

The wording was chanced due to the f act tha:
lines 13239-13240 was not reached during the Hot Functional Tests.'s- '()

:
;

|

-.



a

O
lines 13257-13259 This sentence was modified to reflect the fact that analysis

of the 100% power data had not been completed as of the
effective date of the FSAR revision.

Tkm.h mdeAf>] d y R99-M f_lM/1ines 13319-13334.

p Psc. e -- % ,

Section 5.13.4.3.

line 13535 Deleted "12%", as the actual gage loss fig'ures are reflected
in Table 5.13-2.

'

.
.

_

Section 5.13.5

line 13858 Deleted requirement to inspect the specimen each time the
shield plug is removed (PORC #442,12/7/81).

lines 13862-13863 Referred to borated graphite plug in top head penetration ~
(Figure 5.8-8). ~

lines 13856-13868 Incorporated results of SR 5.2.14.

Section 5.13.7.

line 13932 Changed testing intervals to 5 EFPY (SR 5.2.5).

Section 5.13.8 .

| t
*

lines 14055-14056 Incorporated results of SR 5.2.2.
i

;

.

!

. . -

|

i
*

<
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Criterion la
,

line 3784 Mcdified per PSC connents (see p 123, line 2353 of first
draft)

" ce 37S8 *e4'4ee ;er asc c="= eats (see a 123- 'ce 2Se8 >< <4 rs:O draft)'

Criterion 25

line 3846 References resolved (see p 131, line 2915 of first drsit)

Criterien 46

lines 3898 &
3904 Modified per PSC cements (see p 134, lines 2968 and 2974

of first craft)
lines 3910-3911 Ncified per P5C cements (see p 135, lines 2981-2982 of.

first draft)
Criterion 28

line 4034 Replaced " including" with "and" per PSC consent
(see p 141, line 3104 of first draft)

,
-

|

O
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...L C u..Ns-N..mc r w i:

lines 11 - 93: Acdec new Secticn 5.1 anc adjustac all 'su:sacti:n
numcering ac:Ordingly.

,.-- ..- ...L:...3s Lr seO 2

line 104: Acded Tacle 5.1-1

line 105: Adjustad Table num ers

C- t.cJR::L. .r. er - .

lines 115-190: Adjusted all Figure num ers

ifne 120: Added Figure 5.2-3
;

| line 150: Added Figure 5.5 4
i T * ^/ .R -*a ?. p%l C . .J-. .is~r

lines 154-250: Acded all new secticn : include definitien of''

'.'Engineere,d Safeguarcs* anc := inc r; crate Ouestien and
1 -

; nnswer i.e.

i. Tacle 5.1-1: Inc:r;cra:ad Tacle 7.1-1 frem Questien and Answer 7.7.

lines 251-2S9: Rawcrded anc recrganicec the three (3) ;aragra:ns cf Old
sucsecticn 5.1.1 : acd clarity.

line 305: Adjusted Secticn anc Tacle num:ers
,

I

| line 311: Adjustad Secticn num:ers
!

| line 320: 2djusted rigure num ers

| line 359: ' Changed tansa 0: 'would bed

line 200: Adjustad .:igure num er

line 452 Adjustac . igure num=er

line 454: Changed 'C:unting Recm :: "f:rmer Radio-Chem. La:*d

line 270: Changed " Counting Recmd :: ''f:rmer Rac io-Chem. .20''

() line 535: Adjustad Tacle num:er
s

line 555: Ceistac ''will * after 'fil tars d

line 555: :aleted 'wili" af ter *fil:ars *

- __



_
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..

line 569: Celetac *recent' after aicdine"

line 570: Addec *the" cef:re "ef'iciency"

line 574: Changed "wlli be" "ared

line 575: Changed "to be sured :: '' t: ansure tha:"

line 575: Changed "has beend to * i s *

line 577: Changed "wculd be" to 'is *

line 625: Changed "Eacn :c "7hea a

line 540-769: U:catad Section 6.2.3.2.3 sucstantially to inc:rporata
Tech. Scec requirements, and details from Cuestiens 5.9,
and 6.11, and pre-p lettar 750122 and PSC CN-384

line 811-815: Added reference to ventilatien exnaust monit:rs

line 823: \ Adjusted Secticn number
,

/~T line 549: Added referenca :: Secticn 11.1.2.3. to incer;crata' -

\/ Questien anc Answer 5.10
~

.

| line SS6: Adjustad Figure numccr
i line 396: Adjusted Figure numce"i

line 900: adjustac Figure nummer.

line 923: Adjusted Figure num:er

line 974: Adjustad Figure numcer

line 980: Adjustac Figure numcer

line 10C3: Acjustad Figure num=er
~.-

lines 1221-1230: Acded sentence describing -he c:=cenents Of :ne
steam /watar dumo system.

line 1256: Added *(parts ;er millien by volu=e)*

line 1311: Releca:ac fcctneta :: the lcca:icn
i

I

j line 1142: Celetec "will" after "sys:am"

|

l line 1126: Celetac 'tod aftar 'iccod
(~_

..
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line '.187: Celetac *::ntamala:ac" aftar *besign' ~

line 1439: Celetec *Thus :here is li :le dcuot. . .''

lines 1496-1515: Added acciticnai ce: ails fr:m Questien L answer
line 1513: Reciaced "mign:" with "are"

iine 1523: Reclaced *will be" with ais"
line 1523: Reciaced * vill be" with "are"

line 1534: Reciated "will" with "is"
line 1537: Replaced "will be" witn "is"

line 1554: Replaced "was" with "wers"

line 1537: Replacao "will be" with *is"

line 1595: Added "Sy renea: ;i;e restraints" after "provided"
.- .,

e.- i t vN o. -.:

N 3eneral: Celeted the entire secticn ccncarning :ne reserve
shu:dcwn system.

lines 1748-1750: Acded sentanca describing the ::m:enents of :ne FCRV
Safety Valve Systam.

iine 1779: Adjusted Figure num:er

ifne 1799: McVed f:ctnote :: the enc Of the sentanca

line 1546: Reci aced "will be" 41th *is"

line 1941: Replaced 'will" with "wculc"

line 1957: Celeted "wilia

line 1960: Reclaced "wcule :e" with 'is"

line 1963: Reciaced "will te" si:n 'are",

line 1966: Reclaced "GGA" witn "GA'

line 196/: seol acac *were" 41:n 'is *

line 2001: Raci acac *will :e" *i n 'is *
; h line 2003: Recl acac *will Oe" 4i:n *is d
>

|

.- - ,. .



~%(V . ...a.4 :. , ,c.cn:.).:x.... .

line 2015: Changec sentance tense

line 2013: Changec sentance tansa

iine 2C22: Celeted "willa
aline 2023: :teclaced "will Oe" with "is

line 2025: Reclacal *will bed with "is"

line 2025: Replaced 'will bed with *is"

line 2023: Replaced "will be" with "are"

line 2031: Replacac " dill be" with "are"

line 2063: Clarified "MCA"

line 2023: Adjustad Seccicn nt=cer

line 2093: Adjusted Secticn number

line 2113: Adjustac Secticn number
'

line 2155: Replaced "wil'1 bed with "is a* *

,

line 2190: Replaced "were" witn "are"

line 2200: Replaced "will be" witn dis"

line 2221: Repl acad "will be witn ais"d

line 2222: Ceieted "will" after "which"

line 2277: Adjusted Secticn nu=::er ,

line 2220: Replaced "will be" witn "is"

line 2220: Adjustaa Secticn nu=cer

line 2254: Adjustac Secticn nu=cer

line 2257: Celeted discussien en Reserve Shut::wn Systa=

line 2370: Celetad "wili a aftar "stael, anc a

line 2343: Acjusted Secticn num::er

lines 2229-2235: Adjustac Secticn nu=::er

line 2501: Addec ::arifying :nrase "to : e 1:=cs::ners nreugn :ne]' ;:ilc :::erated relief valve"



._. _
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line 2515: 2eletac Oc=a

line 2544: Acjustad Secticn nu=::er

lines 2542-2555: Mjustac Secticn nu=cer

line 2558: Reclaced 'will be" witn ''is a

line 2596: Reclaced *will be" with *are d

line 2594: 2eleted "will" af ter '' devices"

line 2749: Celeted "cf :ne PSAR" after 'Secticn 5"

line 2754: Adjusted Secticn nu=::er

line 2752: Added ;unctuaticn

line 2755: Added ;unctuatien

line 2399: Added punctuatien

line 2915: Adjusted werding ar gt.
.<

line 2925: Reclaced "wi-il bed with "tred

line 2923: Reciaced 'will bed wi:n *is"
.

line 2952: Mjustac wording irrg:.
,

line 2975: Adjustac Section nt=cer
,

line 2998: Acjustec Secti n nu=::er,

,

|

line 2020: Acjustac Secticn nu=::er'

line 2050: Acjusted Secti n nu=cer

.
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RE'ARITE L' NIT 7 SL MRY OF CHNiGES

SECTIC!! 5

SECTICN 6.1.1

Line 237: Added date of IEEE-279.

Line 248: Changed sentence to indican that tire required
for the test "is minimal" rather than "only a
few seconds" per PSC cements.

Line 250: Added date of IEEE-279.

Lines 273, : Pearranged the sentences in this paragrapn per
276-279 PSC coments.

Lines 291-292: Changed verb tense.

SECTION 6.2.2

Line 321: Changed "Above" to "About" per PSC c:ments.-

Q.-
SECTION 5.2.3.2

06v Line 461: Changed "38,000" to "32,000" per P5C ::=ents.
,

SECTION 6.2.3.2.1

Line 531: Deleted *at all times" fmm tr.e end of the
sentence per PSC coments.

Line 532: Celeted " central" before "c:ntr:1 mom" per
PSC c:ments.

SECTICil 6.2. 3.2.2

Line 552: Changed "activi ty" :: "radioactivi ty" cer PSC
comen ts .

Line 580: Changed " assured for this report" :: "c ncluded"
i per PSC c =ents.

SECTTCil 6.2.3.2.4

Line 790: Changed "always" :o "centinually" per ?SC
cements .

'u

-
,

|

!

--- _ _ _ - __ ._- - _ . ,
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SECTICN 5.2. 3.2

Lines 323-841: Rewrc:a :nis paragraph per ?SC comments.

Line 346: Celeted nyphens in "2 of 3" per PSC c :ments.

Line 349: Reflected nitrogen supply per ?SC c:mments.

SECTION 5.2.4.1

Line 905: Changed punctuation per PSC c mments.

L:nes 934-936: Incorporated footnote.

SECTICN 5.2.4.3

Lir.e 1032: Deleted " AEC" as it is not necessary and causes
confusion

SECTION 6.3-

Line 1173: Added "for a snort time" per PSC ccmcents. -
.

Line 1192: Changed "whenever" to "If" per PSC c =ments.
<

.

Reflected tne backup auxiliary boiler per PSCLine 1194: c=" " eats : ca "sec "is" := "=ev ee" per esc,0 . comments.
~

Line 1202: Changed '' standby genera tor" :: " standby diesel
genera:Or sets" per PSC commer.ts.

SECTION 6.4 1

Lines 1234-1236: Changed " main steam stop check valve" tof

"sucerheater outlet stop check valve and
centrols" per PSC c:rments.

i

i Line 1253: Changed " valve" to " valves" per FSC c:mments.I

Lines 1256-1259: Rewrote nese sentences per PSC c:mments.

SECTICN 5.4.2

Lines 1393-1394: Changed vero tense.

Changed " proves" to " indicates" per PSC ::mments.
i

! Line 1399::

Line 1410: Changed vere tense.

v

|
' Ov
|

r

|
t
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SECTICil 5.1.2 ( Continuec)

Lines 1120-1221: :ewcedeo this sentence per ?SC c:ments.

Line 1427: Changea vero tansa.

SEC ICil 5.4.4

Line 1500: Changed " main steam st:0 cneck valve" to
*superneater outlet stcp check valves and
controls" per PSC c::mments.

Line 1501: Added "and testing provisions" to consolidate
this sentence with another that followd.
Deleted reference to the PSAR. Celeted the
sentence incicating that the emergency feed-
water block valves are always closed during
operation at power per PSC comments.

Line 1511: Added the appropriate section number.

SECTI0f1 6.8.1

Line 1797: Added the date for the ASME coce.

SECTI0ft 6.8.2

O Lires 1839-1840: Changed "at 710 psia" to "above primary
coolant pressure" per PSC comments. Celetedv
"all" after "as" per PSC comments.

'

Line 1848: Adced " coolant" per PSC cc=ents.

Lines 1854-1856: Added the date for the ASME coce.

Lines 1862-1866 : Added dates for the referenced codes.-

SECTI0tt 5.8.2.1

Line 1884: Corrected reference to Tecnnical Specification
1.2.7 .

Line 1885: Changed "50" to "100" per PSC comments.
,

i SECTICil 5.8.2.3

Line 1925: Acced the date for ne ASME code,

u

O-

U
4
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FSAA 3ECTICN 7 S'C:PARY CF CHANGES - ORf\'WT \

Secticn V11
' ,,(,) lines 313-316 Incorporated fcctnote.

Secticn 7.1

line 325 Added '' er: sin" per PSC c:mments.
t

line 334 Included reference Icco scram and circula:sr trio
per PSC c:mments.

.

Section 7.1.1.

line 361 Celeted asterisk for footnote.

lines 399-4C0 Incorporated fcotnata.

Section 7.1.1.1.

line 429 Celeted reference to higher than normal helium volume
ficw per PSC comments.

Section 7.1.1.2.
'

line 482 Added date for IEEE-279 per PSC comments.
line 554-657 Changed verb tense.
line 560 Corrected the reference, formerly to Accendix A.I.9.

;
1

lines 713-716 Pearranged sentence order and reclacec " pull in" withp) " actuate" per PSC c:mments.s_

line 735 Celeted the sentence referring to removal of an input
model per PSC ::mments.

lines 757-821 Incor; orated the answer to NRC Ouestion 7.9.

Section 7.1...a

line 975-977 Added "for instance" and mcdified punctuation ;er
PSC c:mments.

line 986 Celeted the sentence referring to qualificatica for
mest severe environment :er PSC cc=ments.

,

.

5

,
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) Secticn 7.:.2.1

line 1135 Cele ac sentence c:ncerning puise receivec lign: ;er
?5C c mments.

line 1170 Ceieted asterisk for fec:ncte

lines 1159-1193 Inc:r; crated factnote

Section 7.1.2. 3.

lines 1305-1306 Reworced sentence per PSC c:mments

line 1418 Added "most"per PSC c:mments

Section 7.1.2.1

line 1502 Celeted asterisk for fcctnote

Section 7.1.2.5.

I lines 1546,1549-1550 Modified text :c indicate attem=t to dump proper 10cp
per PSC c:mments.

iine 1559 Added "high encugh" per PSC c:mments.
A
\- / iine 1573' Changed "0.5 second" to "short"per PSC c:mments .

line 1536 Changed "either" to "the ecpesite" per PSC comments ,

lines 1596-1598 Mcdified test :: incicate attemp: :: dum; crc:er loco
per PSC comments.

line 1527 Added parenthetical statement ;er FSC ::mments

line 1523 Celetec sentence referring to placing a channel en test.

i Section 7.1.2.5

line 1672 Added "on icss of . . . ." per PSC c mments

| line 17C5 Adced item a per PSC c mtents
i

l line 17CS ?.enum:ered fermer item a : item 5.

lines 1711-1719 Added locp shutdewn actions per FSC c mments'

} line 1732 Celeted sentence regarding evers:eed ri; :er PSC ::mmen s
i

line 1822 Celeted *31so" per PSC c mments

Secticn 7.1.2.3
-~

line 1903 Changed "thus" to "typassing" per ?SC ::mmen

.

- . - , .-- ___- - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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'

lines 1953-135; " ciff ec .vorcing : incica e :na tis able may :e
manually rese: :er PSC ::mmen s.

. . - n:ec:1cn e.l.n:.:

lines 1955-1983 Acded "Instrumentaticn" :er ?SC comments and reference
to the pice ru::ure ce ection system as it was an acceo

,

secticn.

Section 7.1.2.10

. line 2C50 Celeted paragrach en identification of protective system
ccmcenents and wiring ;er PSC c:mments.

Section 7.1. 3.2.

lines 2128-2150 Changed vero tense.

Section 7.1.4.1.

line 2233 Added items 2 & 3 per PSC comments.

line-2236 Adced item f per PSC ::mment.

1.ine 2270 Corrected reference to Table, fermerly 7.1-8.
C''

..

line 2273 Acded "(1963 editicn)" per PSC c:=ments.
.

4

!,

Section 7.1.4.2.2.

lines 2313-2314 Celeted "FSAR".

line 2317 Changed "always" to "ncreally" per PSC comments.

lines 2328, 2333 Celeted "FSAR"

line 2238 Changed "to" : "fer"

line 2242 Acded "1973" per PSC commen s.

Section 7.1.1.2.3

line 2351 Celeted ''of the FSAR".

Table 7.1-1
.

- Fcctnote e Added footnote per PSC comments.

Table 7.1-2

Third page Adced "(ctntinued)" fcr clarity.

,



. . . .. . - -

,
.

T3:le 7.1-3i

Item 3 Accec '(Wi de range)" ;er ?SC ::=ents.

Itam 5 Changed 1cca:icn to Reactor Building per :SC ::=ents.

Itam 3 Ceietac parenthetical sta:ecen: per PSC ::=ents.

Item 11 Corrected bus cesignations; adced "On both buses"
per PSC c:=ents.

Table 7.1- t

General Reworked Table per PSC c:=ents.
i

i
' Table 7.1-5

Item 4 Changed " psi" to "psid" per PSC c:=ents.

Item 5 Changed Value to "'30" Hg0".

Item 5 Changed Trip level to 810 psig.
f
'

Item 7 Changed " psi * to "psid", and changed trip level to
5 psid per PSC c:=ents.

.

Table 7.1-3 .

i "

. General Celeted table as it is included in Section 5.

| Ficure 7.1-7

Note 3 Changed ".5 seconds" to "short ceiay", and "2" to

"O,vo" per PSC c:=ents.

Title Modified titie :er PSC ::=ents

Ficure 7.1-9

Upper left Changed "PE" to "FE'' ::r PSC c:=ents.

Ficure 7.1-10
;

Upcer left Mcdified per FSC c:=ents

L:wer left Changed set:cints per PSC ce=ents.
'

Ficure 7.1-11:

4

1

Lcwer' rign: Celeted parenthetical statement per PSC c:=.ents.!

Ff eure 7.1-13

[ Added footnote per PSC c:=ents.General'

Figure 7.1-15

L'pper cantral Celeted "7640" per PSC c:=ents
t

- . - - . . _ - _ - . _ _ . - . . _ . . . . --- - - -. . - . . . - . - - --.
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./ Secticn 7.2.1.2

line 2:39 ' hanged ver: tense..

Section 7.2.1.3

line 2679 Change " maintaining" :: "se; for" ;er PSC c:=ments.-

line 2730 Ceietec " case" ;er PSC c:mments.

Secticn 7.2.2.2

line 2S96 Changeo "in the ;cwer range" to "at ;cwer" per PSC c:=ments.

Sec:icn 7.2.2.3

lines 2946-2948 Rewceded sentence per PSC comments.

line 2932 Celeted reference to the recorder :er PSC c:mments.

Ficure 7.2-1

General Changed set;cints per FSC c:mments.
f

Ficure 7.2-3
!

]) General Mcdified main stream pressure line per PSC.c:mments.

Section 7.3
e ;

line 3116 Ceieted "all-weided" :er FSC c mments.

Section 7.3.1

General Nuclear Cetect:r Cecalibra:f on informaticn will be
incorporated when it is received from PSC.

iine 3133 Changed " cull" to " dual" per ?SC c:mments.

iire 3143 Aeded ";cwer" per PSC c:mments.

line 3162 Changed verb tense.

Section 7.3.1.14

.

line 322S Changed "c:s" :: icwer case ietters.

lines 3389-3390 Replaced percentages with "hi-Tevel" per ?SC c mments.

' - * - - li nes-Sa02-3412 - -Rewcrdec sentences to reflect the third neutron scur e~

(CN-1411 ) .

line 3416 Ceieted sentence c ncerning final detect r iccation
per PSC c mments.

O'~# line 3417 Celeted sentence c ncerning em crary movable scurces
per PSC c:=ments.

Secticn 7. 3.2.1
4

lines 3300,3503, Changed trip points per PSC c:mments.
;

d 3S27
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ca.n. .a. n ~ . ~.. :. .,
. .

line 3555 Correc:ac s:eiling of ''in*.
-

eec:icn i. .c.::

line 3599 Changed ";cwer levei' o ':em:erature" per ?SC c:=ments.

lines 2553-3559 Celeted reference to a remote temperature recorcer ;er-

PSC c:=ments.

lines 3656,3597 Changed trip point per PSC c:mments.
3598

line 3706 Ceieted reference to st: rage flasks per PSC c:mments.

lines 3710-3711 Changed dewcoints per ?SC cc=ments.

Secticn 7.3.2.5

line 3853 Rewarded sentence per PSC c:mments.

line 3886 Celeted "tc the FSAR".

Secticn 7.3.3.1

I~' lines 3925,3937 Referred to thermoccupies rather than thermemeters
per PSC c:mments. ,

line 3956 Changed spine pressure per PSC c:mments.'

line 3961 Changed "Therecceter" to "Ther:ccou: a" per ?SC c mments.

line 3967 Corrected reference to Accendix A.
4

line 3970 Celeted "Ther cmeter" per PSC c:=ments.
f

lines 3991,3999 Referred to therecc ucles rather than nermometers per
;

i PSC c:mments.

i Section 7.3.3.2.2

line JC65 Corrected reference : figure 7.3-15.

line 2057 Added hyphen in "PE-ilC8".

line 2083 Acded hypnen to valve numbers.
i

.
- line A101 Added "a".

Secticn 7.3.1
;

line 4197 Made "chr:matogra:n" singular per PSC c:mments,

line 4212 Added " gas waste" per ?SC c:mments.

line 4311 Corrected reference to Sectica 11.

Secticn 7.3.5.2
:

line 4596 Changed "ke V" :: " Key".
.

- , . - . . ,f,- - - _ - , , . - . ,
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OV
lines 2603 450 Rewor:ec sentence f:r :lari y.

lines 26C6 4607 Rewor:ec sen ence f r clarity,

line 1611 C:rrec:ec reference :: Figure 7.3-17.

line 2612 Celeted qu::es fr:m " representative sam:le".

line 2616 Changed " pin" : " pen"

line 2625 Acded "in" per PSC c mments

line 4632 C rrected notation.

line 4644 C:rrected notation

line 1654 Corrected notation

iine4652 Corrected. notation

line 4688 Celeted "and temperature" per PSC c:mments

line 4691 Changed "mest" :: " rect" per PSC cc:=ents

line 1763 Changed " meaning" to "c:ntext" per PSC comments
O\l Section 7. 3.5.3.

line 4782 C rrected s'pelling of " NIM" per PSC ::=T.ents

line 4789 Celeted s ecific reference :: buses per PSC ::mments

Section 7.3.6

| lines a799 J8CS, Incorporated the answer to NRC Cuestion 14.17.
2815-4819

r

| line 482S Celeted " Curing shutdown f:r refueling" anc replaced
"are" with "can be".

lines 4827-4831, Incer: orated the answer to NRC Cuestion 12.17.
a837 J852

.

See:icn 7.3.7

line 4896 Added "the"

Section 7.3.10

lines 4950-5066 Incer; crated the answer the NRC Questien 7.13.

References for Sec:icn 7.3
\' lines 5070-5072 Added reference fr:m Secticn 7.3.5. (C&A 12.17)

Table 7.3-2

General Revised Table per PSC c:mments

|
[
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Fi;ure 7.3 3
,

3eneral Addec :nird s:artu: scurce (C:!-1411).

Ficure 7.3-3

General Changea set:cints per PSC comments.

Section 7.4.1

line 5101 Corrected spelling of " breathing".

line 5175 Corrected s eiling of "a80".

lines 5186-5188 Added " Auxiliary Electrical" per PSC c:cments.

iine 5190 Added "a80 v Switchgear Rcem" per PSC c:cments.
4

line 5203 Changed " operating c:nditions" :: "cperations" per'

PSC comments.

Section 7.2.2
!

General Technical Su: pert Center information will be inc rporated
when it is received from PSC.

'
.

(,
line'5238 Acded reference :: the backup auxiliary boiler per

PSC ccmments. '

Ficure 7.1-1

General It is our understancing that this figure is being uccated
by PSC. The figure will be corrected when an u dated,

| version is received.

Criterien 15

line 5547 Celeted "FSAR".

,

%

i

.
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tiPC CHANGES TO FSAR SECTIC 17'

G
Section 7.3.4

lines 4130-4183 Moisture measurement is listed as a measurement
capability for penetrations 31 and 36 in the
primary coolant system. (C:(-225)

lines 4215-4218 The 4-inch drop tube..to allcw gas samoles to be
sent to the radicchemical labcratory is mentioned.
( Cit-12S9)

.

lines 4220 4225 The gas chrcmatograpns are briefly described.
( Cit-lll 7)

lines 4234-4235 The helium circul-ator seals are mentioned as a -

potential scurce of moisture leakage into the
primary .ccol ant.

lines 4236 4239 These sentences are modified to indicate that
the primary coolant is continuously monitored
fcr moisture. ( C:(-225)

lines 4254 4251 The addition of the depressurizing box is *

documented. (C(-225)
.

w' section 7.3.5.2

O l i nes. 4483-4484= The ordins is chansed-to ref,ect the eedit=a of -
.

a second fodine monitor. (C(-610) -
- .

lines 4465 4467 The Ping-1 monitor is listed as a backup to the
particulate and iodine monitors. (C:( 447)

lines 4555-4573 A description of the second 5 eta Particulate and
Iodine Monitor is added. (CN-810)

lines 4575-4648 A descriptien of the PItG-1 Monitor is added
(Cit 447)

lines 4655-4674 The description of meteorological instrumentation
is updated. (C:(-1325)

f

| line 4743 The wording is mcdified for apolicability.
|

v

.
. .



Section 7.3.5.3
O
h- lines 4748 4765 The information frcm the answer to NRC Cuestion

7.12 is incorporated into :nis section. The
description of cable routing is upcated to reflect
the new criteria. (FCN-GA-3070)

Section 7.3.9

lines 4888-4920 This section was added to describe seismic instru-
mentation from tne answer to NRC Question 5.10.

Ficure 7.3-15 This figure is updated by CN-315.
.

Ficure 7.3-16 This'. figure is updated by CN-315.

Figures 7.3-17,
7.3-18 These figures are added to illustrate the PING-1

.

Monitor. (CN-447)

Section 7.4~
-

line 4924 The listing and description of the criterion are
incorporated into Appendix C and deleted from this
section.-

A- Section 7.a.1
\/
k' lines 4932-4948 It is recuested that PSC carefully review .this

paragrapn for ' accuracy based on ventilation system
and .f. ire protection system changes.

lines 4946-4947 The wordino is chanced to reflect the use of the -
5air breathing syste. .

lines 4951-4964 The answer to NRC Question 7.14 is incorporated.

lines 4966 4969 The operating environment of the controi room is
discussed from the answer to NRC Question 7.5

lines 4971-4972 Reference is made to Section 9.8.3 for details of
the fire protection provisions.

lines 4989-5032 The answer to NRC Ouestion 7.5 is incorporated into
this section as modified by FGL?-1779.

.
lines 5036-50aa The description of the data logging system is

updated based upon our current knowledge. It is

requested tnat PSC carefully review this paragraph
to confirm its accuracy.

lines 5044-5045 The answer to NRC Ouestion 7.10 is incorporated,
n

}(,%.

. _ , _ . . -
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Sec-ion 7.4.2
'

.

k- lines 5059-5071 It is requested that PSC verify that this statement
(_3) is accurate with regard to current emergency pro-

cedures,

lines 5077-5094 Some modifications have been made to the I-49
panel. These modifications are not reflected here.
This section will be revised when information is
received from PSC.

lines 5109-5114 It is requested that PSC review these paragraphs
to ensure that they conform with current equipment
capability and practices at Fort St. Vrain. *,

Section 7.4.3
.

lines 5151-5153 The wording is changed to reflect the additon of
the PPS-bus.--{Section 8)

line 5164 The last sentence in the original sec. ion 7.4.3t

is deleted to reflect the addition of the
PPS bus. (Section 8)

Figure 7.4-1 This figure is added from the answer to NRC
Question 7.14 This ficure will require updating

g
k/_ based upon the updated Section 9.8.3.-

Summary of Tables

Table 7.3-2 This table is Table 7.12-1 from the answer to
NRC Question 7.12. The table is modified to
reflect the addition of the iodine monitor and the
PING-1 monitor. (CN-447,CN-810)

Table 7.4-1 This table is added from FGLP-1779.

.

m
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'
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Discussion of CA Cc=ments an FIAR Section 7

Ccement i

GA's revised Section 7.3 was deleted because that information was to be
incorporated into Section 9.7.3.1, where it currently exists.

Ccement 2

GA's revised Section 7.3.5.3 was deleted as it was virtually identical
to information which had been incorporated into Section 7.3.5. The title
was changed because Section 7.3.5.3 was added to inccrporate Q&A 7.12. The

change in the title of this particular subsection., however, does not imply
a change to the title of the Ping-1 monitor. Figure 7.3-17 therefore does
not require a change in title.

Comment 3

I GA's Figures 7.3-13 and 7.3-19 were renumbered to Figures 7.3-21 and
9.7-2, respectively., ( .

Ccmment 4
,

A generic version of GA's Table 7.1-8 is included in Table 5.1-1.

Comment 5
,

Efforts will be made to clarify the "approximately equal to" sign
in item a of Ta ole 7.1 -5.

Comment 5
i

| This modification has been made.
1

_C_c".nen t 7

The reference to Table 6.1-1 has been verified.
;

Comment 3

i These modifications have been made.
|

{ Ccement 9
,

The paragraphs referred to were deleted, as this information had beenI

r
i incer: orated into Section 5.3.2.5.9.

O'

_ _. . -- -
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O

C:mment 3a

Lines 4064 & 2065 refer to Figure 7.3-21, which was sub:nitted by GA
ss Figure 7.3-18.

Coment 3b

f GA's Figure 7.3-18 was not deleted, cut was redesignated as Figure 7.3-21.

Cement 10

Figures 7.1-6 and 7.3-1 were not modified.
!

Coment 11 ,

,

i

A better copy of Figure 7.1-15 will be submitted in the final FSAR.

Cement 12
!

| Figures 7.3-15 and 7.3-16 will be revised to reflect these cements..

O C= ment 13
.

t

See Cement 2.*
.

*

! Cc:anent 14 ,

!A better copy of Figure 7.1-14 will be submitted in the final FSAR.
l

| C0: nent 15

See Comnent 2.

|

|

|

|

.

f O
i

i
!

',
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FSAR SECTION 3 SUMM.ARY OF CHANGES
4

Section 3.2.1.1

lines 262, 273, 275, Added reference to the fifth 23CKv transmission line,
276, 279, 286 to the Platte River Pcwer Authority. (P-80373,CN-633)

Section 3.2.1.2

lines 316, 320, 324 Added reference to the fifth 230Kv transmission line,
to the Platte River'Pcwer Authority. (P-80373,CN-633)

1

line 327 Changed verb tense. [ ' 1,
! lines 336-531 PSC is currently rewriting this section to conform I

I
with actual plant history.

!

Section 3.2.2.2

lines 664-667 A statement is added referring to the ACM as a backup
system for supplying power to the 480v essential

(U loads, and reference is made to the subsection en ACM.

'" "' '72 "*''r*"c" '' "'d' ' "' '"'''ct' " " c'''' '''*r''' "-

O
Section 8.2.2.3

I lines 680-682, Tne text is modified to reflect the addition of
685-689 non-interruptible instrument ecwer bus IC. (P-76104)

i

Section 8.2.2.4_;

lines 704-706 A brief description of the battery enarger on the
CC tie bus is added. (P-77154)

lines 711-713 A brief description of the PPS battery is added. -
( P-76104)

1

-

% *

'

O



Section 3.2.3
The text is mdified to reflect the additicnal 230Xviine 751 line. (P-60373, CN-633)

Reference is made to the apor:priate sucsection
lines 769-770 describing the diesel .

AC1 is mentioned as a backup source of electrical
lines 781-784 References are made to the acpropriatepowe r.

subsecticns describing cable separation and AC!i.

.

Section 8.2.3.3_
Incorporates the answer to NRC Question 8.1.

lines 821-833

Section 8.2.3.3.1_
Incorporates the answer to NRC Question 8.1.

lines 839-898
Incorporates the answer to NRC Question 7.5.

lines 900-910
Incorporates the answer to NRC Question 8,1.

lines 913-967

Q Section 8.2.3.3.2_
,

1cn 8.1.Incorporates the answer to NRC Ques:
lines 971-1090

Incorporates results of ttFSC Audit C-80-1.
lines 1092-1102

Section 3.2.3.4
Reference is made to the PPS battery and Instrument

lines 1123-1125,
Sus No. 1C. (P-75104)1128

Section 8.2.3.5_
Reference is made to the adcitional 230Kv

-

line 1140 transmission line. (P-80373,CN-633)

Former Table 8.2-1 was reworked based u::en the revisedTables 8.2 4 through 3.2-7lines 1146, 1150, diesel icading secuences. 3.2-1 and
were provided by PSC to replace former Tac 1: include the infomation presented in Tables 3.1-4 and

1152
~

The text
8.1-5 frem the answer to NP.C Ouestion 3.1.
was revised to reflect these modifications.

_

v.

. . .
. .

-
-

9
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Secticn 3.2.3.5 (cont.) /

lines 1212, 1213 This sentence was reworded for clarity.

lines 1220, 1223. The updated table nurcers are reflected.
1224

'
lines 1229-1255 The answer to NRC Cuestion 8.1 is incertorated.

Figures 8.2-17 through 8.2-21, fermerly frem the
answer to NRC Questien 8.1, are being revised by PSC.

Section 8.2.4
-

line 1271 Identification is made of the GAI-TRCNICS system.

lines 1287-1301 A brief description is made of the ecmunication
capability of the plant based upon the Radiological
Emergency Response Plans. Also reference is made to
the Dimension ACO telephone system.

.
.

- .-

Section 8.2:5.1

line 1323 Reference is made to the fifth 23CKy transmission'

line. (P-80373, CN-633) -

I f nes 1350-1362 The answer to NRC Question 3.2 is incorporated,

lines 1380-1385 The fire. protecticn system is briefly mentiened here.
(CN-3021

Section 8.2.5.2

lines 1405-1411 The two-cycle transfer between the Unit Auxiliary
Transformer and the Reserve Auxiliary Transformer
is described. (CM-511)

Reference is made to the fifth 230 Ky transmissionline 1419 line. (P-80373,CN-633)
-

line 1429 The revised table nuccers are reflected.

lines 1492, 1498, The wording was modified to reflect the addition of
1499 the PPS battery and Instrument Bus No. IC. (?-76104)

lines 1504,1505 The ACM is mentioned as a backup scurce of ;cwer in
the event that neither standby generator could start.

v
O.

|
,
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[]) Section 3.2.5.2_ (cont.)
,

,

line 151,0 -- The revised :2013 nurters .are c'efl ected. |
Table 8.2-8, formerly Table 3.2-2, is undergoing /

line 1558 revision by PSC.

Refyrence is mace to the autcr.atic transfer switcheslines 1562., 1553 used witn ACM. (P-77C86, CN Ja7, F-78100)
s

Section' 9.2.7_ d
Ns section is adde [to describe essential cable .1 .

lines '. lf65-2122 '
'

It includes seven subsections ang" '':::2. A /rs.separat1on.

5 'm 'porates the answer to itRC 0;estf.cn 7J.
'

sincor
?,'::/'5,2 G ::20,-?-7512~, t : ;2.' / 2,'-

16C2t, 0-75024, F-MCSS , W , * T. M' .

7 r + <a .2
,.

.

Section A.2.8_

Tkis rection is added to describe the ACM. It islines 2125-2553 civiceo iata frie sucsections.(,
.

*

References For Section 8.2
O References are added ce'rtaining to Section 3.2.

l ines-2562-2592 '
.

? ~

| Section 3.3_ ,

Conditior number 6-is acdif.ied to require operatien
- ,

lines -0617, 2518 of the FFS battery':harger/ inverter. (LCD 4.5.1)

For clafi y$ t6e type ef ~ fuel in undergrcund storage
line 2521 is specified as diesel fuel. ,

-
.

e.

Section R.1 -

1 lines 2543, 2545 Vert tense enange. .

ACM diesel surveillance tests, standby diesel'

lines 2559-2570, surveillance tests and quarterly battery tests are2574, 2575 (SR 5.2.20, SR 5.5.1, SR 5.5.2)included. ,

-

,

/
~

' s

() 3
-

-

Section 3.4 (cont.) ,

f line 2580 Changed bus desigr.ations to reflect cur-ent
ncmenclature.

|

-
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O- Tabl es

3.2-1 Formerly QM Table 8.1-3. A note taken fr:m the text of
Q&A 8.1 was acded to the table. >

8.2-2 Formerly Q&A Table 8.1-1. Cates of the surveys will be
included when they are deternined.

8.2-3 Formerly Q&A Table 8.1-2.

8.2-4 thrcugh These tables were suoplied by PSC to reolace former Table
8.2-7 8.2-1. These tables include the information provided in,

Q&A Tables 8.1-4 and 8.1-5.
.

8.2-8 Formerly Table 8.2-2. This table is undergoing revision
'

by PSC.

8.2-9 This table lists AC:1 equipment. The list was taken frem
P-77086.

-

Ficures.,

( This figure is updated based upon a :nore recenc map.3.2-1s. -

8.2-2 This figure is uneergoing revision by PSC. ]. O
,

8.2-3 This figure is updated to reflect the addition of the fifth
'

220Ky line to t'te Platte River Pcwer Authority. (P-80373,
C:(-833)

8.2-4 This figure or a similar figure may or may not be included
in the final versien, depending upon the revisions made by
PSC to Section 8.2.1.2.

8.2-5 Revised by drawing E-1001P.

8.2-7 Revised by drawing E-1C06H.

8.2-9 Revised by drawing E-1007U.'

1 -

I 8.2-10 Revised by drawing E-1008AA.

8.2-11 Revised by drawing'E-1009K.

8.2-12 Revised by drawing E-1010X.
|

|

Q.-

O
:

i
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Ficures_(cont.)
Revised to include Battery Charger 10, Battery IC and its3.2-13 battery enarger/ inverter, anc Instrument Sus IC.

3.2-14 Revised by drawing E-1Cg67.

3.2-15 Revised by drawing E-1C97X.
~

8.2-16 Revised by drawing E-1098U.,

|
3.2-17 Formerly Q&A Figure 8.1-1 This figure is undergoing

revision by PSC.
'

8.2-18 Fornerly Q&A Figure 8.1-2. This figure is undergoing
revision by PSC.

k
8.2-19 Formerly Q&A Figure 3.1-3. This figure is undergoing

revision by PSC.
{

8.2-20 Fomerly Q&A Figure 3.1-4. This figure is undergoing
revision by PSC.

3.2-21 Fomerly Q&A Figure 8.1-5. This figure is undergoing k
( )' revision by PSC.v

;- O S.2-22 Formerly~ Q&A Figure 7.4-1.
,

8.2-23 Added from P-77086.

3.2-24 Added frcm P-77086.

3.2-25 Formerly Figure 8.2-17.

3.2-25 Taken from Q&A page 8.1-10. This figure nuccer will be
rearranged to follow Figure 8.2-16.

FNb 8h N I _i

-
.

\ .
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SUMMARY CF CHANGES

Section VIII
Added " normal" per PSC ccmments.

line 196

Section 3.2.1.1_
Deleted "as projected in 1972".

line 259:
Modified wording to reflect Smokey Hill and Pawnee

lines 283-286: lines.
Changed " connected" to " tied"- for consistency.

line 294:
Celeted the crening phrase which indicated that
transmission ~. ine construction' has not been'line 320:
extensive.

Added a cama.line 324:s

' Section 3.2.1.2_ The revised

This section may be rewritten by PSC.section will be incorporated if it is received.lines 331-549:

Modified wording to reflect the Smokey Hill and
lines 339-340: Pawnee lines.

Deleted "for loss of the largest unit" per PSC
Ifnes 346: comments .

Deleted "usually* per PSC cements.
line 358:

Changed " Canon" to "Ca7 ion" per PSC ceranents.
line ;73:

Corrected spelling of * series".
line 5i0:

Section 3. 2.1.3_
Changed " conducts" to '' connects" ;er PSC ::mments.

,

line 567:

Section 3.2.2_
Changed "less than 250 ho" to "250 ho or less".I

l
- line 584:

Section 3.2.2.1_
Cel eted "of full':apacity" af ter " transformer'' per

line 501: ?SC comments.
]%

|



O Section 3.2.2.2 u.cdified sentance to :cerect gr
acmar.

Corrected reference to Sec:f on 3.2.3.
line 549:

line 586:
more accurately

Modified wording, per PSC ccmments, toSection 3.2.2.3 inverters.
reflect the power supplies to thelines 704 705:

Section 8.2.2.4 Added " station" per PSC comments.SC c:mments.

Changed "a separate" to "another" per Pline 717:

If ne 724: PSC ccmments.
Modified wording per

lines 731 733:-'-

Section 8.2.j3
Corrected reference to Section 3.2.3.3.
Corrected reference to Section 8.2.3.

line 790:

line 304: .

indicating
Section 3.2.3.3 Deleted, per PSC ccmments, a sentenceically on loss of

s

that the generators start aut:matthe unit. auxiliary transformer power,
supply.v

line 350:

?SC ccmments.
Section B.2.3.3.1 Modified wording, for clarity, per

lines 360,366:
Hyphenated " dual-engine". PSC ccmments.

Changed " independent" to "its own" perline 380:
SC comments.

Changed " rate" to " consumption" per Pline 897:
ments.lines 940,946:

Modified the order of words per PSC com
lines 971-972:

.

Section 3.2.3.3.2 Added "the test of" per PSC c:mments.
line 1121:

f

%

Section 3.2.32 Added " A.C." per PSC ccmments.
lines 1139,1140:

O

ba

!

:
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' Section 3.2.3.5

line 1157: Deleted "in" after "B" per PSC comments.

lines 1234,1242: Changed " auxiliaries" to " equipment" per PSC4

coments .

line 1254: Corrected spelling of " designed".

line 1252: Corrected reference to Figure 8.2-18.

line 1263: Changed " assumed on" to " loaded onto", and "along
each" to "at each point of" per PSC comments.

line 1265: Corrected reference to Fig *Te 3.2-19.

line 1267: Added " dotted" per PSC comments.

lines 1259-1270: Deleted, per PSC co.1rnents, a phrase indicating that
damage to the plant might occur with the lower load,
and modified the wording for sentence cchesivenen
as a result of the change.

i

line 1272: Corrected reference to Figure' 8.2-20.
,

line 1273: Changed " assumed on" to " loaded onto" per PSC comments.v

lines 1273-1274: Changed "along each" to "at each point of" per PSC
coments .

i

line 1275: Corrected references to Tables 8.2-6 and 8.2-7,
and Figure 8.2-21.

line 1275: Corrected reference to Figure S.2-22.

line 1279: Changed "Also shown is" to " Table 8.2-21 also shows"
per PSC comments.

Section 8.2.4

line 1288: Del eted "the" before "GAI-TRONICS" per PSC comments.

iines 1308-1309: Modified wording to reflect the Dimension 2000 and
the Dimension 400 telephone systens per PSC comments.

lines 1314-1315: Modified wording to describe the battery powered
radios as being " powered by a non-interruptible power
source" per PSC coments.

.'

- _ _ _ . _ .. . -
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line 1359: Corrected scelling of " systems".

line 1374: Celeted "any" before * direct' per PSC c:mments.

line 1375: Deleted "any" before "reduncanta per PSC c:ments.
_, _ ,

line 1378: Rewrote sentence, per PSC c =ments, to eliminate
reference to failure of both redundant actions
for any systan.

lines 1387,1392: Changed " cable spreading room" to " auxiliary
electric equipment roem' per PSC cements,

line 1397: Changed "special" to backup" per PSC comments.

Section 8.2.5.2

line 1416: Changed "both" to "all" per PSC comments,

lines 1416-1418: Changed "startup bus" to " auxiliary transformer"
per PSC cements.

line 1418: Deleted "and the circuit breaker to the reserve
v- power supply is c.losed autcmatically" per PSC comments.

lines 1424,1436: Changed " units" to " generators" per PSC comments.*
.

line 1508: Celeted "60 Hert:" before " synchronous" per PSC
comments .

line 1518: Corrected reference to Section 3.2.3.

Section 3.2.5

line 1575: Corrected reference to Section 3.2.3.

Section 3.2.7

lines 1590-1592: Added "an extensive. . . 3.2.7.7. and" per PSC rewrite.

line 1593: Ended the sentence after "Section 3.2.1" per PSC
rewrite.

Section 3.2.7.1

lines 1597-1713: Replaced this section with PSC's rewritten version.

Section 3.2.7.2
%.- line 1722: Delete "all" before " major" per PSC c:mments.

._.
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Section 8.2.7.2 (Cant'd

line 1724: Solit sentences per ?SC rewrite,

line 1735: Replaced * thermometers" with "themoccu;1es" per
PSC rewrite,

lines 1741-1742: Reworded this sentence per PSC rewrite.

lines 1750-1751: C rrected verb conjugation; added " instruments"
per PSC rewrite,

line 1755: Changed " thermometer" to " thermocouple" per PSC
rewrite,

line 1767: Reworded this sentence per PSC rewrite.

line 1772: Changed "thermcmeter" to "thermoccuple" per PSC
c:mments .

lines 1777,1780: Changed " sensors" to " signals" per PSC rewrite.

lines 1784-1785: Reworded this sentence per PSC rewrite.'

Section 3.2.7.3
, . -

l ines ' 1795-1799: Reworded these sentences per PSC rewrite.q 1803Q .

line 1808: Changed " Insulated Power Cable Engineers Associated
*

(IPCEA)* to " Insulated Cable Engineers Associated'~

(ICEA)" per PSC rewrite.

lines 1821-1822: Mcdified this paragraph per PSC rewrite.
,

Section 8.2.7.4
t line 1823: Added " Tray Fire" per PSC cewtite.

line 1833. Added " cable tray" per PSC rewrite.
l
l line 1837: Changed verb tense.

lines 1844-1850: Modified these sentences per PSC rewrite.

Section 8.2.7.5

lines 1860,1861: Modified this section per PSC rewrite.
1863

D' Section 8'.2.7.7

lines 194t.-1948: Mcdified this section per ?SC rewrite.

O

-
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f'/ss_ Section 3.2.3

line 1960: Adced "of previding electric power" per ?SC c:mments.

Section 3.2.3.1

line 1975: Celeted sentences referring to IAC1 per PSC ctmments.

line 1976: Deleted " congested cable areas and" after *ftem*
per PSC c:mments,

line 1978: Deleted "therefore" after "are* per PSC c:mments.

line 1988: Replaced " disconnect" with " threw" per PSC c:=ments,

line 1989: Deleted 'centrol system wiring and" after "and" per
PSC comments.

line 1991: Celeted "at the affected lighting control panels"
frem the end of the sentence per PSC c:mments.

Section 3.2.3.3 -

line 2020: Corrected reference to Figure 8.2-24.'

% line 202T:' Celete'd "to ' perform ~its design functions *' frem the
-

(_j(~ end of the sentence per PSC c:mments.-

line 2022: Celeted " dedicated" before " diesel * per PSC c:mments.

line 2040: Added " selected" per PSC comments,

lines 2041-2042: Added these two items per PSC comments.

line 2047: Cha'nged verb tense.

line 2051: Added " electrical'' per PSC c mments.

line 20S3: Corrected reference to Table 3.2-9.

line 20S3: Corrected reference to .:fgure 3.2-25.

line 2089: Celeted ' dedicated" after " separate' per PSC c:mments.

line 2099: Celeted " HEMA I" per PSC comments.

line 2101: Celeted the description of MCC 1: ads and 18Cv
switchgear per PSC c:mments.

I

line 2105: Changed "12Cv/277v" to "120v or 277v", and changedt

! ( "and" to "or" per PSC c:=ments ,,

!

l

,

f

l
!

!
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Section 3.2.3.4-

line 2155: Celeted *as fellcws" from the end of the sentence
per PSC c:mment:.

Section 3.2.3. 5

line 2310: Celeted paragraphs pertaining to reac:or cooling
per PSC c mments.

References for Section 3.2

lines 2348-2350: Improved format.
2359,2362,2374

Ta bl e 3.2-2

General The dates of the surveys will not be furnished due
~

to the informal nature of these surveys.

Tabl e 3.2-8

General Celeted wattages, lighting cabinets, and exit signs
per PSC ccmmentr. -

d Ficure 3.2-2,r se-
U

General This figure is to be replaced by an updated version.

Figure 3.2 4,

,

General This figure may be deleted if Section 3.2.1.2 is
rewritten by PSC.

Ficure 8.2-16
.

General This figure will be replaced by 5-10930.

Figures 3.2-13 to
3.2-22

General These figures are to be replaced by updated versions
which have been provided by PSC.

Section 3.4

line 2434: Changed "during the plant refueling cutages ' to*

'twice per year" per PSC c:=ments.

line 2437: Added " sets" per PSC c:=ments.

'# lines 2240-2t:2: Reworded this sentence per PSC c:= ment .

O

. .
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Section 3.1 (C:nt'd)

line 2462: Rewarded the sentence to include instrument bus 1C
per PSC comments.

line 2474: Celeted "the' before "Public" per PSC c mments.

line 2486: Celeted "and tap changer" per PSC c:nnents,

line 2488: Deleted "(and filter if needed)" per PSC comments.

lines 2501,2503: Deleted " isolated phase" before " bus" per PSC
comments .

line 2554: Celeted " area * before " load"; added " data"; deleted
" supervisory control" after " telemetering" per
PSC c mments.

line 2557: Deleted "to match other machines on the system" fecm~'

(\ the end of the line psr PSC comments,
,

line 2567: Changed " protection" to "pectective" per PSC c:mments.

line 2569: Corrected punctuation.

!

O

|
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SUMMARY OF CHANGES TO FSAR SECTION 9

Section 9.1.1.1

lines 418 - 423 Changed verb tense.

lines 439 - 441 Incorporated footnote into text.

Section 9.1.1.2
?

lines 490 - 504 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 9.6.

lines 507 - 609 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 9.1.

lines 633 - 635 Referred to Section 3.8.1.1 for discussion of
voltage device to maintain the rods withdrawn
during refueling.

line 638 Changed " locked" to " held", to reflect use of
voltage device. .-

Qw'. line 643 Former Figure 9.1-3 is renumbered to Figure 9.1-6.

line 672 As a refust of a review of the refueling procedure,
keys or keyways were machined to allow alignment,
during refueling. Some reference.is made to keys
and keyways for alignment in line 1646. I't ts

requested that PSC verify tnat this discussion
is a complete descripticn of the keys and keyways
as they exist.

line 685 Tormer Figure 9.1-4 is renumbered to Figure 9.1-5.

lines 713 - 723 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 9.3.

Section 9.1.1.2.1

line 780 Former Figure 9.1-3 i s renumoered to Figure 9.1-6.

lines 798 - 799 Former Figure 9.1-3 is renumbered to Figure 9.1-6.

line 808 " Gulf General Atomic" changed to " General Atomic".
,

- . -_ -.. . . . . . . _
-.
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3ection 9.1.1.3

lines 876 - 377 Changed vero tense.

lines 380 - 942 Incorporated the answer to NRC Cuestien 3.2.

Section 9.1.1.4

lines 976, 984-988 Ucdated requirements based upon current 7ecnnical
Specifications and meeting with Chuck Fuller ind
Frank Novachek en 4/6/82.

Section 9.1.1.5

line 992 Corrected title.

lines 996 - 997 Deleted coening phrase due to redundancy, changed
vere tense.

lines 1006 - 1008 Added requirement of SR 5.7.1 (b).

Secticn 9.1.2.2.1Q
line 1087 Former Figure 9.1-5 is renumbered to 9.1-7. .

lines 1112, 1127 Former Figure 9.1-6 is renumbered to 9.1-8.

lines 1129 - 1114 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 9.6 (2).

lines 1156 - 1160 Added a brief description of the fuel storage
building. ( Cl-311 )

Section 9.1.2.2.2

lines 1168 - 1170 Deleted statement tnat the fuel streage well
contains helium at 11-12 psia prior to loading

and Frank Novacnek, 2/6/82)g witn Chuck Fulleror unicading fuel. (Meetin

I lines 1191 - 1194 Indicated that about one-tnird of the active fuel
from a core can :e neld in the storage wells.'

Also added a statement to clarify the use of tne
central column. (Meeting with Chuck Fuller and
Frank Novachek, a/6/32)

I s_-

($)
<
l
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Section 9.1.2.2.3-

line 1243 Reflected the 170 ton rating of the crane.
(GL?-4640.)

lines 1208 - 1240 This procedure was completely reworked Oc
1251 - 1276 reflect actual practice. As a part of this
1282 & 1283 reworking tne answer to NRC Question 9.6 (1)
1286 was incorporated as well as FCN-SC-729.

(Meeting with Chuck Fuller and Frank Novachek,
4/6/82)

Section 9.1.2.2.4'

lines 1294 - 1312 Reworked this section to reflect actual
practice. (Meeting with Chuck Fuller and Frank
Novachek, 4/6/82)

Section 9.1.2.4-

lines 1367 - 1368 Changed vero tense.

lices 1375 - 1376 Modified requirements to conform with Tecnnical
5

~3 1382, 1387- Saecifications and actual operation. (Meeting
(_j_. ' 1393 with Chuck Fuller and Frank Novachek, 4/6/82)

,

Section 9.1.2.5-

lines 1401 - 1403 Changed vero tense.

Section 9.1.3

lines 1407 - 1423 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 3.5 (3).

Section 9.2.1.1

lines 1456 - 1461 Reflected upgraded rating of the reactor building
crane (GLP-4640; Meeting with Bob Gunnerson,
4/5/82)

Section 9.2.1.2

lines 1511 - 1518 Incorporated the answer to NRC Questien 9.1 as
.

. modified by CM-741.

O
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Secticn 9.2.1._3

lines 1527 - 1523 Correctec punctuation.

line 1539 Reflected upgraced rating of reactor building
crane (GL?-4640; Meeting with Bob Gunnersen,
4/5/52)

line 1543 Changed vero tense.

Section 9.2.2.1'

lines 1573 - 1574 Changed verb tense.

Section 9.2.2.2

lines 1608 - 1640 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 9.6 (7).

Secticn 9.2.3.1

line 1741 Indicated that nitrogen rather than helium is

[_s{3
used for storage of centrol and orificing.'

assemblies (FCN-GA-2189).' ~ ' ~

.

Section 9.2. 3.2

lines 1793 - 1799 Reflected the use of nitrogen in tne wells, rather
than helium (FCN-GA-2189).

line 1813 Changed vero tense.

Section 9.2.4.2

lines 1871 - 1876 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 9.6 (5).
. 1887 - 2CQ8
l
|

-

Secticn 9.2. 5.2 .

line 2070 Changea vero tense.
I

Secti on 9. 2. 5. 3_

lines 2113 - 2115 Changed vero tense.

O) "| \.
!
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|
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Section 9.2.5. 3

lines 2158 - 2160 Indicated that tne reserve shutdcwn material
has been removed by the reserve shutdcwn
vacuum tool. (Pre-P, 3/4/75: A0.75-07)

lines 2165 - 2166 Changed vero tense.

Secticn 9.2. 7.1

lines 2183 - 2185 Changed vero tense.
2195, 2199

Secticn 9.2.7.2

lines 2241 - 2244 Changed verb tense.

Section 9.2.7.3

c. haw 6 e
lina 2268 No

-

. s

~'\(V -

.

s

Section 9.2.8.2

line 2325 Changed verb tense.
,

I Section 9.2.9.l_
l

! lines 2422, 2425 Changed verb tense.
2426'

|
line 2441 Added criterion to cover change out of c:ntrol'

rod shock absorters. (CN-1308)

Secticn 9.2.9.2

lines 2166 - 2468 Changed vero tense.

line 2477 Reflected the fact that only high level solid
waste is packaged in cell, and that low level
waste is packaged in a compactor. (Meeting with
Bill Woodard, 4/7/82)

s _.

O
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Section 9.2.9.2 (Cont'd)

lines 2480 - 2494 The wording of this procedure was modified
2499, 2502 to indicate that the steps necessary for

decontamination are taken, but that every
contaminated item is not necessarily processed
in the order given, depending upon the nature
of the item and its level of contamination.
(Meeting with Bill Woodard, 4/7/82) -

Section 9.2.9.3

lines 2519 - 2521 Cnanged verb tense and reworded for clarity.

Section 9.2.10

line 2566 Former Figure 9.2-3 is renumbered as Figure 9.2-6.

lines 2573 - 2575 This sentence is reworded to indicate that the'

helium within the barrier is vented to the reactor
plant exhaust system. (Meeting with Ward Craine,
4/7/ 82) .

-

,

Section 9.3.3'

lines 2582, 2595 Changed verb tense.
2697 - 2698
2713 - 2715

Section 9.4.2
It is requested that PSC consider whether it is

--

desirable to include any updated estimates in this
section to more closely reflect actual amounts of
impurities and moisture absorbed.

,

;

l

Section 9.4.2.1

line 2779 Deleted footnote.

lines 2817 - 2S18 Changed verb tense.
2840, 2861
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_Secti on 9. 2. 2.2

lines 2922 - 2950 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 9.9.

line 2976 Former Figure 9.7-2 is renumbered as Figure 9.7-3.

lines 3031, 3033 Indicated that electric inductive heaters are
used, rather than external electric heaters, to
maintain the titanjum spcnge at the desired
temperature of 700 F. (FCN-GA-2586, FC:(-GA-2238,
FCN-GA-3253-) - -

lines 3064 - 3065 Deleted phrase "except hydrogen removal and
regeneration sections". (GP-1319)

Section 9.4.3.1

lines 3135 '3138, Modified description of purification train opera-
3141 - 3142. tion / regeneration cycle to riflect actual process.

(Meeting with .JacE.Reesy, 4/5/82). ..

lines 3159 - 3193 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 11.2.

~

section 9.a. 3.2'

3 lines 3200 - 3202 Modified wording to more accurately reflect the
operation of the purification trains.

lines 32d4 - 3259 Added discussion of means of eliminating possi-
bility of flannable gas hazard. (FCN-GA-3164 )

line 3297 Changed verb tense.

Section 9.a. 3. 3

lines 3320 - 3321 Changed vers tense.

line 3331 Reworded paragraon to refer to Accendix 0 for
method of depressuri:ation.

L'

O
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tage 5 or so

O
Section 9.4.5

lines 3410, 3443, Changed vero tense.
3447 - 3448

Secticn 9.4.6

lines 3479 - 3509 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 9.10.

lines 3502, 3507~ Referenca is made to flow rates in the units of
SCF. PSC is requested to clarify the units to
be used.

lines 3550 - 3553 Incorporated footnote into text.

.

Section 9.4.7_

.9evised discussion of purification train tolines 3600 - 3602
address normal and abncrmal operating conditions.

.

. .

(L Deferences for Section 9.4
,

lines 3619 - 3628 Added references from the answer to NRC Questien 9.9.
,.,

Section 9.5.5

lines 3759 - 3760 Moved statement that the helium storage tanks
and the transfer comoressor are protected by
relief valves from line 3802,

lines 3768 - 3769 Changed vert tense.
3773, 3779-,

! 3780
l

lines 3792 - 3795 Incorporated footnote into text.

lines 3802 - 3833 Incorporated the answer to NRC Questien 9.3.
,

Section 9.5.2
|

lines 3875 - 3887 Actual refrigeration loads are being cetermined by'

Mike Lehr. These loads will be incorporated into
the text when the results of the test are received.

l .

O

.
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Section 9.6._2 (Cent'd)

lines 3879 - 3882 Incorporated footnote into text.

lines 3908, 3918- Incorporated footnote into text.
3923

Section 9.6.4

lines 4004 - 4006 Changed vero tense.

line 4009 Changed minimum inventory to 550 gallons.
(Cl-487, P-77250)

line 4033 :aleted term "very highly".

Section 9.6.5

line 4042 Hyphenated " toil-off". ,

line 4112 Changed verb tense.

-

Section 9.6.6 ,

'-

lines 4133 4134 Changed verb tense.

lines 4138 - 4147 Reworced paragraph to reflect icw liquid nitragen
4149 - 4150 inventory limit of 650 gallons. (CN 487, P-77250)

Secticn 9.7.2

lines 4223 - 4259 Incorporated the answer to NRC guestien 9.13.

Secticn 9. 7. 3.1

lines 4366 - 4479 Incorporated the answer to NRC Questien 7.8.

Section 9.7.3.1

line 4534 Former Figure 9.7-2 is renumoered as Figure 9.7-3.

O_

e
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Section 9.7.3.5. 3

lines 4605 - 4607 Changed verb tense.
4609, 4612 -
4613

Secti cn 9. 7. 3. 5. 4

lines 4636 - 4637 Changed verb tense.
4666 - 4668
4725 - 4727
4737 - 4741

s

Section 9.7.3.5.5 .

lines 4758 - 4759 Referrec to Section 9.7.3.1 for a description
of the ficw scanner.

Secti on 9. 7.4.1

() lines 4803 - 4848 Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 7.8.
*

lines 4854 - 4855 Changed verb tense.

Section 9.7.5

lines 1883 - 4898 Incorporated the answer to NRC Questien 7.8.
.

Secti on 9. 7. 6

lines 4949 - 4954 Modified text to conform with LCO 4.2.14

References for Secticn 9.7

| lines 4968 - 4974 Added reference from the answer to NRC Question 9.T3.

Section 9.8.1

lines 4997 - 4998 Changed verb tense.
5008 - 5009

O.

_ .
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Secticn 9.5.1.1

,

,

lines 5C55 - 5059 Changed verb tense.
5077

Section 9.8.2

lines 5085 - 5085 Changed verb tense.

Section 9.8.3

All Rewritten by Proto-Power. 7his subsection will
be redesignated as Section 9.12. _

Section 9. 8. 3. 5. 3

General Added reference to the applicability of
10CFR50, Appendix R, Fire Protection
Progran.

N'
~

"

Secti on 9.8. 4.1 ,

lines 5157 - 5159 Moci fi ed text to conform with LCO 4.2.4.

Secticn 9.9.1

line 52C0 Corrected punctuation.

lines 5218 - 5219 Referred to Section 8.2.7.5 for separation
criteria.

Section 9.9.2

lines 5225 - 5239 Added statement referring to Chicago Penumatic
compressor. as backup source 6f service air.
(CN-12SS)

Secti on. 9. 9. 3

lines 5250 - 5253 Reworded to conform with LCO 4.3.5.

,. n
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Section 9.9.4

lines 5251 - 5257 Incorporated SR 5.3.5.

Section 9.10.1

lines 5280 - 5281 Corrected description of source of steam for
building heating. (CN-1354)

line 5289 If it is desired by PSC, the wording of this
sentence will be changed to reflect the
existence of the second auxiliary boiler,

lines 5291 - 5295 Changed verb tense.

Section 9.10.3

O 14aes 5313 - 5315 chea9ed ver$ tease-

Section 9.11
.

's line 5321 New s,ection added on hydraulic system.
C

Sections 9.11.1 , 9.11.2. 9.11.3. 9.1 1.3.1, s. ll . 3. 2. 9.11. 4

lines 5325 - 5541 New sections adced (SD-91-2(K)).

Section 9.11.5

lines 5545 - 5574 New section added (LCD 4.3.7; Pre-P,1/24/75).

Section 9.11.5

lines 5578 - 5585 New sect added (SR 5.3.5).

END DGAFT \
O
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RE'ARITE UNIT 9 - SECTICN 9

SUMMARY OF CHANGES

Section 9.1.1.2

lines 530-532: Rearranged sentence order per PSC c mments.

line 649: Changed " orientate" to " orient".

lines 655,658: Reworded these sentences for clarity.

line 668: Celeted " annual" before " refueling" per PSC
comments.

line 683: Changed " locked" to " held" per PSC c:mments.

line 733: Celeted " chamfered" before "end" per FSC ::mments.x

( -
' lines 769-774: Rearranged sentence order per PSC ccmments.

.

Section 9.1.1.3P

line 995: Changed "X,ff" to "X-effective" due to word
processing system limitations.

lines 1CC0-1061: Incorcorated the answer to NRC Question 6.6.
!

! Section 9.1.1.5
!

line 1105: Celeted " annual" before " refueling" per ?SC
c mments.

t

line 1115: Changed letters to lower case.

Section 9.1.2.2.1

line 1239: Added " plant" per PSC comments. .

,

Section 9.1.2.2.3

line 1321: Corrected s:elling of "recanned".

| line 1353: Changed "160" to "17C" ;er :SC comments.
,,,

() line 1363: Corrected s;elling of "wita".

|
t

|

- - - - .- . . .
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Section 9.1.2.2.3 (Continued)

line 1377: Celeted " Note that" before "these" per PSC
c mments.

line 1378: Added "therefore" per PSC comments,

line 1597: Changed "150" to "165.5" per PSC comments.

Section 9.2.2.1

line 1684: Corrected reference to Section 11.2.2.

Section 9.2.10

line 2649: Changed letters to Tower case.

Section 9.3.1

line 2747: Changed " disposes of spent" to " transfers" per

[ PSC comments. -

Section 9.3.2
,

line 2758: Changed "is" to "may be", and deleted "10%"
before '' detergent" per ?SC comments.

line 2765: Changed "is" to "may be" per PSC comments.

line 2758: Celeted reference to 50-gallon containers per
PSC c:mments.

line 2759: Changed "is" :o "can be" per ?SC c mments.

line 2772: Changed "is" to "may be" per PSC comments.

Section 9.3.3

lines 2793-2796: Rearranged sentence order, changed " con rciboard"
to " control board", changed "to" to *:r", added

- "are mounted", and changed " brought" to "disciayed"
-

;er PSC comments.

lines 2310,2315, Changed "a disposal" to "an exposure" per PSC
2316 comments.

v
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Section 9.3.3 (Continued)

line 2825: Celeted "(primarily during refueling)" after
" infrequently", and moved the word "thus" to
the beginning of the sentence per PSC cc=ments.

Section 9.4.1

lines 2842-2843: Reworded the sentence, per PSC ccmments, to add
reference to PCRV safety valves and inlet lines.

line 2849: Changed " maintains" to " removes" per PSC ccmments.

line 2851: Changed "at" to "to" per PSC ccaments.

Section 9.4.2.1

ifne 2883: Changed "14.6" to "14.3" per PSC cc=ments.

line 2893: Changed "34.3" to "34.S" per PSC ccmments. -

,

h Added "CO *; chan'ged "475" to "10"; deletedline 2910: 2
redundant line per PSC cc=ments.

n

line 2917: Deleted "say 30 ppm" after " higher" per PSC
c::ments .

line 2922: Deleted "and surfaces in" after " refueling" per

PSC comments.

Section 9.4.2.2

line 3009: Celeted "unlikely" before " event", and changed
"a" to "an extended" per PSC cc=ments.

line 3061: Changed "the hypothetical" to "a permanent" per
PSC cccments.

line 3064: Added "the high temperature filter adscreer" .

. . . . .. . . _ .1 ines 31.02-3104: Added "F'', l'hy" . "frem.the .1cw tem::erature __

adsorber", and "then" per PSC ccmments.

lines 3138-3147: Replaced former sentence with sentences :rovided
by PSC.

line 3164: Celeted "Nash Model MD-623" after " regeneration
" ccmcressor" per PSC ccaments.

-
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Section 9.4.2.2 (Continued)

line 3179: Added "in the normal helium purification trains"
per PSC comments.

line 3192: Added this paragraph provided by PSC.

lines 3202-3204: Added the dates for the ASME Code.

line 3241: Added "the onset of" per PSC comments.

,Section 9.4.3.1

line 3251: Changed title to include abnormal operation per
PSC ccmments.

lines 3251-3289: Replaced fermer paragraph with paragraphs supplied
by PSC.

>

lines 3295-3297: Rearranged sentence order per PSC comments,

V) /f lines 3307-3308: Changed "1100*F" to "350*F"; changed "four" to
"18"; added "with induct,ive heaters surrounding
each hydrogen getter vessel" per PSC comments.

line 3315: Changed letters to lower case.

line 3317: Referred to Figure 9.4-2, which is incorporated
as a duplicate of Figure 14.3-1. Deleted the
previously next sentence per PSC c:mments.

lines 3319-3322: Changed letters to lower case.

lines 3326-3328: Corrected the spelling of "A"; added " material";
changed letters to lower case Der PSC comments.

| lines 3334-3337: Changed letters to lower case.
|

| Section 9.4.3.2
l

~ ~line~s 3351 -3352 : 'Added "but may be regenerated. .." per PSC : mments.-

;

line 3353: Added " spent" per PSC comments.

line 3365: Added "when"; deleted "as follows" after "out"
per PSC c::mments.

,

line 3367: Modified punctuation per PSC comments.

line 3372: Changed "450*F" to "550*F" per ?SC ccmments.
|
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Section 9.4.3.2 (Continued)

line 3393: Deleted information frem FC (-GA-3154 per FSC
ccmments.

line 3407: Added " normal"; deleted "the normal time before
regeneration" after " months" per ?SC c:mments.

lines 34C8-3409: Added "under abnormal conditions" per PSC
ccmments.

Section 9.4.3.3.1
;

line 3431: Divided Section 9.4.3.3 for clarity.

lines 3436,3453: Changed "75" to "100" per PSC comments.

Section 9.4.3.3.2
'

line 3463: Divided Section 9.4.3.3 for clarity.x
#' lines 3477-3523: Added this information to describe system

operation during depressuri:ation (G-81Cd8).,

Section 9.4.3.4

lines 3549-3551: Added "of the helium purification system dryers"
per PSC comments.

Section 9.A.5

line 36C8: Changed " day" to " week" per PSC comments.
1

Section 9.4.6

lines 3666-3567: Changed "contain" to *:cliect"; changed "79" to
"99"; added " effective full power"; changed
"on-stream time" to " operation" per ?SC ::mments.

l _. line 3694: Changed "700*F" to "500*F", and added "is less ~

than per PSC comments.d

l ifne 3696: Added "is less than" per PSC c mments.

line 3709: Changed "about 99%" to "over 96%" per PSC comments.

V lirie 3710: Added *under normai operating canditions" per
|
' PSC c:mments.

:
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Sectica 9.4.7

line 3771: ' Charged "only a'cout 'one day" to "less than one
-week" per FSC c mments.'

lines 3772,3795: Celeted reference to the hydrogen removal section
per PSC canaents.

line 3800: Celeted sentence pertaining to hydrogen removal
system failure per PSC comments.

Ta bl e c.t-1

Footnote "C": Added footnote to document the reference for
design activities.

Section 9.5.5'

line 3948: Changed *ccol" to "ccol ed" .
s

"% lines 4010,4023: 'Changec~"stcrage to " supply" per PSC comments.d

(V
Section 9.6.3

line 4169: . Changed *dilage" > to " usage" per PSC comments.

Section 9.7.2

line 4428: Celeted jIt is well kncwn that" from beginning
of sentence per PSC comments.

Section 9.7.3.5.4

line 1863: Del eted "and" before " cycl e" .

! lines 5021,5024 : Added a c =ma.

Section 9.3.3

_
lines 5236,5290, Former Section 9.3.3 was shif ted to Section 9.12,

5305 and the former Section 9.3.4 became Section 9.3.3.

line 5309: Fonner Section 9.3.4.3 was incorporated into

Section 9.12.

.
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Section 9.9.2

line 5374: Added "or backup auxiliary boiler" per PSC
comments.

Section 9.10.1

lines 5414-5416, Added reference to the backup auxiliary boiler
5423 per PSC comments.

Section 9.11.3

line 5505: Celeted reference to former Figure 9.11-2, as
it was redundant and therefore deleted.

line 5545: Referred to Figure 9.11-2, as the former
,

Figure 9.11-3 was renumbered.

line 5551: Referred to Figure 9.11-1, as the former
Figure 9.114 was incorporated into this figure.

Section 9.11.5
([

line 5694: Changed "are" to "i s" .-

>
. ricure 9.11-1
!

General Incorporated forr.er Figure 9.114

Ficure 9.11-2

General Former Figure 9.11-2 deleted, as important
details are included in Figure 9.11-1, 7here-
fare, former Figure 9.11-3 was renumbered to
Figure 9.11-2.

Section 9.12

line 5723: This section is renumbered from section 9.3.3.
~-

Section 9.12.1

line 5727: Formerly section 9.S.3.1.

lines 5759,5752, Del eted "of the FSAR".
5766,5759

.

|
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Section 9.12.2

line 5773: Formerly Section 9.3.3.2.

Section 9.12.2.1

line 5777: Formerly Section 9.8.3.2.1.

Section 9.12.2.2

line 5789: Formerly Section 9.3.3.2.2.

Section 9.12.2.3

line 5807: Formerly Section 9.8.3.2.3.

lines 5818-5819: Added sentence provided by PSC.

lines 5823-5825: Rearranged sentence order per DSC ccmments.
' '

line 5829: Changed "ccmply" to "is in accordance" per -

# PSC comments.

Changed "ccmply" to "are in cEnpliance" perline 5838:
PSC ccmments.-

line 5839: Added "for a Class 2 system" per PSC ccmments.

line 5842: Deleted two sentences per PSC cccments.

Section 9.12.2.4
,

line 5892: Formerly Section 9.3.3.2.4

lines 5905-59C6: Changed "ccoling" to "sucalying power to equip-
~

ment wnich cools" per PSC comments.

| line 5909: Del eted "of the FSAR" .

-- Section 9.12.3 .

line 5913: Formerly Section 9.3.3.3.

Section 9.12.3.1

line 5917: Formerly Section 9.3.3.3.1.
,

v
line 5941: Changed ''to" to "of" per PSC ccmments.

- - -
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Section 9.12.3.2

line 5949: Formerly Section 9.3.3.3.2.

line 5961: Celeted " heat sensing" before " ionization" per
PSC c:mments.

line 5962: Celeted sentence referring to Table 5.3.3-1
i

per PSC ccmments.
|

Section 9.12.3.3

line 5970: Fonnerly Section 9.8.3.3.3.

line 5978: Correcte1 reference to Figure 9.12-1.

line 6007: Corrected reference to Figure 9.12-2.

line 6032: Deleted "an'y one of five devices" per PSC c:mments.

line 6034: Celeted reference to several relays per PSC
yks , comments. .

gj

,I line 6040: Deleted "any one of four devices" per PSC comments.
I

! line 6042: Celeted "oceration of its differential . . . . .over-
currenc trip relay" frcm the original text per
PSC ::mments.

lines 6052-6055: Added sentence pertaining to CO2 extinguishers
| per PSC comments.

|
lines 6060-6063: Added sentence pertaining to scray shields per

! PSC cc=ments .

line 6084: Corrected reference to Figure 9.12-1.

line 6093: Corrected reference to Figure 3.12-3.

line $101: Celeted "15 second" :rior to " preset" per PSC
c mments.

|
line 6125: Corrected reference to Figure 9.12 4

| line 6140: Added *and manual" per FSC c:=ments.

N- - line 6144: Added "only" pe.- PSC c:mments.

|
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Section 9.12.3.4

line 6157: Formerly Section 9.3.3.3.a.

line 6168: Corrected reference to Figure 9.12-5.

line 6175: Corrected spelling of "an".

line 620t Celeted parenthetical statement per PSC cements,

line 6210: Changed "will be" to "are" per PSC c::mments.

line 6231: Changed " rating" to * ratings" per PSC ccnnents.

line 6234: Hyphenated " air-tight" .

line 6237: Deleted " rated" before " fire s:cp" per PSC
c::mentr;;

Section 9.12.1 .
s

s

- line6242: Formerly Section 9.8.3.1

line 6296: Celeted "of the FSAR".

Section 9.12.5

line 6300: Formerly Section 9.3.3.5.

Section 9.12. 5.1

line 6304: Formerly Section 9.3.3.5.1.
,

!

line 6314: Jeleted sentence referring to Table 9.3.3-1 perI
'

PSC cements.

Section 9.12. 5.2

line 6343: Formerly Section 9.8.3.5.2.

line 6378: Changed *was" to "were".

Section 9.12.5.3

! line 6390: Tcreerly Section 9.3.3.5.3.

line 6395: Added " applicable" per PSC ccnnents.s

|O

_ . _ . _.._ . . . _ . . _ . . . _ _ . . . _ .
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Section 9.12.5

line 5399: Formerly Section 9.3.3.5.

line 5419: Added statment supolied by PSC.

Section 9.12.7

line 6536: For-nerly Section 9.3.3.7.

Former Tabl e 9.3.3-1

General Celeted per PSC coments.

Figure 9.12-1

General Formerly Figure 9.8.3 1.

Ficure 9.12-2

/ General Fornerly Figure 9.S-2.
D: -

-

Ficure 9.12-3

General Formerly Figure 9.3.3-3.

Ficure 9.12-i

General Formerly Figure 9.8.3 4 -

Figure 9.12-5

General Formerly Figure 9.8.3-5.

Criterion 3

lines 6599-6643: Replaced former discussion with discussion
provided oy PSC.

Criterion 59
. _

line 6727: Celeted "can be diverted" after " effluent".

Criterion 67

line 5874: Spelled out "micrs".
-.

O
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O F4 ures ene resies2

Figure 3.1-3 Formerly Figure 9.6-5 from QM 9.5.

Figure 9.1-4 Formerly Figure 3.1-1 from QM 9.1.

Figure 3.1-5 Fomerly Figure 9.1-4

Figure 9.1-6 Fomerly Figure 9.1-3.

Figure 9.1-7 Formerly Figure 9.1-5

Figure 9.1-8 Formerly Figure 9.1-6

Figure 9.1-9 Fonnerly Figure 9.6-2 from QM 9.6.

Figure 9.1-10 For nerly Figure 1.2-15

Figure 9.1-11 Fonnerly Figure 9.6-4 frem QM 9.6

Figure 9.2-2 Formerly Figure 9.6-6 from QM 9.6.

Figure 9.2-3 Formerly Figure 9.6-7 from QM 9.6.
,

Figure 9.2-4 Fonnerly Figure 9.6-8 frem QM 9.6.

p Figure 9.2-5 Formerly Figure 9:2-2.
d '

Figure 9.2-6 Formerly Figure 9.2-3.

Figure 9.3-1 To be updated as PF drawings are u:: dated.
--- -

Table 9.4-1 3ddad #-a--a*a N *n indicate tM* -esi gn

tritium activity 7.s based upon a tritium / heliumi
ratio of 2 x 10

Table 9.4-2 Modified footnote c to indicate that design

ratio of 2 x 10-7,s based upon a tritium / helium
tri ti um acti vi ty i

and to avoid the inference tnat
the hydrogen getters absort: all of the tritium
from :ne plant.

| |

. I gure 9.4-1 Tnis figure will be updated as De drawings are|
:

i uodatad.
|

J Figure 9.5-1 in1s -igure will be updated as ?F drawings are
i updated.
|

|

|

O
__ _ . .
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F1 cures and lables (con:' d)

Figure 9.5-1 This figure will be uccated u PF drawings are
ucdated.

Fi gu re-9.-7-1 This--f4suresill- be updated as PF drawings are
upda ted.

Fi gure 9.7-2 Formerly Figure 7.8-1 frem Q&A 7.8.

Figurt 9.7-3 Formerly Figure 9.7-2.

Table 9.8-1 Submitted by Proto-Pcwer as Table 9.8.3-1.

Figure 9.8-1 This figure will be updated as PF drawings are
updated.

Figure 9.8-2 Submitted by Proto-Power as Figure 9.8.3-1.

F1gure 9.8-3 Formerly Figure 9.8-2 .This figunt.will be
updated as PF drawings are updated.'

-

Figure 9.8-4 Submitted by Proto-Pcwer as Figure 9.8.3-3.

(,. Figure 9.8-5 Submitted by Proto-Power as Figure 9.8.3 4

Fi gure 9. 8-6 Summitted by Proto-Fewer as Figure 9.8.3-5. .

.

Table 9.11-1 Table I from SD-91-2(X).

Figure 9.11-1 PF-91. This figure will be updated when PF
TFENngs are updated.

Figure 9.11-2 _ P F- 9L-1. Ihis figure will be updated wnen PF
crawings are updated.

Figure 9.11-3 P F-9_l-2. This figure will be updated when PF
orawings are updated.

Figure 9.11-4 PF-91-3. This figure will be updated wnen PF
"TFEings are updated.

i
I
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k- ' SUMMARY 0.: CHANGES TO FSAR SECTION 10

( EXCLUDING SECTION 10.3 i

Section 10.1

line 277: Clarified reference to Section S.2.3 to be
Section S.2.3.5.

line 298: Clarified reference to Section 7.1.2 to be
Section 7.1.2.6.

:

Section 10.2

lines 532 - 615: It is requested that PSC verify that these procedures
continue to reflect current operating practices.
Particular. attention should be given to the matter
of hot restart.

line 576: Improved sentence grammar.

(. line 607: Changed "around" to "about".

s' lines 612 - 614: Modified worcing for clarity.,r

Section 10.2.1

lines $42 - 643: Modified wording for clarity.
.

line 663: Corrected punctuation.

line 671: Corrected punctuation.

Section 10.2.2.2

line.786: Deleted discussion of makeuo water requirements,
as this is discussed in Secticn 2.-

lines 791 - 792: Referred to Section 2.5.1 for discussion of makeup
requi rements . An actual numoer for makeuo water
requirements will be added, pending PSC accreval of
the requirements stated in :ne uccate of Section
2.5.1.

i

i
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section 10.2.3

line Sla: Changed vere tense.

line 318: Changed vero tense.

line 825: Hyphenated "after-condenser".

lines 844 - 845: Celeted "if found necessary" as it contributes'

nothing,but potentially raises questions.

Section 10.2.3.1

line 875: Changed verb tense.

lines 894 - 923: Added discussion of autcmatic c::ntrol of boiler-
feed pumps (CN-695). .

Section 10.2.3.1

line 985: Changed verb tense.

lines 6[ Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 10.1.,

Section 10.2. A

lines a] gZ Incorporated the ans'wer to NRC Question 14.7.,

.

line 1071: Revised discussion of the regenerant solution
disposal.

j

lines 1110 - 1117: Included discussion of reverse osmosis unit
( CN-940, CN-1048, CN-177) . PSC should ccnfinn
the statement regarding organic iran.

Section 10.2.5.1
'

lines 1114 - 1148: It is requested that PSC c::nff rm the acceptacility
of reheater flooding. (See NPC 2922 dated 1/18/82;
also see line No. 1325).

I
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Section 10.2.5.2

lines lic0 - 1175: !nc:rscrated the answer to NRC Question 5.13.

Section 10.2.5.3

line 1249: Changed main steam electrematic safety valve
setpoint to 2570 psig (.:CN-GA-2507) .

line 1250: Corrected punctuation.

line 1254: Changed verb tense.

line 1313: Clarified wording.

line 1325: See connent for line 1144 regarding reheater
ficoding.

lines 1315 - 1335, Incorporated the answer to NRC Question 14.3.
1346 - 1347:

line 1374: Changed verb tense.

! O~'
'

Section 10.2.5

lines 1402 - 1423: Currently, no discussion of the second auxiliary %

boiler is incluced. If PSC desires sucn a
discussion, it will be included in the final draft.

lines 1438 - 1439: Changed listed capacity to 40,0C0 gallons, ratner
than 72 hours, to avoid a conflict with discussion
in Section 3 concerning use of these tanks for
backup for tne emergency diesels.

.

Section 10.2.8

lines 1518 - 1583: Incorporated the answer to NRC Ouestion 10.2
( GP-1219) .

!
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Summary of Changes

/3
kl Section 10

lines 225-227 Cescribed location of backup auxiliary boiler (CN-1084)

Section 10.1

lines 273-274 Changed " running on" to " supplying" per PSC. comments.

Section 10.T .2
.

line 396 Added " circulator" per PSC comments.

Section 10.1.4

line 452 Celeted "during icw Toad operation" per PSC comments.

line 464 Added eference to backup auxiliary boiler per PSC comments.

Figure 10.1-1 Added reference to backup auxiliary boiler per PSC c mments.

N. Section 10.2 .

y/
line 502 Changed "Close" to " Closed" per PSC comments.

Tine 542 Added a c mma per PSC comments.
OJ

line 5'43 Added reference to backup auxiliary boiler per PSC comments.

lines 553-556 Changed wording to conform with 0709 III.

line 572 Added reference to backup auxiliary boiler per PSC comments.

Section 10.2.1

line 575 Added reference to backuo auxiliary bof f er per PSC comments.

[
Section 10.2.2.1

;

line 743 Added reference to backup auxiliary boiler per PSC c mments.l

| Section 10.2.2.2
f Changed " makeup water" to " water" per PSC comments.line 796i

lines 797-798 Changed " flows into" to "is pumped into", and indicated that
the two lined settling ponds overficw to two lined storage
ponds per PSC c crents.s_,

|

|

'

|

.
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q Section 10.2.3.1
b

line 371 Added reference to backu;: auxiliary boiler per PSC c:=ents.

line 391 Changed " control pump" to " pump control" per PSC cements.

line 916 Deletea two sentences per ?SC cements.

Section 10.2.A

line 1071 Changed " yard drain system" to " waste evaporaticn pond" per
PSC cements.

Section 10.2.5.1

lines 1142-1144 Indica *ed correct valves which isolate cold reheat Icep
header per PSC' cements.

Section 10.2.5.2

line 1157 Added " materials and standards for the" per PSC c:mments.

lines 1163-1167 Added intreductory sentences for readability improvement.
Changed "331" to "B31.7" per PSC coments.

v line.ll70 Added "(1967 edition)" per PSC c mments.

O < ae ' zo4 edeed "(1557 editica)" Per *sc c= = eats-

line 1213 Added "(1967 edition)" per PSC cements.

Secticn 10.2.5.3

lines 1331-1332 Added reference to the attemot to restore the dumped locp and
to dump the correct loop per PSC cements.

iines 1335,1341,
1345 Renumbered paragraphs.

line 1407 Added reference to backuo auxiliary boiler per PSC ::ments.

Section 10.2.5

line lall Changed title to include reference to backu: auxiliary boiler
per PSC coments.

lines 1415-1420 Added descriptien of backup auxiliary boiler per PSC c:rrents.

line 1421 Changed " turbine" to " turbines" per PSC cements.
'

.

O
*I
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.dtc * vt" =y

line 1425 Added reference to backuo auxiliary boiler per PSC c ments.

O line 1427 Added reference to backup auxiliary boiler per PSC ccm.ents.
:

| line 1434 Added reference to backup auxiif ary boiler per ?SC c =ents.

line 1439 Added reference to backup auxiliary boiler per PSC cements.

line 1444 Added reference to backup auxiliary boiler per PSC c:ments.

line 1445 Added "along with two fuel oil pumps" per PSU cements.

Table 10.2-1

Number 14 Changed " settling pends" to " storage ponds" per PSC cements.

.I
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RE' WRITE UNIT 12 SUMMARY OF CHANGES

( SECTICN 10.3

SECTICN 10.3.1

line 8399: "four" changed to "five" per PSC comments

lines 8413-8415: " operating procacure" changed to " sequence of events"

"25% in 2-1/2 minutes" changed to "28% in 5 minutes"

all per PSC c mments
4

line 8420: portion of sentence deleted per PSC comments
'

line 8427: "25%" changed to "28%" to agree with line 8415

SECTION 10.3.2

line 3483: "or deaerator" added per PSC comments

SECTION 10.3.3

| \s_.
line 8576: verb tense change

:

() line 8578: ' backup auxiliary boiler" added per PSC comments" -

SECTION 10.3.4
.

lines 85g6-8609: modified per PSC ccaments
,

,

SECTION 10.3.6

line 8642: " backup auxiliary boiler" added per PSC ccmments

SECTION 10.3.7 last paragraph deleted per PSC ccaments

SECTION 10.3.9

line 8747: " safe shutdcwn" changed to " design basis"

line 8754: " backup auxiliary boiler" added per PSC c:mments

lines 8766-8768: ' firewater bcoster pumes" changed to " emergency water
booster pumps"

s-

O
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SECTTCM 10.3

Figure 10.3 4 1 circulating watar makeuo pumo deletad per ?SC
corrments

.

Figure 10.3-7 1. circulating water makeup pumo deleted per ?SC
ceninents

Firewater becster pumos changed to emergency water
beastar pumps per ?SC cc: nents-

!
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Section 10.4O
lines 1616 - 16a2: Included ciscussicn of acclicaole LCO's (LCO 1.3.2,v

LCO 4.3.3, LCO a.3.4, LCO 4.3.5, C:1-399).

Section 10.5

lines 1650,1654, Changed vero tense.
1660, 1661, 1672,
1673, 1676, 1681,
1685, 1688, 1696,
1700, 1707, 1711,
1712, 1715, 1721,
1728, 1734, 1740,
1743:

Ficures and Tables

Figure 10.1-1 is to be updated as FF-2-5 is updated.

Figure 10.1-2 is to be updated as PF-22 is updated.

Figure 10.2-1 may require update. It is requested that PSC revise these
numcers, if necessary, based upon current data. _

Figure 10.2-2 is to be ;pdated as FF-31 is updated.

Figure 10.2-3 is added frem Q&A 10.1.

Table 10.2-1: It is requested that PSC verify that the water-steam
inventories have not changed.

,

f Table 10.2-2: Changed main steam electrematic relief valve setting to
2670 psig ( FC 1-GA-2607) .

.

s
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SUWARY OF CHANGES TO FSG SECTION 11

s

Section 11.1.1_ Tabl e 11.1-1
Added from Question and Answer 11.1lines 149 - 182 was also added from Question and Ansaer 11.1-1.
Some editcrial changes were made to this answer.

__
..

_

_

Section 11.1.1.1
_ Verb changed from "will" to "may" (because this

line 204 shioping has never been dcne).

Verb changed frcm "will" to "may" (because this
line 206 shipping has never been done).

Section 11.1.1.2

The first sentence in this section was deleted.This was done because a substantial quantity ofline 212
tritiated water aes eeea seaereted ia :"e 9 st-

O Reference to footnote deleted (see lines E19 - 221)line 218() The footnote at the bottom of page 11.1-1 was
lines 219 - 221 incorporated into the text.

~

The first sentence regarding licuid wastes was
deleted because of the accunt of tritiated waterline 236
produced,

"or as the result of an accident" was reciaced
with "and the release of tritiated water".line 243

Verb tense change, "is" changed to "may".
line 255

" accident" changed to " postulated accident".
line 267 "is" changed to "would be".

Vero tense changa.
line 273

"possibly, some tritium" changed to "some tritium".
line 291

Sentence added to reflect design bases of system.
lines 303 - 304

O
v

.
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NPC 2022

Page 3 of 11

Section 11.1.1.3

line 313 Footnote deleted and incer; crated into text
at the line 225 - 333.

lines 319 - 322 Added per FCl-3154

lines 325 - 333 Added from footnote (see line 313).

line 339 " item IC of table 11.1-2" added per FCl-3154
. -

line 341 "of table 11.1-2" added for clarity.
-. . _ . .

line 342 "gasbourne" changed to " gas borne"

line 35a "of table 11.1-2" added for clarity.

lines 435 - 475 Added from Questien and Answer 11.4

lines 301 - 400 added frca Questien and ans.er 11.4, PSC letter

PG-27 and PSC-GA review of tnis section (see
'

,

,
notes)- ,

,

\s _/ lines 523 - 547 This section was :cdified to reflect the curren:
*

- cperating exeerience regarding tritium. This
secticn has been reviewed by ?SC and GA. The
source material for this secticn is censistant with
GA-A13461.

line 561 "recently" deleted.
- -

lines 575 - 578 editorial change

[ lines 582 - 589 ?aragracn added to reflect current operating
history. The sentence en lines 524 - 588 was
Icdified per GA & ?SC c =ments en this secticn.

! lines 594 - 595 Verb tense changed.

j lines 502 - 503 "2C0 ft. =eteorological ::wer" changed to
| " meteorological =cnitoring instrumentaticn".
t

i
.

line 512 "on" changed to "for"

i line 515 "10 CFR 20.150" cnanged := "10 CFR 20.105". This

s_) was a typcgracnical error in the original text.
v

line 535 " area" adced

line 546 Reference 5 added ;er Question and Answer 11.5.
,

|

,

- . ._.



|4 ilk consu::otien adced per Question and Answer 11.5.lines $66 - 666

line $86 "in the gasecus forn" added for clarity.
lin s 4 11 fit Tojk. afemus.

lines 7C8 - 712 This section was reciaced per instruction f-;m
O. Goss at PSC. Several editorial changes were
made in the paragrapn. (E. G. no IACi)

Section 11.1.2.2

lines 719 - 732 Added from Question and Answer ll.3(a).

Ifnes 766 - 764 Added frem Question and Answer 11.3(a).

lines 766 - 778 Added frem Question and Answer 11.2.

Ifnes 791 - 793 "!.aboratory Analysis" changed to " Analysts"

line 797 Verb tense changed. ,

,

line 800 Verb tense changed. -

P '" line 803 Verb tense changed.

lines 817 - 838 Added frca Question and Answer ll.3(b).

Section 11.1.2.3

line 886 " Influent" deleted to reduce redundancy,

lines 925 - 938 Added frem Questien and Answer 11.6. and editorial
changes made.

|

|

line 969 parenthetical excression regarding regeneration of
He purification system deleted (see lines 109-182)

, althougn no sucn leakage is anticipated" was"

lines 960 - 962
deleted.

lines 966 - 970 Added frem FCl-2211.
|

lines 1024 - 1040 Changed per FCI-3164

lines 1066 - 1070 Added per FCI-3164

O Footnote incorporated into text.
V lines 1077 - 1080

This section was reolaced per instruction fremlines 1099 - 1104
| D. Goss at PSC. Several editorial changes were

made to the paragraph. (E. G. no reference to
IAC|t)
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Section 11.1.3.2_
Tne

Added from Question and Answer ll.3(c).table referenced is Table 11.3-1 of question 11.3.lines 1123 - 1161

Section 11.1.3.3
Added from Question 6.10.

Figure referenced
lines 1185 1198

is Figure 6.10-1 from Question and Answer 6.10.

lines 1218 - 1222
Modified per FCN-3164.

Section 11.1.3.4
Table

Added from Question and Answer 11.7.lines 1278 - 1310 referenced is from Table 11.7-1, Questien and
Answer 11.7. editorial changes made.

editorial change .
.

line 1313
.

e

s editorial change .

k line 1356
All reference to liquid waste system deleted.

lines 1376 - 1378

Section 11.1.d
Modified per Technical Specification SR 5.5.1.

lines 1440 - 1444
Modified per Technical Specification SR 5.5.1.

lines 1463 - 1464

References
(GA-A13461 per lines 52S-5a7,References added.

and from Question and Answer 11.5, see lines 646)lines 1483 - 1486

Section 11.2.1_
PSC cocmitment to ALARA conceot added.lines 1505 1508

Added from Question and Answer 7.12.
lines 1510 1512

v Section 11.2.2.1
Added from Question and Answer 9.5-4

lines 1528 - 1530
!

_ --
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Section 11. 2.2.2

lines 1546 - 1550 editorial changes

Section 11.2.2.4-

. line 1581 " Gulf General Atcmic" changed to " General Atomic".

line 1585 "GGA" changed to "GA" and " General Atcmic".

lines 1685 - 1687 "which is truncated af ter ISCT + 1 terms" was
deleted per conversation with D. Alberstein at
GA.

line 1692 " serves" changed to " solves". Tnis was a type-
graphical error in the original text.
one-space dimensional" change _d to ."cne dimensional"

line 1699 Statement regarding " extensive edit features"
deleted because it is irrelevant.

Section 11.2.2.5-
O ~ lines 1866 - 1950 Added frem Juection and Answer 11.8.

(
-

Section 11.2.3

line 1960 " level" changed to " levels".

lines 1964 - 1974 Added from Questien and Answer 5.2.

Seccion 11.2.3.1.1

lines 2010 - 2011 ALARA referenced,

lines 2013 - 2013 Referenced to Section 7.3.5.2 added. (see Notes)

Secticn 11.2.3.1.2.1

lines 2081 & 2086 Underline added.

lines 2094 - 2131 Added from Questien and Answer 11.9(1),
and editorial changes made (see notes)

lines 2133, 2141 Underline added.
2143

0<1 lines 2224 - 2230 Editorial change.s

lines 2279 - 2298 Added frem Question and Answer 11.10 and Cl-810.

_ __._ ___ .- _ . _ _ _ _ _
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Section 11.2.3.1.2.1 (cont'd)

line 2300 Vero tense changed,

lines 2302 & 2311 Paragraph nuccering scheme changed.

lines 2323 & 2333 Paragraph numbering scheme changed.

Section 11.2.3.1.2.2

lines 2436 - 2438 Added frem Question and Answer 11.9(2).

linc 2445 * thence'' changed to ''then'' .

Section 11.2.3.1.30 -

lines 2464 - 2483 New Section, frem C(-447 and Cl-810.

Section 11.2.3.1.4

. line 2487 Section nuccer changed.

Section 11.2.3.1.5

line 2503 Section number changed.

iines 2532 - 2533 Reference to ACM exhaust stack Moniter added
frem Cl-.147

line 2537' Editorial change.
,

Section 11.2.3.1.6

line 2659 Section numcer changed.

Secticn '1.2.3.2.1

O 14"e 27a2 rnis sentence re-eriteen per conversa:1cn between
L. McInroy and C. Fuller.

-- _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . - _ ___ _ - --
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CHANGES TO SECTICN 11 FIGURES

11.1-1 tnis will be ucdatec witn otner PF drawings.

11.1-2 this will be updated with other FF drawings.

11.1-3 frem 5.10-1 Question - will probably be
ucdated with other PF drawings

11.2-1 from 11.8-1 Question

11.2-2 frem 11.3-2 Question

11.2-3 was 11.2-1

11.2-4 was 11.2-2 - this figure will be updated alcng
with PF-63

Q CHANGES TO SECTION 11 TABLES
,

( . .' NEW NUP8ER OLD NUMBER

11.1-1 11.1-2

11.1-? 11.1-1 '- also added 1 C from FCN-3154 Helium
Puficiation System Regeneration Off-Gas

11.1-3 11.1-2a - changes made per conversaticn be; ween
Jim Phelps and Jeff Johns concerning He3/H ratic

11.1-4 11.1-3

11.1-5 11.1-4

11.1-6 11.1-5

11.1-7 11.1-6

11.1-8 11.3-1 Questien

11.1-9 11.3-2 Question and Answer

11.1-10 11.3-3 Cuestion

2-t S'**O
11.2-2 11.9-1 Questionv

11.2-3 11.2-2 - This tacle shculd be updated if necessary
by PSC .

DO 6(24T-Y |
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DOAPT %
EEARITE UNIT 9 $UPPARY OF CHANGES

FSAR SECTION 11

SECTION 11.1.1

iines 201-203: medified ::er PSC c:mments

line 209: wording cnanged per PSC c:mments

lines 219-221 modified per PSC c:mments

SECTICN 11.1.2

lines 244-246: modified per PSC comments and "uCi" changed to
"mi cro-Ci "

line 255: "uCi" cnanged to " micro-Ci"

lines 262-263: " Gross Seta" added per PSC cements, "uCi" cnanged to
" micro-Ci"; "at the plant site" deletec per PSC cements

g line 266: first sentence deleted per PSC comments

fu lines 269-270: "The majority of" and "small quantities of" added per.
i V PSC cer:'ments
.

lines 271-272: modified per PSC comments

line 230: "aci" changed to " micro-Ci"

line 319: reworded per PSC ccm.ents

SEC ICN 11.1.1.3

li ne 244 : * active" cnanged to "radicactive" per PSC coments
j

lir.e 247: sentence frem FCN 3164 deleted per PSC cemen .s

i line 351: sentence frem FCN 3164 deleted per PSC c:mments

line 366: "gasecus" addec per PSC cements

line 386: "in the hignly unlikely event" deleted per PSC ::ments

line 649: "'Ahcie Sedy Gamma" added per PSC c:mments

i

|
-
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SECION 11.1.1.2 (Cont.)

lines 552,584: " area" added per PSC c:mments

lines 709, 710,

718: "MPCa" changed 0 ''MPC for air" to facilitate word
processing

SE CICN 11.1.2.1

- line 7 4: rest of section deleted per PSC c:mments

SECION 11.1.2.2

lines 756-757: modified ;er PSC c:mments

lines 781-782: c::de date added ;er PSC c:ments

lines 787-788: code date added cer PSC c::mments

line 801: "with quick cpening flatheads" deletec per PSC cc:ments

s line 803: sentence regarding " lifting lugs" deleted per PSCI

Q j, c mments
'

lines 308-809: mcdified per PSC c mments

line 824: ";Ci" changed to " micro-Ci", " gross seta activi ty"
added per PSC c:mments

line 329: "belew" changed to "less than" per PSC c =ents,
"uCi" changed to "micm-Ci"

! lines 830-832: mcdified per PSC c:mments

line 551: "a hours" changed :c "I heur per :SC c:mmentsd

j Note: safety evaluatien will be written for :nis enange.
Tes: 7-168 will be mentioned.

lines 355-660: modified per PSC raciation protecticn secticn c:ments

line 375: " periodic" deleted per PSC ::mments

line 880: "made" changed to " performed" per PSC c:=ents

line 382: "u" changed to " microns"

. - ._ -
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SECTICN 11.1.2.2 (C nt.)

line 888: " water" cnanged to " waste" ;er PSC c:mments

lines 393-896: discussion of bypass line around licuid waste
system oil se arator acdec per PSC c mments.
Scurce is CN-1299.

line S98: " Liquid waste" adced per PSC c mments

SECTION 11.1.2.3

line 925: mecified per PSC c:mments

line 936: end of sentence del'eted per PSC c:mments

lines 947-948: " waste" and "in tne control recm" added per PSC comments

line 961: "u" changed to " micron"

line 968: "Not the last step in the activity monitoring chain
it is..." deleted per PSC c mments

line 990: " infrequent" deleted per PSC comments'

(~)g
.

.v. s
line 1003: " Vacuum" changed to " liquid drain" per PSC c mments

's.:,

lines 1019-1022: code dates added per PSC comments

lines 1042-1C43: "is designed so" added per PSC comments

line 1C62: "due to operator error" deleted per PSC c:mments

lines IC69-1076: cnangec per PSC c:mments

line 1100: paragracn celeted :er PSC comments because
FCN-3164 did not work

line 1108: "act" changed to "mirco-Ci"

S ECT!CN 11.1. 3.1

line 1130: modified cer PSC ::mments

lines 1169-1170: mccified per PSC comments, *uci" changed to "micrc-Ci"

bvu
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SECTION 11.1.3.3

line 1207: " backup" celeted ;er PSC c: =ents

SECTI"N 11.1.3.4

lines 1238-1241: mocified per PSC c mments to include regeneration .f
tne nelium purification system

line 1241: parapgrach celeted ;er PSC ::mments (FCN-3154)

line 1299: manufacturer name and delivery date deleted per
PSC c mments

SECTION 11.1.4

line 1411: "While it is anticipated that tne situation will not
occue.. ." deleted per PSC comments

lines 1418-1423: this paragraph rewritten to paraphrase Tecn. Spec.
4.3.1(c) at Mike Holmes request

-
'

" vent monitor system' changed to * reactor buiiding(])'' line 1455: - .

ventilation e.xnaust stack" .

-

REFERENCES FOR 11.1

lir.e 1497: date added

j SECTICN 11.2.1

line 1521: *is" added per PSC ::mments

line 1525: "recuired" changed to "utili:ec per PSC c::=entsa

SECT'ON 11.2.2.2

line 1566: "each worker' changed c " esign limit" per ?SC ::mments

SECTION 11.2.2.1

( line 1599: " General Atomic" cnanged to "GA"
|
t

t lines 1558-1577
and Table 11.2-4: added to incor; crate Question and Answer 14.13

|

J

;
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iine '243: "abscr:er" cnanged to "acsc. er"

3ECTICN 11.2.2.3

li nes 1890,1896,
1897, 1907, 1910-
*911, 1935, 1945- *PCRV recm" caanged c "reac:Or builcing" per PSC
.

1946, 1971: comments

line 1947: modified per ?SC c:mments

SECTICN 11.2.3

line, 1981,

1985-1986: mcdified per PSC c:mments

li ne 2019: " Health Physics" caanged to "Raciatien Protecticn"
per PSC c:mments

SECTION 11.2.3.1.2.1m

/ .
t :,
'~' lines 2092-2093: " Silver Zeolite" added per PSC c:mments'

-

\-
li ne 2120: " calibrated" caanged to " ranging"

iines 2122, 2125,
2147, 2148, 2149: "uCi" changed :: " micro-Ci"

line 2202: "Mccel" changed to "Noole"

li nes 2211, 222} : ' area" added ;er PSC c:mments

lines 2211, 2217
* Ci" changed to " micro-Ci"2220, 2223: u

| line 2238: niscelling corrected
1

| line 2248, 2252: 2Ci" cnanged to " micro-Ci"

lines 2290-2294: discussion modified for cl arity per PSC cc=r.encs
1

i
- li nes 2301, 2331,

2338-2344: "uCi" changed to " micro-Ci"
<

line 2348: spelling of 'is" corrected'

I ,e< lir.es 2368-2370: channel 5213 adced
e
Q ,|

|
I

|
|

|

.. . .- .. .
. ...
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SEC !CN 11.2.3.1.2.1 (Cont.)

lines 2378, 2379,
2381, 2413, 2440: 'uCi" cnanged to "micm-Ci"

lines 2395-2397: mcdified per PSC c:ments

lines 2425-2423: channel 46212 added

SECTICN 11.2.3.1.2.2

lines 2472, 2475,
2481: " blow" enanged to "open" per PSC cements

SECTICN 11.2.3.1.3

lines 2488-2513: section names added and text modified for clarity
per PSC comments

line 2520: " cartridge" changed to " chare::a1 or :eolite cartridge"
per PSC cements

line 2523: reference to Section 7.3.5.2 added

O~. 52CTICn u.2.2.1.4

line 2537: * required" changed to *provided" per PSC c:mments''

SECTICN 11.2.3.1.5

lines 2572-2574: mocified per PSC comments

line 25C8: reference to figure addec

line 2518: "thermcmeters" changed to "tner .ccouples" per
PSC comments

line 2521: reference corrected

line 2525: :eriodicity enanged to concur witn Tecn. Scecs.

lines 2539-2540: cnannel 5213 added per ?SC c:mments

line 2574: " blowing" cnanged to "ocening" per PSC comments

lines 2592-2593: cnannel 25212 added

f

. -. . .. -.

-

. - . _ _
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SECTICN 11.2.3.1.5

line 2708: last paragrapn deleted per PSC c:mments

SECTICN 11.2.3.2.1

line 2723: "cr" added per PSC c:=ments

SECTICN 11.2.3.2.2

lines 2770-2771: mocified ;er PSC cem=entst

lines 2737, 2790,
,

'
2794: "dese rate" changed to "ex asure rate" per

PSC c:mments'

line 2739: " calibrated" changec to " range" per PSC c mments

j TABLE 11.2-3: asterisk added at Channel RT-93251-1'

0
'

O
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REWRITE UNIT 11 SCHARY OF CHANGES

F5AR SECTION 12

Be nature of the changes in the station crgani:stion and the shift
of empnasis frem construction to operation makes most of the material
in the original FSAR ce=pletely irrelevant. To provide scme sort
of historical perspective in the Updated FSAR, we have elected to
su.marize some of the material frem the original FSAR and include it
(such as that shcwn in Section 12.1.2 and 12.2.1).

Because the changes have been quite extensive throughout this section,
it is virtually pointless to attemot to provide a line-by-line descrip-
tion of changes. Therefore, for each subsection, the description of
cnange indicatas the nature and extant of the changes and identifies the
scurce of the infor-:ation used to make the change.

.

SECTICN 12.1.1 'n
Q ,1 Virtually all of the titles for plant organization positions

.-

have been changed to ref1ect the current organi:stional setup.
Also, a new chart, Figure 12.1-1, shcwing the current organiza-
ticnal setup has been prcvided for. *he general discussion
of ne :ackground and respcnsibilities of the four persons
holding management pcsitions in nuclear producticn is ali new
ma teri al . The description of the responsibili ties and autnority
of the shift supervisor was extracted from a memorandum describ-
ing decartmental policy whicn was issued by Oscar Lee, dated
1-25-82 (and is furtner identified as CF Grder No. 20-13.
Also see P-62025 dated 1-25-82.)

SECTICN 12.1.2

f
Scme historical perspective is provided here by referencing
the crgani:stien for initial :lant startdo as decicted in :ne

| original FSAR Figure 12.1. ~he new crgani:ational cnart for
I

operatien of Fort St. 'Irain is identifiec in .ne new Figure
12.1-2. This enar was taken fr:m the Technical Scecificaticas
but was subsequently modified to incorpora:a cnanges included
in a PSC memo dated 12-22-81 from Swald to Oscar Lee, c:ncern-

~h eing nuclear production cesani:atien structure enanges.
-he snift c:moie-description of .he positions anich make a:

ment is cased primarily on the Technical Scecificatices.

O'

O

_ . . _ _ _. .
. _ _...
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Because tne start-up tes s have not been c::cleted up u 100%
pcwer, tne original FSAR cc:mi ment to have G.A shift engineering
and other G.A adviscrs availaole for start-up tasting may still
te c:nsidered in forts by te NRC. Therefore, matarial has been
included here to incicate that =e GA advisory personnei are
available en request.

SECTICN 12.1.3

3ecause there have been extensive changes to the organi:stienal
setuo, this secticn has been broken dcwn into three sucsections,
one for each of the depart.:ents in the new organization. In
each subsecticn, there is a description of the res;cnsibilities
of the organization and of the responsibilities of the various
people within the crgani:stien.

SECTICN 12.1.3.1

0- .Nst of the material in this subsection is derived in part from
.

material c ntained in the original FSAR, but extensive cnanges
have been made because of changer in titles and changes in
allocatien of duties and respcnsibilities a:cng the varicus
managers and su;ervisors.

The responsibilities of me Superintendent of Maintenanca have
.been cnanged to include res:cnsibili:1es for incere refueling
opera tiens . Furthermore, ce requirement that all fuel handlers
hold the special NRC Seni: Operates Licanse has been included

i

( in :ne description of thesi responsibilities.
|

|

SECTICN 12.1. 3.2

The Radiation Protection decartment did not exis in tne original
:5AR, :nerefore -his section is cc=cletely new, but it d es c:n-
uin some of the informa:icn frem the cic ?SAR, :articularly na:
c ncerning the Health Fhysics Su erviscr (;reviously :ne Senior|

Health Physicist). As witn ne :revious sections, all titles
nave changed significantly and have been inc r; rated in bis

( new section.
|

!

bL-v

|

| _ . . . . . .. __ .
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SECTICN 12.1.3.3

Be Technical /Acministrative Services decarr.ent did not
exist in the old FSAR. This new section incorporttes
material ta describe the responsibilities of eacn sucer-
visor in this new department. In addition, there is new
material wnica outlines the new Technical Adviser recuire-
ments and a description of their responsibilities. Th ere
is also new material describing the responsibilities of the
Supervisor of Maintenance Quality Centrol.

SECTION 12.1.4

This section, which describes the training and hackgrcund of
key personnel, has been changed extensively to reflect t.'te
new organization as well as the backgrcunds and qualifications
of the pecple who new fill these key positiens. TTie source of
information -for this material was PSC letter dated 10-15-79,
P-79233. Mcwever, that material is accroximately two and ene-
half years cut of date and it was updated for inclusien in theh3 FSAR. ,There were scme people who were not at " Fort St. Vrsin

( '. at the time of thd submittal of the P-79233, and some of the
current positions and organizations did not exis at that time.
Infomation was drawn frem the position stecifications data
base in the PSC computer as well as f-em Training Cesartment
fi l es ..

l

i SECTION 12.1.5
i

This section deals with the rescensibilities, qualificatiens
and experience of the General Atomic support er acvisory per-

Again, to provide scme historical perspective, we havesonnel.
referred :o the description of those GA respcnsibilities as
described in the original F5AR. As indicated earlier, the FSC
cption to continue to utili:e GA advisory perscnnel as needed
has been inccrporated here. The description of specific GA
positions has been deleted but mucn of the matarial cescribing'

background and excerience of the GA perscnnel has been re:ained

|
frem the criginal FSAR.

l

I SECTIC'l 12.1.5_

Secause tne "uclear Engineering Civisten did not exist in the1

The teurce of :reoriginal FSAR, all :ne matarial iere is new.
O inferraticn at ce beginning was Mr. Lar y Srey's posi:icn

We nave acded scme information :c tie de ax-| cescri pti o n.
aterial in with ~1gure 12.1-3, wnica sucws :ne Nuclear Engineer-i

ing Division organi:ation cnart.
|

|

l

-
. . . _ . _
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SECT!CN 12.1.7

This is a new section whicn was added to summarize the c:ner
PSC engineering and technical sue: ort inat would te avaiiaole
to Fort St. Vrain to assist them in dealing dita an emergency.
PSC letter date110-15-79, P-79233, is also referenced here
because that submittal included a great deal of information
accut PSC resources, other than Fort St. Vrsin. Excerpts frem
the response to questien 12.1 have also been included in this
section.

SECTION 12.1.8

This new section has been included to point up the fact d1at
PSC does have centractual relatienships with a number of cut-
side firms and censultant: who art ccmmitted to provide techni-
cal support when needed. Some material remains from the original
FSAR and some has been incorporated frem PSC letter dated 10-15-79,
P-79233.

'

O
_

FIGURE 312.1-1
*

This figure was taken from die Technical Specifications, Figure
7.1 -1. Notations have been added to it to refer to other figures
where additional organi:ational detail may be found. O ther no ta-,

| tiens have been added o identify the NFSC and PORC.

|

|
| FIGURE 12.1-2
:

This Figure was taken from the current Technical Specifications,
Amendment 24, page 7.i-20. Hcwever, it was revised in ac:cedance
wi th the Cecem er 22, 1981 memo fr m Ewald to Lee.

1

FI GURE 12.1 _3_

This organi:stional chart for the Nuclear Engineering Division
was constracted 3y us based on ne informa-icn in |fr. Srey's
posi tion description.

i
.

.

('')\ -| %
|
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TABLE 12[1-1:

This is a c moletaly new table which has, been added to
ccmcare Fort St. Vrain's key ;csitions with those identiff.ed
in ANSI N18.1. Ihis type of presentation was originally
submitted to the NRC in PSC lettar dated 10-15-79, F-79233.
Mcwever, it has been edited to reflect current organization
structure, current titles, and re-definition of respcnsibilities.

SECTICN 12.2.1

The information frem the original FSAR has been condensed con-
siderably and edited to provide some historical background en
the training of the initial plant staff. Table 12.2.1 thrcugn
Table 12.2.4 have been deleted because they are no icnger ;er-
tinent; however, they are referred to in order : provide an
hist:rical link between the updated FSAR and the original F5AR.

The ;:ur;cse of suneari:.ing this informaticn and bringing it fer-
ward into the updated FSAR is to point- out the fact . hat 16 of'- *

the 20 perscns wno comoleted this initial training and licansing
remain employed with PSC, and, of these,11 remain in ;csitions
at the For St. Vrain plant.

SECTION 12.2.2

The firs 'wo paragracns contain material from the original
FSAR, but it has been changed semewhat to reflect the current
policies and :csitiens. The remaining paragrapns in this sec-
tion are comoletely new and also reflect current practices.
That portien of this section that deals with the technical
adviser training is ccmcletely new and was taken f-em infor .a-
tien cotained from the Training Cesartment.

SECTICN 12.2.3

This section also retains scme aterial from the original FSAR
::ut the last partien of the paragrapn is new.

O

- . - . . . ._ _ .
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SECTICN 12.2.4

This entire introductory section was written based en the
current Radiclogical Emergency Response Plan. This secticn
was further broken down to permit discussion of the en-rfta
and off-site amergency respense force training.

.

SECTICN 12.2.4.1

All of the material in this section was taken from the Training
Program Administrative Manual (TPAM), Section 4, Situation Respcnse
Training Program. It has been condensed considerably to provide
cnly the basic information regarding who is subjected to training
and the content of the training programs.

S ECTICN 12.2.4.2

() . This section aTsc was condensed frem material given in the TFAM,
in particular Section 4.5. '

,

| .

|

| SECTICN 12.2.5

Almost all of the material in this section is new. The material
cn licensed cperator requalification programs was taken frcm'

Administrative Precedure G-7A, Issue 4 The material en technical,

| adviscry training and retraining was taken from ?SC letter dated
-

l

12-30-80, P-80444.

SECTION 12.2.5.1

All of this material was taken frem Administative Procedure G-7A,
hcwever it has been condensed and edited to conform more closely Oc
the style of writing in the remainder of this section.

SECTION 12.2.5.2

This material also is taken from Administrative ?rocacure G-7A.
,

|

|

SESTION 12.2.5.3

( )i, Information en the training review ;anel is taken frem Acminiscrative
Frecedure G-G-7A.

- - - - - . . _ . . . _ _ _ . . _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _
__ _ _ , ,
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Inf:rmation on technical advisor recualification was taken fr:m
'-60444.

TABLE 12.2-1

This information was taken from Administrative ?recedure G-7A.

TABLE 12.2-2

Likewise this information came frem Administrative ?n:cedure G-7A.

TAELE 12.2-3-

Tnis information was extracted from Frecedurs G-7A.

SECTICN.12.3-
) Die Opening statements in this section were taken from the Acministrativem.

Precedure Manual, Prccedure G-2.

S ECTICH 12.3.1

All of the material in this section is c:mpletely new and is based on
the present precedure system.

SECTION 12.3.2

The caening caragraph was written to introduce the Radiological
Emergency Res:ense Flan. Ele sec:nd paragrapn was taken from section
two of the Ft. St. Vrain RERP. The next paragrapn simely lists the
mere important plans and precedures wnich make uc the Ft. St. Vrain
emergency response plan overall package.

|
t

SECTICN 12.3.2.1

This is an entirely new section and the material for it was ex;racted
from Section 3 of the Ft. St. Vrain RERP.

'

-. - .- .. _ . . . . .- -. . _. _
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SECTI0ft 12.3.2. 2

This is new material and was extracted from Section 4 of the .:t. St.
Vrain RERP. The principal reason for including this material was to
provide same reference material concerning emergency plans in :ne .:L;R.
In addition, it would seem wise to 40 so because the NRC Standard
Review Plan indicates that this material should be included. Also,
NRC Question 12.3 dealt with matters which are new answered by
the material included, here in. ter=s.of the current RERP.

SECTION 12.3.2.3
-

It was not c:nsidered desirable to include all of the Tables from
the RERP which define the various action levels. Mcwever, it was
considered imcortant to at least make reference to the fact that
die accidents analyted in Section 14 are dealt with in the RERP
in terms of initiating events and incident classifications.

SECTION 12.3.2.4
rx
'(_ -) This material is new and merely describes the imclementing

d

procedures for the RERP.
.

SECTICN 12.3.2.5

This is a new section also, and was extracted from the Medical
Emergency Plan.

SECTICN 12.3.2.6

This material had previcusly been included in the original .:SAR
as Section 12.3.2. Mcwever, with the new setup for the F5AR
it appeared more icgical to locate it here. The information was
edited and rewritten based en current procedures and practices.

I
The list of emergency procedures tacies was extracted from the

,

! emergency precedure.

SECTION 12.3.3

This section from the original F5AR was retained but was edited to
conform to the current RERP and current Oractices. It i s censidered
cesirable to continue to ccm:are tne RER? to the Appendix E of
10CFRSO.

. . . - _ . . ._- . . _ . . . _. _. . _ _
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- Scme of :ne details were eliminated frem Item 3. The ta:erial
under Item C was deletad and reference was made to new Section
12.3.2.2. Par: 0 was edi:ed extensively to delete references'

Oc future actions or intent and to correc: nccenclature, organi-
:ation title and current practices. In Fart H, reference is
simply made to new Section 12.2.4

SECTICN 12.4

A reference has been added to 1CCFR50, Appendix S, and to Accendix i
Also, at the end of the paragraph, informationof the updated FSAR.

is included regarding reporting requirements of the licensa and technical
specifications.

SECTION 12.5
~

This entire section has been revised to conform to the currenc
Technical Specifications. Most of the material in this section
was actually extracted frem the current Technical Specificaticns.

O( / SECTICN f2.5.1

k- Information has been included concerning the operational information
assessment grcup and scme of the information is frem the original.

F5AR but it has been extensively edited.
,

t
'

SECTION 12.5.2 and 12. 5.3

The information has been extracted frem the current Technical
Specifications and edited fer inclusion here.

1

SECTICN 12.5.a'

This is a new section which was inserted to ccmolete the information per-Reference is made primarilytaining to review and audit of ocerations.
:o Accendix 3 of the updated FSAR for the CA procram for cperaticns.

|

l SECTION 12.5

This is a new section dealing with s tation security. ~It was agreed
very early in the FSAR ucdate planning that few details of plantHewever, :here
security were to be included in the ucdated FEAR.
was an NRC question en security and it was considerec advisaole to:

'

include this section, primarily :a refer :s tne Ft. St. Vrain Securi:y
This section prevides some information wnich will be useful forPlan.

reference :urposes and := idencify the princical regulations anc NRCs

guidance wnica have been utili:ec in c:e crecart icn of tne Securi ty
?lan. This is considered prucent frem the stanc;cin: cf possible
review agains: :ne NRC Stancard Review Plan.

,

--
--

- . - - - _ _ - - . _ _ _ - . .
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INCORPCRATICN CF NRC CUESTICMS TO FSAR SECTION 12

CUESTICM 12.1

This cuestien deals with 01e availability of off-site succor: for For:
St. Vrain. Excerots frem this cuestien nave been included in :ne FIAR
Update in Secticn 12.1.7. It is also incertant to note :nat a con-
sidersely more detailed rescense regarding availability of succcr: was
transen t:ed to 01e NRC in PSC letter dated 10-15-79 (P-79233), wnica
has been included as Reference 11 for Section 12 of tne Ucdatec F5AR.

CUESTION 12.2

This questian deals with details of the start-uc organizatien. Because
tnat phase of plant coeration was ccmcleted a long time ago, the only
thing included in the updated FSAR are statacents referring :c the
original FSAR. It is important Oc note that we have incluced discussicn
of responsibilities for the varicus cesitions which are comparacle to
these discussed in the respense to Questien 12.2.

[~) CUESTION 12.3
'

~

s-

This questien deals with a numcer of matters that concern the develec=ent
and implecentaticn of the amergency plan. It was agreed early in :ne
FIAR ucdate planning that 01e emergency pian would be summarized briefly
in :ne Upca:ed FSAR and tha: the radiological emergency response plan
itself would simcly be referenced since it also is a document that has
been suben tted to the NRC for : heir review and accreval . Therefore, the

! material frem the RERP nas been condensed and incorporated into Sections
12.3.2, 12.3.2.1, 12.3.2.2; 12.3.2.3, and incTuded in :ne uccatec F3AR.
A descriptien of :ne RERP imclementing crocedures nas been incluced as
Secticn 12.3.2.a. Excerots frem the Medical Emergency Plan have been
included as Section 12.3.2.5 of ne material from the respenses /cO

ues ..cn 12. 3.a

CUESTICM 12.*

This questien ceals with security. It was agreed :na: :ne Ucdated
F3AR would no: include any significan: :etail regarding plan securi:y.
Rather, the Security Plan would be referred to since it also is one of
the documents wnica has been submitted to the NRC for review and
accreval.

Fur:nermore, it was agreed :nat, for security reascns, very little
would be mentioned regarding equipment, facilities or procedures Oc avoid
ccmcrennsing any of the information. Therefore, nc:hing has ceen
incorporated from Question 12.4 into the Updated ?!AR en security. A
new Secticn 12.6 has been adcec Oc crevide a brief discussion of the(s~_N) security areas and die types of information covered by. the Security Plan.

| Gub 0 F DfMPT t
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REWRITE UNIT 11 - SECT!CN 12

SUMMARY OF CHANGES

Unless otherwise indicated, all changes which have been made, were
made in accordance witn PSC's ccmments on the initial draft.

Section 12.1.1

line 173: Added the word "alectric".

line 184: Added the word " electric".

Section 12.1.2

Celeted the word "cenventional".line 303:
i

Section 12.1.3.2
,

-

Changed " consultant" to be plural and changedlines 449-450: the verb tense accordingly. This is slightly-

modified frem the way PSC commented.

Section 12.1.3.3'--

Changed the title for Maintenance Quality Controlline 468:
Supervisor.

Added the words " technical services".line 482:
Changed the title for Maintenance Quality Centrolline 523:
Supervisor.

Secticn 12.1.4.3

line 642: This sentence was rewritten in ac:Ordance withHowever it was slightly modifiedPSC's comments.
without changing the intent.

Section 12.1.4.4

line 660: Added an apostrc;he.

Section 12.1.4.5

I~'\ line 677: Changed the word "Or" to "of". (Not PSC ccmments).

V.
Section 12.1.1.9

y,
line 767: Capitali:ed the word "english".
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Section 12.1.2.10 Celeted the Scheduling & Stcres Sucervisce and
substituted Shift Sucerviser - Acministratien.
ine entire write-uo r:r this secticn was furnished
by PSC.

Section 12.1.4.11
c

This is a new secticn to cover the Shift Superviser -
Training. The entire section was written and

,

furnished by PSC.

Section 12.1.4.12

line 806: This section was renumcered, - -

Section 12.1.4.13

line 358: This sec:icn was renumbered.

Section 12.1.4.14

.line 850: This section was renumbered.
s

ifne SS6: The sentence relating to Navy Nuclear Power Scheci
was deleted._,

'

~_

v
Section 12.1.4.15

line 260: This section was renumbered.

Section 12.1.4.16

line 874: This section was renumcered.
|

| Section 12.i .4.17
l

i line 595: This section was renumbered.

Section 12.1.1.18

line 917: This section was renumberec.

lines 921-925: This information was furnished by Mr. Milt Mc5 rice
to describe the backgrcund cualifications cf the

,

1 incumtent.

l Sketion 12.1.1.19
|

line 950: Ihis section was renumbered.
t

-s

< (v
;

line 956: Adced references 9, 10 anc 15.
_,e

:

!

!
,
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Section 12.1.2.20

The number of this secticn was changed.

Section 12.1.5

line 1017: The word "of" was changed to "or". PSC had c mmented
en this in a slightly different fashion but it is
believed that this change adequately resolves PSC's
ccarents.

Section 12.1.6

line 1073: The spelling of the word " program" was corrected.

Section 12.1.7

line 1101: Added the word " electric".

Figure 12.1-1: Changed the title of 'Vice President, Freduction" to
"Vice President, Electric Production". Also deleted
the solid line co-necting the bicek for NSSC and
PORC (This was done in accordance with a comment

({])
made en Cecember chart in Appendix 3).

Figure 12.1-2: Changed the title of " Ship Sucervisor - Administrative"
to " Ship Supervisor - Administration". Corrected the,,,

spelling for Senior Maintenance Su:ervisor. Added
4 each to the technical advisors bicck. Ccerected
the spelling for licensed operater.

Figure 12.1-3: Changed the title from. "Vice President - Production"
to "Vice Presiden: - Electric Production".

Secticn 12.2.1

line 1217: Adced the word "by".

Section 12.2.2

line 1252: Added the word "an".

Section 12.2.4

line 1343: Edited in accordance with. PSC's comments.

Section 12.2.4.1

line 1384: Added the word "the" creceding eacn of the three en-si e
emergency teams.n

'%L<
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O Section 12.2.4.2

line 1280: Changed the title "Vice President, ? reduction" :o
"Vice President, Electric Producticn".

Section 12.2.5

line 1499: Celeted the words "by the NRC".

Section 12.2.5.1

line 1520: Added references 3 and 12.

Section 12.3.1
d

line 1714: Added the word "for .

Section 12.3.2

line 1787: Corrected the spelling of the word "and".

Section 12.3.2.1
Corrected the spelling of the word "the".

,
line 1807:~,

-A Section 12.3.2.2 *

(s,/ Corrected the spelling and spacing for the word "and".line 1909:

Secline 1942: Added the word "of". ,

line 1954: Added the words "or up".

lines 1963,1964: Wrote out the words " Protective Action Guides".

Section 12.3.2.4I

line 2010: Added the reference number.

Celeted the word "For" at the beginning of the :aragraph.line 2018:
Changed the word " insufficient" to " sufficient".line 2026:

Section 12.3.3F.
Changed the word " exposure" to " contamination".

| line 2279:

Section 12.5.1
'

line 2381: Changed the word "is" to "i t".
*

s
Section 12.5.3

/~T -

\' 3 line 2534: Added the word " Electric".

ifne 2547: Added the worc " Electric".

- - - - - .
-. . ....- .. - - - .

.

|
- _. . .. - _ ,
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O
Secticn 12.5.3.1
_

Addec the word " Electric".line 2557:

Section 12.5.322
Changed the word "did" to "do".Ifne 2594:

Section 12.5.3.3
Changed " audit" from singular to plural and changedline 2543: the verb accordingly.

Celeted the words "for the fire protection audit".|
! line 2556:'

Section 12.6

Added the reference number.line 2708:

References for Section 12_

In PSC's ccaments at what had been reference 10 in theSPECIAL NOTE _:

April 8,1982 draft, PSC added P-60444 as thatreference. This actually duplicates the letter that
was reference 15 in the draft dated Acril 8,1982.
This duplication was not noticed until after the laser

i

'N. >

printout for-the second draft had been ccmoleted. Corrections have been made to . eliminate the duplication:~,s

in the reference section;'hcwever, at the present time,
references thrcughout the -text may er may not be correct.|.
A thorougn check will be made before going final and alll

references will be correctly numbered and correctly
referred to in the text.
The information furnished by PSC for these references,

lines 2746-2751: has been incorporated as supplied.

1
!
1

(<\ .
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O. Surmar/ of Changes
Secticn 13

Rewri te unit 11

Sec-ion 12.1
.

-

line 141 Changed vero tense .

lines T50-153 Changed vero tense /
/
'

'

line 156 Vero tense
__ ._ _ _ _ . .

line 159 Deleted equal to or gnater than sign and added
the words "cne percent power or less"

.line 153 - Put in. the words " greater than" instead of *ha_.

synool

lines '163-164 Deleted the word ".Will" and added the word " tests":
also added.a coma after the word " power"

Added a coma after "le'iels",[- line 164

{g line 165 Vert tensa j
added coma after the word "NE'7line 167 Vert tense: ii

.

line 172 Vert tense

line 174 Vero tense

- lines 175- 177- Verb tense: also deleted the word " Gulf"

I Section 13.2.1

line 189 Vert tense

line 191 vero tense

Section 13.2.1.1

line 199 Inserted the word "these"
!

| Celeted the worcs "will help" and inserted tne- line 200
words "were eleaned and #1usned"

line 201 Vero tense

Adced c::ma after the word " levels"# line 204

\
-- -- -. .. _ _ _ _ _

- - . .
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<

O line 204 Inser ad :ne' weres " recuce One time required for":
Celeted the wor " ti :ne"

,

Section 13.2.1.2

line 211 Changed vero tense: inserted the words "was performed Oc" -

lines 213-214 Vere tense

line 215 Added the worcs " a leak test was also performed" to
replace other wares wnica indicated future plans.

line 217 Vero tense

line 219 Added the words "werer.cenducted to" and deleted the
word "will"

.

Section 13.2.1.3
'

line 230 Changed verb tense

lines 230-231 Added the worcs "was per#crmed en"

line 232 Changed verb tense: deleted the word "thortugh" and
replaced it with the word "other"

O. line 236 Ve 6 tense
.

.

L* 1ines 239-240 Vero :ense ,

.

line 243 Vero tense

lines 252-254 Changed vero tense

i line 255 Deleted the worcs "by performing" and replaced with
:ne words "in whien "

line 257 Added the words "were performed" at the end of this
l sentence: Also acced the worcs "and integrity" in

the beginning of the next sentence

line 259 Change vero tense to indicate that the work was
verified rather .han to be ascertained

Section 13.2.1. 5

lines 255-259 Vero was enanged and the sentence was rearranged and
edited to make bet.ar sense.

.P; line 273 Change ver: tense :: indicate -ha :ne work was :er-
V for ned: also adced a coma between "by" and "Pu:lic"
v

- line 274 Aoded ne worcs " ncse efforts were dinc ed .: ware'

insuring" :s make the sentence :nore :neaningful
1

._, - - _ - . . . _ _ _ - - . . . . . . . - - -_-_. . ____ -. .- . _ _ -.
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O '

.

lines 277-279 Vero tense cnangec

Section 13.2.2 .

lines 233-291 Vero tenses were cnanged and minor editing was done
to make ne sentence read better.

lines 291-292 All of this information was adced to document the
nistorical events associated with preoperational
testing.

lines 294-319 Tnis material was added to incorporate nos; of the
information wnich was contained in PSC's response
to NRC question 13.1. It has been edited extensively
to bring it up to date.

lines 322-33f These words wers added to account for the fact that '
much of the material in the next four secticns was
originally in the FSArindicating work that was to
be performed. It has now been extensively edited
to document tne fact :nat those tests have been
=mol eted. In addition, the words in tnese lines
introduce the separate sections for the outflow"
test discussions.

O |
3ectien 13.2.2.1_ . ,

,
,

lines. 339-362 The major change here is to verb tenses. Howe ve r, -

some words have been added in order to make sense. 's,

PSC should examine .the sentene et lines 362 thmugn
364 and advise how ::iis sentence snoulc ce cnanged
so :na: it makes sense.

line 269 Changed verb tense and added the word " tested".
-

lines 359-370 Changed vers tense

li nes 371-373 Tne words "to demonstrate procer .ovement, sequencing,
and con rci ." were adced. Also on line 373 vere tense
was enanged. *

! Tne words ." cooling system of the" were added. Also .lines 37.3-375
the worcs " ~ low tests" were acced. The worcs
" cooling system" were deletec following " fuel handling
macni ne'.' .

The worcs "were performed cn" were adced.> -

line 375
c

The worcs "on the" were adced; also :ne worcs "willline 375
be flow tested" were celeted from -he end of the
sentence.

|
line 280 A coma was adced after prerequisites.

,

t

! lines 331-385 Changed vero tense.

i
'

_ ___ _ _ _ .__ ___ _
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O Changed the word "the" to "tna:"
line 335

Vero tense was cnanged

Tne war s "with particular attentien to conditiens"line 339
.

lines 389-391 were acced.

Vero tense enanged
lines 394-395

Added the word " tests" and changed vert tense"

The words "were tested to verify their capabilitiesline 395

alines. 397-399 were adced.
'

.

The words. " tests were also conducted to. verify"
.

d" were

-were addedr. The words "will be deterninelines 400-401 Also on

deleted frem tne :grececfnr sentence.line 401, the worc" capability"was added in place of
-

--

the word "to".

The words "also will be tested " were deleted.
3 line 102(J .

Ver*J tense Changed.

305line
Verb tense changed.,

Deleted tne word "of" and began the sentence withalso acced the word " attention"line 409

the word particular;line 410
in place of :ne word " interest"

Added the worcs "was given to" in the process of
line 410 changing vero tense

Tne cnanges hem consis; primarily of verb tensechanges along with some minor editing to fit theLine 431, added a reference
-

--

lines 414-529 flow test ismeaning of the new verbs.
to new Section 13.2.2.5 wnere One ho: Also on line
discussedr deleted :ne word (.below).431, celeted One word "cf" and Degan :ne senten

ce
d the word

with "particular" and, again, sucstituceLine 431, acced
attention for :ne word "intems:".Line 432, shifted the word
the words "was given to". make

ability to a different place in che sentence toLine 434, accec a cc:::::a after the word
!

d the word
range; deleted the paren:nesis and inserteit flow better.
"from" rign; after :ne cot::ma.

pJ

v

i

L
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See:icn 13.2.2.2

,

lines 242-445 Vero tense cnanged

line 445 Added the words "insp:n tests were condue:ec cn the"

line 147 Added the word "sys;em" felicwed by a coma

line 447 Changed the word "plus" to"and"

line 449 Deleted the wcrds "will be car-ied out in dep:h"

line 450 Vero tense changed

Secti on 13.2.2.3

lines 453-472 Vero tenses went changed and scme editing was done .
to words and phrases to make the explanation mre
:neaningful.

Secticn 13.2.2.1 Only verb tenses were changed in nis section.

Secticn 13.2.2.5

line 493 T e word 1 Procedure"wes added to ne section heading.

O. lines 297-501 Verb tenses were cnanged; the word "oversi:ed" was
added to cescribe the Pelton wneels used for heat us;
and the worcs " pre-test" and " pest-test" were edf. tads ,

*

to :nake the sentence read bet er.

lines 504-507 This material is added to provide some historical
pers:ective and to tie in with the material which
follows. Tne introductory paragraph wnicn desc-ibes '

:ne systems undar test in nor al and annormal modes
along with the eign: nu=ered paragraons following
the int oductory sentence were deleted.

lines 510-537 All of :ne material here was taken f-om General Atomic
Recor: M-A13155 and Het Functional 7est dated Feoruary
21,1975 wnica was transmitted to the NRC by PSCO'. letter
dated Mara 5, 1975. Tnere are many ecitorial cnanges
.c tie the material toge:ner and to rear ange 1: so that
it fits more uniformly into -he F5AR for at. Scme of the
editorial enanges also involve worcs whicn were added
to tie the =aterial toge:ner and to incorporate historical
infornation wnica seers to be neeced.

.

line 539 A new sub-heading was incor: crated.
- - - - - -

__

lines 542-675 Tne only ' changes hers we-e to put ne nume-s of :ne

f- caragraohs in parentneses ta more uniformly fi: the
'Or nat being usec.

,

v
line 575 - - -Tne worcs " listed acove" were celeted follcwing "usas",

and all of the worcs =e-eafter en mat line were accec.



O .

'
lines 573-712 A -dner cnange in item 10 wnicn acced the werd " con:rel";'

0:nerwise the'enly cnanges were to pu: :ne paragracn numcers
in carentheses.

line 593 Acded the word "other"

line 594 Changed the vero tense and added the words "as acprocriate"

.

line 597 Deleted the words "which will" and added the word "to"

line 700 This is a new sub-paragrapn heading.

line 707 Changed vero tense. ,

line 712 Changed verb tense.

line 719 This'is a completely new subsection heading and a
comoletely new subsection. - The opening sentences were
written to provide a proper lead in to material that
was extracted from General Atomic Recort-GA-A13156 and
a report dated February 21 , 1975 wnica was submitted to -
the ilRC via a PSC letter dated March 5,1975, both

hs.
reports concerning the results of the Hot Functional
s es t.

,

t )-
'f

line 725 - 1061 All _of_:ne material was extracted from :ne two recort:
icentified above. It is i=cortant to point cut tnat'

some.of tne material was condensed and edited for in k
clusion here. However, it was nc intanced that any of
the basic information be enanged. Hewever, certain (
portions of :nis new section should be examined care-
fully by GA and PSC to verify :na: the statements made,,
are correct and acceptable for submittal to :ne NRC.

f

line 316 - 549 This section cascribes the results of ~:ne Liner Cooling
System Test. PSC and GA should consider wne:her it is
acprcoriate to say anytning acout the System a6 tube
failure and the course succor; floor and :ne action that
was taken to correct na: carticular orcolem.

-

- _ _ _

PSC and GA shculd examine tnis material very carefuflyline 969 - 994 to make sure tna: it is consistent witn current :ninking
In sarticularregarding ne moisture monitoring system.

the statement at lines 993 and 994 snould be evaluated.

Tacle 13.2-1 This is a new table wnich was taken from :ne PSC respense'

to NRC Ouestien nu=cer 13.1. It is important to poin:
cut that we have not incluced all of :ne material tha:
was submitted in :na: Question 13.1 rescense. Mcwever,

| ('') we believe tna: we have incluced all :nat is necessary.
! Ns ,,m

~ Reference for All of :nese references have been adced :: identi fy material
Section 13.2 used in the precaration of the u ;cate for Section 13.2.

. ..
_ . _ .
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Secti cn 13._3.1_ In

A nu=cer of vero :ense changes nave been mace.1114,1115 and 1122, minor ecitoriallines lila - 1127 accition, at line
changes were mace for clari y and consistency wita :ne
new vero tenses.

Section 13.3.2
This =aterial was added to provide nistorical persoective

lines 1135 - 1140 and to icenafy the A-Series s:sr -up test.

All of this information is a com=ination of words from.the original F5AR and words from the technical paperlines 1143 1219 of
authored by Dr. Olsen and furnished to us as . par:
Mr. Larry Brey's connents on the suggestions for up-An effort has been made to retain
dating Section 13.
those parts of the FSAR material whicn are pertinen'tand to intergrade the results, as described _by Dr. Olsen,
in such a way that they blend in well together.

As with the previous section, the material here is a
concination of tne original F3AR material and.matarialVero tenses have been changedSection 13.3.3
from Dr. Olsen's pacer.
in some cases other editorial changes have been made to
be consistent witn the fact that we are reporting wnat(])- has happened rather than.what is planned to be done.

.

a
_

'e
_

Section 13.3.4
The tire of initial criticality has been adced for,

line 1320 historical reference purposes.

Verb tenses have been enanged. s

line 1320 - 1326
'

This material was taken from General Atomic ReportN's
lines 1322 - 1348 - GA-A13038.

Note that Reference 4,

These references have been added.GA-A13522 has been added and wasReferences for General A cmic Repor line
Section 13.3 _ used as the reference for the information precedingOs 7, g

1253. p i\
-

.

Section 13. A
This informa: ion was added to provice historical perspectiveSome of the information

lines 1376 1381 and to explain the olan for testing. 13.2. i

was presented in PSC's resconse to NRC Question

This information was added to again orovice some historicali

perspective and to ex; lain :ne basis for One variousoperating restrictions that have been placed from tire tolines 1384 - 1440

(,,s) :ime by :ne . RC.4

v



Tnis informatien was cerived fmm pre-P le: er ca:ecO lines 1397- 1401 Oc coer 16, 1973 and pre-G lener dated July 12, 1974

This information was cerived from PSC letter F-75C24lines 1404- 1413 cated 12-15-75.
,

This information was derived from PSC le::er F-78189.-lines 1421- 1425
ma*eH al was deM ved from PSC letter P-73087.

lines 1423 - 1435 Th4 -s
Tnis material was added to clarify how :ne power
restrictions were cealt with in the test program.lines 1438 - 1444
In addition, .the chronology of stir:-uo testing eventsIt is

is introduced here in the form of Table 13.4-2.important to point cut that there may be other imoortam
events whi'ch PSC would like to include in this Table;

, or tnere may be things in the Table that PSC wants, toIn either case, PSC and GA should review the
Table carefully and add or delete events as appropriate.delete.

Section 13.4._11
This is original FSAR material, but the verb tenses have
been changed. :ln addition, there are some editoriallines 1452- 1463- Also,

changes to improve punctuation and general clarity.a refennce is made to Table 13.4-1 for a listing of the
,

O A-series start-up test.,

This sentence was added to tie in with the infor .ation ,'
lines 1466- 1467 which follows that sentence.

New sub-paragraph numoers baw been assigned to each of the
This was done for ease in

.

line 1471 - 1689 A-series start-up tests.
referring to the sections and also to make the titles;
more. prominent in the text for easier reading.

FSAR.
This material is basically wnat is already in :ne s

Verb tenses have been enanged and seme editing dcne toTne last sentence was added to indicate
s

Section 13.4.1.1
imorove clarity.
tnat the result was discussed in Section 13.3.3.l

The same comments apply as : nose for Section for 13.4.1.1 '.
Section 13.4.1.2

This material is from Dr. Olsen's paper wnicn was fumished
to us as par: of fir. Larry Brey's comments en the uodatesSection 13.4.1. 3r

i

for Section T3.
The material here is a comoination of original F5AR

material and informatien from Dr. Olsen's pacer.Some editoMal enanges have been made and scme words andSection 13.4.1.4
integra icn of the

pnrases rearranged for better Note that ne title of
,

!

different styles of writing. Also note that
SUT A-7 has had the word axial added.GA-A13175 was also usec in .nepd General Atcmic Recor:preparation of this material and in veMfying scme of :ne

,

w

s:s:emen:s made.
|

'

(
;

.
I ._ ._ .
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O This material is also a :: cina:icn of original .IAR
:

Section 13.a.1.5 ma:erial anc information fr m Dr. Olsen's pater en
icw cower :nysics testing. Verc tenses have een
enanged and o:ner eci:Orial :nanges have been mace towriting styles lend better.
make :ne :we cifferen:
Tne reference usec by Dr. Olsen is an internal GA-a '- -: : a.

.... ...c '., . ... .: : ^:- re "-=d '- '

d::" ;

inenfom, we need a valid reference in clace of :nat
document to include in :nis Section as Reference 15.
PSC or GA should supply the informatien neeced for nat
Reference.

1.1 ::- --O 1*-d- onect:

Section 13.4.1.5 Informanon nere ads cer..e.
GA-A13522.

Information in this section was ceHved from PSC Semi-Section 13.4.1.7 Annual Report which was su:mitted with pre-? letter
dated February 23, 1975.

Section 13. 471.8
There-were virtually no changes.hese other than

line 1654 -- 1556 punctua: Ten and vero tense changes. If PSC or GA --
wants addittenal informatien , included for the low
power helium purification system test, it should be
furnished to us promptly.

( ]) .

( Section 13. 4.1.9-

Tne: material here wasJn the criginal FSAR .arrd has--s

In additien, use oflin6015552%78 - been edited to change. verb. tense.
the term "small Pelten wneel" and " normal Pelt:n"One new forged Pelt:n wneel".wheel" has been. cnanged :

The informaticn here was ceH ved from material
;

'si lines 1531 - 1589 discussed in NRC letter dated 8/19/80, G-80139.
-

m

PSC snould. examine this material carefully to deter (np
if it is correct and if :nis is wna: ?SC really wants|
to su:mit to the NRC.

.

Section 13.4.2

line 1593 -

The title of this section has been cnanged by -addingThe purpose of thisin parentheses 0 :o 70 percent. s

make a distincticn Oe: ween these testschange is ::
that were conducted up :: 70 cercent and the manner
cf c nducting :ne 3-series start-uc test from 70 toThis la::ar category is coverec ini

! 100 percent :ower.
a new section 13.a.4

lines.1597 1598
The :hrase pertaining :: removal of :ne restrictiens
on power operation was adced.

\- / lines 1701 - 1704
This is new mateM al :: indicate wna: :ne original)

introduce :neplans for 3-series testing was, and ::
tem =erature fluctuation presiem and its effect :n :ne- - :-

test sequenca.

,

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _



lines 1707 - 1754 ~his material is basically wna: was al m acy in n e
F3AR, wim =anges mace to vero tense . anc scme
ecitorial changes for clarity and to imoreve One
readacili ty. In adcitien, nota:icns nave been mace
wnere a preoriate to limi: =e ciscussion :o =cse
tests perfor-ed up to 70 percent power. In acdition ,

otner editorial enanges have been mace to make tne
wording consistent witn :ne vero tense enanges.

line 1757 11 percent power was changed to 13 percent power.

lines 1753 -1754 PSC should eneck :nis sentance very carefully and
snould verify =at it is a cor-ect statement and one
that PSC wants to make to the NRC.

lines 1757- 1770 PSC should examine this statement and make sure that
it is correct. In additien, PSC should be sure tney
want to make =is statement to the NRC.

line 1774 . ICO percent.:powerwase.cnanged :o 70 percent pcwer.

In the original-FSAR,-the tities to the- B-series
tests were listed. and underlined, and there was..a
discussica'..of what was intended to be done for each-

test. In :nis updated FSAR, new sub-paragraon
numoers have been assigned to each of the 5-seriesn start-up tests for ease in referring to the infor na- t

'

v tion en those testr as well as to set the paragraon. .

(.' headings out from the tex: to make things easier to
fin d. This applies to Sections 13.4.2.1 through
See:icn .13.4.213 "2ines 1788 :hrcugn 2184". Also .
note tnat the startup test numoers, 31 througn B13,
have been incorporated into the paragraon heacings..

Section 13. 4.2.1 The information here in the first paragraph is from
the original :SAR, edited to incorporate vert cnanges. ,
In addition, at line 1797, the power level was changed tremi

|

| 25 percent to read 25Y to 23".. The information in the
remaining par: of :nis new suo-section was derivec
from General Atomic Recor: GA-014253 and D-15529.,

!

Section 13.4.2.2
;

line s 1825 - 1840 The =aterial from :ne original FSAR has been eci ed to
cnange vero tensa and i=orove clarity.

lines 1843 -1359 Thir ' ' ';r:-ation was added to provi de accurate informa-
9" :: ;; :ne real problems excerienced wim One
r # .:icn system. PSC snoulc examine this material

.ec .ciully and cetermine :na: it is cor-ect. PSC
~ shoulc s|:0 make a cetermination as to wne:ncr thjs is

b. C 4 material they want to submi: = the NRC.
^

'-,>

O %PS
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i
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'0V ' Section 13.4.2. 3
Material f-om One ?5AR was ecited to enac.ge vero ense.

lines 1567 - 1371
.

These worcs were added to introduce :ne preolem of
excessive neat loacs in the control rod crive penetr$lines 1874 - 1879

,'
y

:1cns.

This infor.natien was derived fr:m General Atomic Repoh:
lines 1882 - 1897

GA-015629.
i:

lines 1897 - 1898
- PSC should examine this rea:ement to make sure :na

and tha*. they really want to say :nis [:- *neis cornic'
NRC.

This informaticn was derived from General Atomic Re,,
.

P!C snould examine this material to make .line 1900 - 1904
GA-D14341.
sure that they want to include it in the FSAR.

Sec*i on 13. 4. 2. 4_
This material from the original F5AR was edited to \lines 1912- 1918 cnange m ro tense.

PSC should examine the statement regarding calibration
If this statenant is not correct, PSC -line 1918 at 100% power. /should advise us how to nodify the information.F e

ihis material was derived from General Atomic Report'
\ lines.1921 - 1924 J

GA-014836. --

This material was derived from General Atomic Report
lines 1927 - 1938

GA-014260 and GA-014141.

This information was derived from General Atomic Repor:
, line s 1941 - 1944

GA-D 15629.

Sectien 13. 4.2.5

This material from :he original F5AR was edited to?SC should examine line 1960 witn\line s 1952 -1960
~

cnange vero tense. If thi s s hould '
regard to the reference to 100% power. modifications to
be changed, PSC should advise us wna
make.

This information was derived f-em General Atomic Recor:line s 1963 -1966
GA-014934

his information was cerived frem PSC le :gr P 77076.
-

line 1969
This material was cerived from PSC letter P-77231. 'lines 1972 - 1955

O
-

. - .
.. . . _

. . . .- - .- , - -



Section 12.4.2.6

lines 1993 - 2001 Bis material fem :ne original FEAR has been edited
to cnange vero tense anc :: imoreve punctuatien.

line 2000 20% reactor power was cnanged to 7C% reactor power.
We recuest t'ta: PSC provide information :n :ne results of
startuo tes: 3-6. We have been unable to locate any -

repor: =aterial whicn gives a clear picture of plant
transient performance tests c:=oleted : date. r

Secti on .13. 4.2. 7

lines 2010 - 2015 This material fem the criginal FEAR has been edited
to enange verc tense. PSC snould examine the sentenca
at line 2015 througn 2016 to detamine if that is
still intended to be done. If it is to be deleted or
enanged, PSC mus: advise us how to change it.

Tine.si201E-2030. - - This' ma.teriar war derived from Genera.1 At=i.c Repor:
GA-015629.

line 7029~ ~~ The use of the word " module" does not make any sense-
PSC should advise what tne correc: terminc. logy should.
be.

.
Section 13. 4.2.8 x

\

(V)
.

line 2038 - 2041 This sentance is from the original F3AR with the \
verb tense changed. \

line 2041 - 2057 This material was derived from General At=ic Reports
GA-015073 and D15629. At line 2049, we cuestion :ne
use of 100 effective full power days. PSC should
verify that this is a correct nu:mer or snould furnish
us with tne correct numcer if it is to be cnanged.. .

The same cornnent apolies toMas well. 2055 and
2057, PSC should verify that :nis statemen: i s correct
and that it is intended :nat these adcitional measure-
ments be made througn 100% power.

Secti on 13. 4. 2. 9

2056 - 2068 These worcs are fmm the original F3AR, with vero
tense changed.

This infomation was derived fr:m General AtemfQor:2071- 2105
GA-015084 as well as from GA-A12S22. PSC and GA /
should cneck :nis material carefully to makd sure/tna;
it is correct and a::cropriate for transmittii-<o the
NRC. ,

pJ, .
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The first sentence of nis section is frem thekdection 13.2.2.10 The

criginal FSAR, edited to enange vero tense.las; sentence, lines 2117 and lE,was derived
from

lines 2114 2118
If PSC or GA

General Atcmic Recor: GA-0141 1. incluced nere onwants any cddi:icnal information d cecay measum-

the results of :ne Xenon builduo anments, they snould indicate wnat addit oni s are to

be mace.

in .ne
Section 13.4.2.11_ The material here is exactly as it aopearsNo enanges have been made because

original FSAR. y mport for
lines' 2125 - 2131 we have been unable to find a sumarWe request :nat G; or PSCtion.

this particular test.fumish us infomation to include in this sec

This, material is from the originaT F5 ART edited toSection 13.4.2.12f h

change verb anse.c PSC should-verit that-t e --If they are
lines 2139 - 21. 3

4

statements made are in fact correct.not correct PSC shoule advise us as to wnat mo
difi-

cations are needed.

This infomation was derived from General AtomicPSC should. examine this mater ail
f the-

' lines 2146 - 2161 careful'ryr7articulely the' thir:rwtance-o -
___

Report GA-014258.

second paragraph at lines 2149 and 2150.
.

Section 13.4.2.13_ This material frem the original FSAR has beend

edited to change vero tense and clarify worlines 2I70-2175
+

usage in line 2172.

This material was derived frem General At:mic
lines 2178 - 2184 Recort GA- 015109.

This is a new section which has been added tosumari:e the fluctuation *.esting and to make
Section 13.4.3_

tests

the tie in between ecmoletion of start-upbelow 70% power and the clans to c molete theThe infoma-

start-uo testing above 70% power. tion incluced here was derived frem PS
C letter
i ::

-F-82036 dated February 9, 1982 (pertain ng
RT-500 testing) .

'his is a new section which has been added to
Section 13.4.4

discuss the continuing rise to power :ss ingw -

'- --

above 70% power.

. -
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sentence was cerived frem PSC letterThis fias
hes 2243 -2249 P-82036.

PSC shculd examine these statements to make sure
lines 2252-2257 they are correct anc tney are a::crepriate for

transmittal :: the NRC.
There is a reference to a Figure 13.4 4 wnich is

show the test senedule for-transientWe did not have any infor-suecosed ::
tests above 70% power. We recuest that PSC furnishmation on this sucject.
us the infer-nation needed : create Figure 13.4 4.All of the references
References for Section 13.4: Copies of tese
here are new acditiens to the FSAR.letters are enclosed for PSC's use in reviewing
Sect ~ ion 13. --'

This table is included because the~ material .was pab.
Table 13.a-1_ of PSC's response to NRC ques .icn 13.2.

An effort has been made to construct this table. based
~

. .

in part en the technical paper by Messrs. Olsen, Brey,Table 13.1-2
and Schwart.. entitled " Rise to Power. Test Program" which
Mr. .Brey furnished as.~part..cf his cements en-?.he upda:e

^

I

for Secticn 13. Other information is included which hasbeen derived from other sources and whien was censidered'

imcortant to present a c molete picture of the tes:W and GA Ean*= that
It is imporuc* #~'in thisW'ht-PSCQ'. program.

--
1

should . review the contents-of tnis~ table carefully -Omendations they have regardino
there are large ga-,

and make whatever
additions or deletiens.
This figure is basically the same as the one thatThe title has been

Ficure 13.4-1 aopeared in the original F5AR.wo ~.r---" have-Dan.
'

changed for clarity, and PSC should examine foot- ,

cl ari .adjec, W
#~ :.. ; *t this staf.a:et a c ~*

tart up
.~ers have been accec to the figure, againte 2 and ma a|

a rity and to tie in the'information with thet

fo
| "A" Series Test Program identifying numcers.
'

The title of this figure has been changed to incicate| In addition,

that the test-secuence was to 70% power.the 100% cower column has been celeted frem the taFicura 13.4-2_ ble
has been enanged to 70%

~

column
and the 80% powerThe B-Series start up test numcers have been
added to the table to tie in with tne tes; program
power.

!

identification nu=cering scheme.

This is a new figure wnicn has been incluced to
cccument the Steady State 3-Series Star: Up TestsFicure 13.0-3_ r

wnich were :erformed between 70% and ICO % =cwe2:icn. This infer-
, -

'

released frem the 70% power limi:i r) mation for the table was cerivec from T154| (_.~,

.-

_ , - . . . _ _ _ - -



O me, u.m
Th4s m=ce hes been eeeee = ieen:4fy =e ac;i:ionel
S-Series Star: Uc Testing wnicn will be perfomed
between 70% and 100% power .after release of :ne 7C:
power limitation. We do not have the information
neeced to ::cclete tnis table. Therefore, PSC
shoulc furnisn the infomation they would like to -
be included in this figure.

Section 13.5 This is a comoletely new section wnich has been
included to introduce the in-service inspection
program which had no: previously been there.
The material incluced here was derived frem

- --

Los Alamos National Laboratory letter G-82014
The material was taken frem that letter because
it was packaged in a convenient form. The infoma|
tion was frem three PSC letters which originally
submitted. the proposed..in-service inscection
program segments to the NRC: PSC letters P-80014
dated February 8,1980, P-80034 cated March 3,1980,

.

P-80064 dated March 31,1980. Table 13.5-1 was
takan-'mm-G-82014;.but-._he actua3 :infoma: ten:da:.ri.ves-
from' the three PSC letters mentioned previously. Thif'
is all new =aterial pertaining to ?SC submittal of
thein-serviceinspectionprogramtotheNRCandthe(
NRC's consuitants' evaTu ? "a ~ '- " a *~- w m4"a.

-km)
inscection omc* J 7hese cements are for PSC arrd
GA information and may result in suggestions or i '

recenrnendations frcm Sec*iaa " (-

4.
.4:scr 1: We have not o

PSC'sresponsestoeJ*neg:n.afatedanythingfrem)
'

23.3 and 13.4. We-<=
not beli' eve-that it is necessary. * per any of - (

Q:na r. acme:mation ta*>thr?SAR'
info If GA or PSC feels '.

n1ng must be done, we await further instruc-tions , -

f
_ ,

~

/ ,

f*am There is information i PSC ~~estica '' . ~'

g ',2:
,

,, , _ , ; _n p:a ,,m..--u

i.. luded anything in Section 13 for the sag.a reestns
;

we c.J - ~~ avid.e anv infer"' ion-crr resuits in
Section 13.4.2.11. We await further instructions
frem PSC on this matter. Ouc difficulty in provicing
any results for the discussion in Section 13.4.2.5
on Plant Transient Per'or nance Testing results f em
a lack of a 9000 su=ary of :ne plant transien test
per#cr .ed at 100% power. PSC letter P-77189 provices
scme information but we do not have enough information
to c:molete the discussion in Section 13.4.2.5. We
await further instructions fr:m PSC.

A
V

_. . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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REWRITE LNIT 12 SUMMARY OF CHANGES
FSAR SECTION 14'

SECTION 14.1.1.jl

"0BE" added
line 646:

"DBE" added
line 650:

"0BE" replaced " Operating Basis Earthquake"
ikne680:

"DBE" replaced " Design Basis Earthquake"
line 689:

"0BE" replaced " Operating Basis Earthquake"
"0BE" replaced " Design Basis Earthquake"line 703:

.

SECTION 14.1.1.2_
"DBE" replaced " Design Basis Earthquake"
"0BE" replaced " Operating Basis Earthquake"

line 736;

line 739:
"0BE" replaced " Operating Basis Earthquake",

" safe shutdown earthquake" defined as " design basisline 742: -

line 779: earthquake"

"any increase in" replaced with " exceeding the" per"0BE" added
lines 804-805

PSC comments.

"DBE" added "

" Reactor Protection" changed to " Plant Protectiveline 809:

line 842:
"DBE" replaced " Design Basis Earthquake"

line 915:

"0BE" added
lines 919-920 "DBE" added

" C" changed to "C " per PSC conraents,F

" safe shutdown earthquake" defined as " design basisline 941:

line 953: earthquake"

"DBE" added
lines 964 & 967'

'

.~

~

. .

ME*
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SECTICN 14.1.1.2 (Continued)
"of the FSAR" deleted for consistencyline 969:
" safe shutdown" replaced with "0BE"line 978:
"this (" weakest")" replaced with "the weakest",line 982-983: "(Barrel to liner keys)" added per PSC cocinents.

" safe shutdown" replaced witn "0BE"line 989:

line 1032: "DBE" added

"operatior.al" . replaced by " operating".lines 1047-1048
"CBE" and "0BE" added.

lines 1056-1057 " operational" replaced by " operating".
"DBE" and "0BE" added,

" Design Basis Earthquake" replaced by "DBE"lines 1077,
1080, 1087,
1099-

" operational earthquake" neplaced by. "0SE"line 1109:']( "DSE" addedline 1124: Parenthesis deleted per PSC consnents.-

line 1155:
.. . . _ .

SECTION 14.1.2
Format changed to allow input into word processing

lines 1237-1245:
system.

lines 1266-1270: Added per PSC conments.

SECTION 14.1.4
.

Remainder of this section deleted per PSC comments.line 1312:

SECTION 14.2.1.3
"0 " changed to "U " per PSC comments.F C

line 1548:

I SECTION 14.2.2.1
" added-per PSC

"wi th the i nterl ock . . . . . . . . . . . .line 1718:
c::mments.

Parenthetical expression deleted per PSC comments.
.

line 1722:

O'

m

. _ . . _
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SECTION 14.2.2.7 300 F" changed to "540 C" per PSC comments
0

c"

line 1979:

,S_ECTION 14.4.l_ Footnote incorporated into title.
lines 2435-2435:

SECTICN 14.4.2.1 Title nodified per PSC comments. water

" boosted firewater pu@" changed to " emergencyifne 2538:

lines 2544-2545: booster pug ".

Footnote deleted.
line 2589: .

SECTION 14.4.2.2 limit" changed to " temperature limit" per
" safety

line 2540: PSC comments. al" per

" reverses" changed to " experience flow revers
~ line 2557: PSC coments.

s

SECTION 14.4.3.1 Footnote incorporated into text.
'\

d __

dded per PSC
lines 2583-2585:

"to maintain steam temoeratures" a
line 2704: C coments.

Se edouJ {W k A. {Procedure for loop dump modified per PS
line 2798:

tibility

SECTION 14._5.2.2 g )" deleted because of incompa
"(Pg 0)" & "(P 2line 3035: 2
with word processing system. compatible with
Modified format of equation to be

lines 3044-3050: word processing system. d d at a later3050-3064
This section, originally to be inclu ed D. Alberstein/GA.i l version per

date, will be restored to the orig naconversation between J. Phelps/NPC an
r PSC comments.

line 3'01 :

Table number changed and " noble" added pe
line 3143-3145:

s

~

.--
me

-'% eeMW e-
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SECTION 14.5.2.2 (Continued)
'

line 3180: Footnote deleted.

SECTICN 14.5.2.3

line 3468: " steam water" added per PSC connents.

line 3472: "2000 ppm" changea to "500 ppm" per PSC comments.
Qpftc.a id L 33 _ -

- . . nes acs-Jed6 : " moisture detector" changed to " loop moisture detector"
per PSC coments.

"500 vpm" changed to "100 vpm" per PSC comments.

SECTION 14.5.3.4

lines 3771-3772: "and depressurization of the other steam loop" added
per PSC cc:ments.

SECTION 14.5.3.5

1 "106 psi" changed to "758 psi" per PSC comments.

b ".,ine 3825:#
"lu. .t of the" added per PSC connents.-

ine 4848:
O,)s

n
'

,

SECTION 14.5.4.2

line 3967: "lowst" changed to " lower limit of the".

"805 psi" changed to "804 psi" per PSC comments.

SECTION 14.5.4. 3

line 4008: " lowest" changed to " lower limit of :ne".

SECTION 14.6.1.1
:

| line 4075: "short" and "(about one day per year)" deleted per
PSC comments.

|

SECTION 14.6.3.1

line 4217: " cask" changed to " machine" per PSC c::rments.

SECTION 14.6.3.

line 4368: "7.5 gpm" changed to "about 7.5 gpm" per PSC comments.
O,' qy .

,

.
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SECTION 14.10.2
"thme" changed to "the" per PSC comments.

.

line 4839:

SECTICN 14.10.3.3_ " net core reactivity" changed to "X-effective"
line 5203:

.

SECTION 14.10.3.4_
_ "5 psig" changed to "5 psi" per PSC cocinents.

line 5248:

14.11.1.1 - 14.11.1.3SECTIONS
Section numbers added per PSC conments.

lines 5435, 5460:
5484

'

SECTION 14.11.2.1..l_
" summation is over" was added to mpiace the

line 5751: capital sigma. ~~

equation corrected; this was an error in the ',,

line 5764:p original FSAR
, V. equation corrected; this was an error in the

~

e-

line 5795:1/ criginal FSAR
. " changed to "P subscript "CR" ' to accomcodate

"Pline 5837: CR
word processing system.

SECTION 14.11.2.1.3_ " limitation" changed to " levitation" per PSC comrents.
line 5997:

i

SECTION 14.11.2.3.l_
"

"STP" changed to " standard temperature and pressure
line 6241: and footnote deleted.

SECTION 14.11 .2.3.2_Footnote moved from bottom of page to bot:cm of table.
line 6343:

14.11 .2.7.1
"potentially" changed to " potential" per PSC comnants.,S_ECTION

line 6575:

O.
_.

.
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SEC*ICN 14.11.3

line 6842: "concuctive" changed to " conducive"

SECTICN 14.12.3.2
V/

lines 71{l-7122: Minor ecitorial changes to facilitate word
precessing.

'

SECTIC-N 14.12.9

lines 7224-7225, "MPC changed to "MPC for air to facilitated

a7228,7246 word processing.

FIGURES AND TABLES

SECTICN la

O
.

Figure 14.1-2 Added " Typical" to ti tle

Figure 14.4-3 Added " boosted" to title

Table 14.1-1 Source added

!

I

e

|

.

t
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REWRITE UNIT 2 SUMMARY OF CHANGES

FSAR APPENDIX A

SECTION A.0

lines 376 - 381: Tnese last two sentences in the paragraph were added
to indicate that the R&D programs were completed and
point out the fact that grapnite and fuel component
testing is continuing in the operating react:rr.

lines 383 - 387: Tnis was made a separate paragraph.

line 417:- Changed "who" to "which". '

line 420: Change "the Appendix" to "this Appendix".

lines 422 - 425: Wording was changed to put the Ra0 program into proper
perspective with respect to issuance of the operating

+

license and performance of full power operation.
line 428i Changed to eljminate reference to continuing coated,

fuel particle development. ,-

'

lines 430 - 432: This sentence was added to refer to compTetion of the
fuel element irradiation program.

SECTICH A.l.l.1

line 450: Changed verb tense.

line 461: Changed verb tense.

line 467: Changed verb tense.,

line 469: Celeted the word " Gulf".
i

'

line 480: Changed verb tense and referred directly to Reference
2 rather than "a recent r,eport".

line 483: Changed vero tense.
; line 494: Deleted the words "to date" and capitali:ed the word

"approxima tely" .

line 4g6: Celeted the word "Gul f".line 502: Celeted the word "Gul f".
lines 507 - 525: Tnis entire paragraph.was added in response to the GA

coment to add the experience from the F-30 caosule.O It is consistent with new material taken from a variety
of references and added to Section A.I.l.5.

line 531: Celeted the word " planned".
.



O

SECT!Cfl A.l.l.2

line 541 : Celeted the words "best current".

lines 544 - 547: Tnis sentence was added to refer to new Table A.l.1-17.
SECTICfl A.l.l.3.1

line 621: Deleted the word " Gulf" and also the words "during the
past several years".

SECTI0ft A.1.1.3.2
.

lines 662 - 664 : Changes were made per GA comments. In particular,
900 was changed to 1200, 2200 was changed to 1400,
and 1400 was changed to 1500 degrees Centigrade.

lines 706 - 707 : Hyphens were added.

line 7T.1:: A hyphen was added.

line 742 : Celeted the words " up-to-date".
(. line 743: Reference 4 added.

line 757.: Changed per 'M c0=ents, specifically,1400 was changed
to 1450, and 1800 was changed to 1700 degrees Centigrade.

lines 793 - 315 : A discussion was added on the outer pyrciytic caracn
c:ating failure due to microporcsity. The primary

| reference for this section was G-80025. The back-
ground information came from conversations with
Messrs. Mike Holmes (PSC) and Cave Alberstein (GA).
The new microcorosity scecification is also taken
frem G-80026. (Ref. 36).

SECTICit A.l.i.3.3

line 321: Celeted the words "severil years ago".

line S29: Changed the reference numbers to refer to :he correct
reference numoer, i.e. , 5 was changed.to 6, and 6 was
changed to 7.

line 342: Celeted the word "recently".

line 346: Celeted "Gul f".

.-
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line 848: Changed the reference numbers to refer to the c::rrect
reference, i .e., 7 was changed to 3, and 8 was changed
to 9.

line 853: Hyphen added.

line 855: Hyphen added.

line 860: References were changed to refer to the correct numbers,
i.e., 7 was changed to 8, and 8 was changed to 9.

line 875: Reference number was changed to refer to the correct
reference, i .e. , 9 was changed to 10. ,

line 890: Hyphen added,

line 894: Hyphen added.

line 898: Hyphen added.

line 904: Hyphen added.

line 913: Changed the verb tense. ,

line 921: Celeted the word " planned".

lines 923 - 925: Material added per GA comment and marked up page.

lines 927 - 937: As suggested by GA, this material was added to identify
the fact that the ongoing ' fuel development program for
the large HTGR is a continuation of the work done on
Fort St. Vrain and that the crogram generates infor a-
tion useful in confirming the design of Fort St. Vrain
fue1.

SECTION A.1.1.4.1

line 958: The reference nu=cers were chanced to refer c the~

correct reference, i .e. ,10 was changed to 11, and
12 was changed to 13.

line 1011: Changed "has" to "have".

SECTICN A.l.l.4.3

line 1084: Celeted "Gul f".

O line 1094: Changed "29" to "30" .
'

line 1096: Celeted "Gul f" .
'"

lines 1102 - 1103: Changed "150 samples" to "190 samoles" and changed
"12 capsule ex;:eriments" to *13 capsule experiments".
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line 1124: Added the words "in addition to the TRISO tests".

lines 1136 - 1174: As suggested by GA, all of this material was added
to reflect the results frem the F-30 capsule, as

; described in Reference 23, GA-A13208.

line 1177: Celeted the words "ccmpleted Gulf".

lines 1181 - 1182: Changed the figure number frem A.1.1-6a to Figure
A.l.1-7.

line 1189: Celeted the word " calculated".

lines 1191 - 1196: The cements previously made by GA on page A.l .1-19
'

were discussed later with Mr. Cave Alberstein and
agreement was reached on a different apprcach to
dealing with old Figure A.I .1-7 (new Figure A.l .1-8).
The wording changes on these lines reflect that new
agreement. We need verification of the reference

,
' number here. 1

SECTION A.l.l.5

if ne 1217: Verb tense changed.
,,

line 1234:. The' figure number was changed frem A.l .1-8 to A.l .1-9.

line 1238: Verb tense was changed.

line 1248:- Figure number was changed frem A. I .1-8 to A.1.'l-9.

line 1248: The words "and grapnite shim particles" were added
per the GA cc m ents.

' lines 1253 - 1258: This material was added cer GA ccm.ents. The bulk of
the material is quoted directly from the Safety

|
Analysis Report for Fuel Reload 2. (Ref. 35.)

SECTICN A.l.l.6.1-

I lines 12S5 - 1291: Material was added here to distinguish between the
use of ccal tar pitch as the binder in the initial
core and first relcad segment vs. the use of petroleum
derived pitch and shim particles in the fuel manu-
factured for the second reload segments.

O
m
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SECTION A.l.l.5.2

line 1302: Changed to indicate approximately 55 volume percent.

lines 1305 - 1314: Changes :nade here were for the purpose of distinguish-
ing between the coal tar pitch in the initial core
and first reload segment vs. the petroleum derived
pitch used for the second reload segment.

SECTION A.1.1.5.3' '

line 1335: Celeted the words " current design".

line 1336:. Celeted the word " earlier" and added the words "injec- -

tien molded".

lines 1339 - i340: This last sentence was added to reflect new informa-
tion shown in Table A.l .1-13. (GA must furnish the

.new data on thermal conductivity for the Table and'

p) verify this statement.) *

%
~

_SECTION A.l.l.6.4_

(, li'ne 1349: Celeted the word'"recent".

line 1373: Changed the figure number frem A.l .1-aa to Figure
A.I.1-10.

.

lines 1393 - 1397: This material '< as aoded per GA cements. GA must
supply a correct reference for the source of the
material. *

line 1400: The word "present" was . deleted.

line 1418: Changed the words *the present successful irradiation
test" to "later successful irradiation test''.

line 1427 - 1423: Added the words "the initial".

line 1430: Celeted the word "being" and changed the word " current"
to indicate "F-29 and F-30".

O.

y.
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line 1444: Added the words "up through capsule F-28".

lines 1428 - 1501: As suggested by GA, information was added here to
refTect the results of irradiation testing in capsules
F-29 and F-30~ The design changes to the matrix for.

segment 8 is mentioned. Tables A.l.1-17, -18, and
-19 were added. The material is based on References
28, 33, and 35.

SECTION A.1.1.7
'

line 1505: The title of the section was changed to " Accelerated
Irradiation Tes ts".

..
SECTION A.1.1.7.1

-
.

line 15G9: The title was changed to " Accelerated Irradiation
Test Program".

lines 1512 - 1625: This entire section is all new material. It has been
t's added to try to provide an overview of the capsule
i irradiation test program for the Fort St. Vrain fuel.

It should be checked very carefully by both PSC and
GA to be sure that we have correctly interpreted.,.

and condensed the large amount of information from
the various reports referenced here and listed in s
the list of references at the end of Section A.I.l. 'e

SECTION A.l.1.7.2

lines 1635 - 1674: This section war changed extensively to delete
references to future testing and to changed verb

( tenses to reflect the fact that all of the events
| have already occurred. Also, references to Figure

A.l.1-9 have been deleted because Figure A.l.1-9 has'

: been deleted. The primary reasons for leaving this
! paragrach in is to document the fact that the capsule

||
irradiation program was coordinated with the produc-
tion schedule.so that the results from the cacsule
irradiation testing could be incorporated into the

t design early enougn in the production crocess to be
us eful .

;

( SECTION A.l.1.7.3

line 1678: This is a new numbered paragracn.
|

/~
kT lines 1682 - 15g0: This is new material extracted from Reference 28'

/ to put the fuel rod irradiation program intos
,

'

perspective as to its purpoce.

-
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lines 1692 - 1700: This material already exists in the FSAR, but was
moved frem its present lccation as a part of para-
graph A.l .l .7.2 to this location,

lines 1703 - 1713: This material was added frem Reference 28 to summarize
the conclusions which could be drawn frem the results
of the F-30 capsule irradiation test. A sentence
has been added to indicate that the irradiation test-
ing of full scale fuel elements is covered in Section
A.l.6.

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.l .1

All references to " Gulf General Atomic" in Appendix A were changed
to FGeneral . Atomic"..

.

lines 1823 ,1.855: References 23 through 36 were added per comments by
GA .and in accordance with material used to extract
information for the new and updated sections in
A.l.l. Because of die manner in which GA furnished
references with their cerments, GA should check'
these carefully.. *

TABLE A.l.1-1 -

.

Changes havd been made per GA ccaments from the September,1981, meeting.
In addition, a typographical error in the title has been corrected. As
noted on the table, Peach Bottcm.. test element experience is to be added

. after the data is discussed with'GA. *
i

TABLE A.l.1-il

Cata frem the F-30 capsule has been added in accordance with GA's comments
|

frca the September,1981, meeting. In addition, the word " Gulf" has been
deleted frem the title.

TABLE A. I .1-12,

;

! Additions have been made per GA's comments at the September,1981, meet-
ing. GA should fill in the blanks. *

.

| TABLE A.l.1-13

Information on segment 8 has been added. GA must furnish the value of
thermal conductivity to be used in the table in connection with footnote

,
C. *

'

:

I TABLE A. I .1-14

() GA had suggested adding information to this table. However, we have
decided to add a new table to inccrporate the results frca capsule F-30
rather than change this table.

i

t i
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TABLE A. l .1-16

This table has been extensively revised to incorporate information from
irradiation test capsules F-27, F-28, and F-30. There are some dates
missing which GA should furnish. In addition, GA should check all numcers

*
in the table to assure that they are correct.

TABLE A.1.1-17

This is a new table which appears as Table 18 in General Atomic Report
GA-A13208.

TABLE A.l.1-18
.

This is a new table which appears as Table 3 in General Atomic Report
GA-A13208.

TABLE A.l .1-19 .

This is a completely new table which combines information from Tables 5

() and 7 from General, Atomic Report GA-A13208. GA should check this informa-'

*tion carefully to assure that it is correct. -

(,,/ FIGURE A.l .1-6a

This figure number has been changed to A.l.1-7.

FIGURE A.1.1-7

This figure numoer has been changed to A.l.1-8. The figure itself has b-en
changed to indicate that the limits shown are comparative only.

FIGURE A.l.1-9

This figure has been deleted at GA's suggestion, in that it is incomplete
and does not serve any useful purpose at this time.

.

FIGURE A.l.1-8

This figure number has been changed to A.l.1-9.

FIGURE A.l.1-8a

This figure numoer has been changed to Figure A.l.1-10.

SECTI CN A. l . 2

() At the Sectemoer,10B*, meeting, GA suggested that this section not be
changed.

w-
lines 1914 - 1916: Celeted the words "in fact" and. cnanged tne vero tense.
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SECTION A.l.3

At the September,1981, meeting, GA suggested that this section not be
changed.

line 2064: Celeted the words "several years ago".

line 2069: Deleted the underlining of the term "et. al.".

line 2070: Deleted "Gul f". -

line 2071: Deleted the underlining of the tern "et. al.".
,

-

line 2077: Celeted "Gul f".'

line 207.7: Deleted the words "in past years have".

line 2085: Changed the verb tense. .

i

Q line 2088: Eliminated the asterisk for the footnote. .

lines 2088 - 2094: , Incorporated the footnote directly into the text.

line 2094: Celeted the word "recent".
-

line 21011 Changed the words "more recent" to "later".

SECTION A.1.5.1

lines 22S9 - 2296: This material was added to incorporate infor .ation
resulting from the investigation of the temoerature
fluctuation problem. Reevaluation of stress caused
by core blocks impacting during temperature fluctions
is discussed, with particular reference to the
additional analysis done on the strength of the

<

dowel / socket region of the fuel blocks.

,

-

|
,

I
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SECTI CN A. l . 5. 2_

line '2306: The asterisk for the footnote was deleted and the
reference formerly located as a footnote was moved
to a new list of references for Tection A.1:5.

line 2317: Verb tense changed.

lines 2320 - 2326: Material has been introduced here concerning the
results of strength testing of graphite fudl blocks.
Reference is made to a new Table A.l.5-1 which shcws
comparisons between expected loads and load capa-
bility of the graphite blo:ks. ,

line 2330: "These tests" was changed to "the earlier tests"
and the verb tense was changed.

lines 2337 - 2343: This is new material which refers to the analysis .
and evaluation following occurrence of temoerature
fluctuation. This paragraph .likewise refers to newp Table A.l .5-1. In addition, it brings in the state-V -

ments from Reference 2 that irradiated graohite
should be somewhat ' stronger than the unirradiated

-
graphite used in the test. (P-78137) .

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.l .5_

lines 2347 - 2358: The existing reference and one new reference have
been combined into a new section of references for
Appendix A.l.5.

|

TABLE A.T.5-1'

This is a comoletely new table which was developed from information in
PSC's letter P-78137, dated 8/11/78.

SECTION A.l.6'.1 .

lines 2369 - 2371: This new paragraph was added to introduce the fact
that a number of ccmolete fuel elements were
irradiated in several reactors to proof test the
full si:e 61ecent.

line 2375: Changed "is presently being" to "was".

line 2383: Celeted "Gul f".

O

-- - - ..
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line 2390: Ce!eted "has".

lines 2395 - 2398: The four Peach Bottom fuel est elements are discussed.

lines 2401 - 2402: The" surveillance elements for the PIE program are
discussed.

lines 2404 - 2410: The eight fuel test elements installed in For: S t.
Vrain are discussed.

lines 2412 - 2440:, Additional explanatory material is included here to
try to put the entire irradiation test program for
fuel rods and fuel elements into perspective and
provide an overview of the entire test program. -

( Again, GA and PSC should check this description
very carefully to make sure that we have correctly-

inter::reted the material from the references used
*

for the write-up. )
.

SECTICN A.l.5.2

O '

lines 2447 - 2505: Tnis material is substantially as it now appears in
the FSAR. All of the proofmarks indicate places whers.

f . verb tenses were changed.

line 25C6: Added the words "until its removal in ".
(GA should supply a date to enter at tnis iine to
make the sentence complete.) *

lines 2545 - 2558: D e proof tes elements irradiated in Peach Bottom
; are described, based on material extracted from the
,

references indicated.

SECTION A.I.6.3

line 2566: Cel eted "Gul f" .

lines 2502 - 2503: Celeted the words "in a'ddition;, changed the verb
tense; and added the word " Reactor" at the end of

l the sentence.

v)
V ,

_ - . _ _ _ . _ . _ - -
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SECTION A.1.5.1

lines 2507 - 2626: Section A.l.5.4 is an entirely new section which was
added to incorporate.information about the fuel test.
elements and their irradiation testing in Peach Bottom
and Fort St. Vrain. The purpose of this Section
A.l.5.4 is to briefly describe the various portions
of .ne fuel test element program, including the
Peach Bottom FTE's, the Fort St. Vrain FTE's and
the Fort St. Vrain Surveillance Test Elements. Then ,
in Section A.l.5.5, we describe fuel test element
program cbjectives, and in/Section A.1.6.5, we des-
cribe the fuel test element program results up to
the present time. Like other new material which *

has been drawn from various references and condensed
for incorporation into the FSAR, PSC and GA should
check it very carefully to be sure that we have
correctly interpreted the information in the various
documents used for the ucdate. The material for '

;

these lines provides an introduction to the fuel
({]) test element program. *

( SECTION A.1.5.4.1
~~

lines 2530 - 2557: The concept and configuration of the Peach Bottom-
fuel test element is described briefly in this
entirely new section.

line 2557: It will be necessary for GA to furnisn material for
inclusion here to describe or identify the fuel types
which were included in Peacn Bottom FTE-5. *

SECTION A.I.5.4.2
(

lines 2562 - 2725: This is an entirely new section which contains a
discussion of the fuel test element neutronics and| the details of the fuel, particles. The material was

; extracted .directly from GL?-5494, Amendment 3 which
was transmi tted to the NRC by P-79031. Scme editorial,

; cnanges were made with regard to verb tense, punctua-
tion and sentence division.

; SECTICN A.1.6.4.3

lines 2725 - 2747: This cravides a brief description of the FSV sur-
veillance test elements and the relationship between
them and the R&D work sponsored by the Cecartment ofO saersr-,

. . .

.
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SECTION A.l.5.5

line 2751 : A new numcered paragraph and paragraph heading has
been added here.

SECTICN A.l.5.5.1

lines 2756 - 2783: A new numbered paragraph has been added here and the
new material was extracted frem Reference 9.

SECTION A.l.6.5.2

Ifnes 2787 - 28'5: This is a completely new numbered paragraph and7 .

paragraph heading. The material for this section was
extracted frem the Safety Analysis Report for the fuel
test el ements, GLP-5494.

SECTION A.1.6.5.3 .

, lines 2379. - 2887: This is a completely new numbered paragraph- which
I~) describes the objective of the Fort St. Vrain
\' surveillance test elements. The specific objectives

are extracted from Reference 10 (GA-A16258) and
have been included in a new Table A.1.5-4.

SECTION A.I.5.5

line 2891: - This is a completely-new -numbered paragrapn and
heading.

SECTION A.l.5.6.1

lines 2S95 - 2948: The resul ts of the Peach 30ttem fuel test element
irradiation program have been extracted frem References
7, 8 and 9 (GA-A13C04, GA-A13452, and GA-A13943,
respectively) . PSC and GA shculd check this material
carefully to assure that we nave correctly interpreted
the information taken frem those references.

*

lines 2924 - 2926: 'Je did not find any reference which adequately
describes Peach 30ttem fuel test elenent 5. GA

should furnish material for this segment of the
report which is consistent with the same type of
material included for the other three Peach Sottem *
FTE's.

h
V
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SECTION A.1.6.6.2
This is a completely new section, the material for
which was extracted from the FTE Safety Analysislines $9sd - 2994:
Report (GL?-5494) which was originally transmittedAmendment 3 to this report was
to NRC by P-78004. P-77170 and P-78102
transmitted to NRC via P-79031.were also used as background materials for preparation
of this section.

._-

o

e

_

SECTION A.1.6.6.3
'

The results from the post-irradiation examination
of surveillance fuel elements were extracted fromlines 2999 - 3051:
References 10 and 11 (GA-A16258 and GA-A16000,GA and PSC should ^

respectively) and included here. check carefully to make sure that we.have correctlyg *

s_)
summarized the data.

~_.

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.l.6

References 6 through 17 were added.
lines 3083 - 3130

TABLE A.l .6-2
This is a completel, new table taken from the Safety Analysis ReportIt is to be updated
for the Fuel Test Eiements (GLP-5494, Amendment 3).to be compatible witn Table 6.1-1 in the Technical Specifications.

.

TABLE A.I.6-3_
This is completely new table taken from the Safety Analysis Report
for the Fuel Test Elements (GLP-5494, Amendment 3).

TABLE A.1.5 4 GA-A16258.

This is a completely new table taken from General Atomic Recor

TABLE A.I.6-5 i from;

This is a comoletel'v new table which was made up from informat on{ Some informa-

General Atomic Reports GA-A13004,13452,13907, and 13943.GA should furnish the missing information and
tion is missing for FTE-5. verify that :all of the other information is correct.

-"

. _ - _ - .
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SECTICN A.l.7

The entire organization of Section A.l .7 was changed
in an effort to improve the organization and make
tne presentation of data easier to follcw. Several
new numoered paragraph headings have been added and
some titles have been changed to more accurately re-
flect the contents of the paragraphs that existed
before. In addition, new sections have been added
to discuss the results of the hot ficw test and the
evaluation of the core fluctuations as they pertain
to vibration of core components and the effect of
ficw and pressure differential on the vibrational

'

behavior of the core.

SECTION A.l .7.1

line 31'38: The title of this Section A.l .7.1 has been changed.

SECTION A.1.7.2g
Q/ The title of this Section A.l.7.2 has been changed. -

line 3165:

'- SECTION A.1.7.3

line 3252: The title of this Section A.l.7.3 has been changed.

SECTICN A. l . 7.3.1

lines 3375 - 3385: This is a new numbered paragraph; however, the content
is essentially the sc ue as it was before except for
the addition of the statement in parenthesis at the-

end of the caragraph which refers to Section A.1.7.5'

for later information on ficw-induced core =cvements.

SECTICN A.I.7.4
,

> "

lines 3389 - 3523: This material was extracted from PSC's response to
NRC Questien 3.10. It has been edited to delete
scme extraneous or irrelevant material; to change
vero tense; and to break it dcwn into several
numoered paragraphs for better readability.

O
_
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SECTION A.l.7.4.4

lines 3530 - 3555: This new material was extracted frca a draft of
Sections of the hot flow test recorts wnich were
transmitted to the NRC via PSC letter (?re-P)
oated 1/20/75. We have not yet cbtained a cocy
of the final hot flew test reports which shculd be
used as the correct reference for this section.
PSC or GA should furnish a copy of this report as
this report as scon as possible so that we'will have
time to review i and incorporate the necessary

*
cnanges.

*

SECTION A.l.7._5_

lines 3559 - 3592: This is an entirely new section and the information
included here has been taken frem several of the
references listed. This is another.section GA and
PSC should check very carefully to make sure that we
have correctly interpreted the data available to us *

and have correctly stated the various tests that were-

performed. We are particularly concerned about the
reference to the 1/14 scale model test because we had.

\ _. no reference on that test. GA or:'PSC.should furnish
the necessary reference material so that we can
properly incorporate this information. *

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.l .7_

lines 3620 - 3633: New References 5 througn 5 were added. I want to
suggest that Reference 7 is probably GA-A13156,
but we have been unable to find where this was
transmitted to the NRC. When identified, the
appropriate information must be added to Reference 7. "

i FIGURE A.l.7-1

This is a new figure which was taken frem 'the response to NRC Question
3.10 ( Fi gure 3.10.1) .

,

FIGURES A.l . 7-2 throuan A.l .7-5_

These figures have been added on a tentative basis only. They were a
part of a response to NRC Questien 3.10. If PSC agrees, we would prefer,

to reference these figures since they are actual project drawings snich *
are available wnen needed (See Reference 3 for Appendix A.l.7).

s
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SECTICM A.1.3.2.2

line 3958: Celeted the word ' Tis .d

line 3965: C.orrected the diction for correct usage of the word. -

4 6 404 .

lines 3970 - 3973: There is a commitment to rotate the rod drives out of
regulating rod duty as that they have no more than
one year in that service. PSC should verify that

*

;

this is being done. ..

,
i

line 3972: Celeted the words "Nigh activtty''.
,

...
.

lines 3986 - 3991: The wo'rding remains essentially the same as it was
before. Some editing has been done.to change verb
tense, change punctuation, and make it read more

({])
smoothly.4

lines 3993 - 4010: Information has been added on the higner than anti-
.

cipated temceratures being excerienced by the drive
(
N -- mechanism during operation. Note that there is a

c mmitment in the last sentence to further evaluation
of data which is to be collected during operation at
100% pcwer.rrAgainy depending-ucon- ?SC s. intentions
for future updates,..this may or may-Bot-indicate that
such material need be included in this Accenoix *
A.I.S.2.2.

!

FIGURE A.l.3-1
i

The caption en this figure nas been changed to add the words ''as used in
th e tes t" . This clarification is needed because the ccnfiguration shcwn

, in the figure is not the final configuration used on the control rods.
!

(See F5AR Figure 3.8.4 for comaarison). .

SECTION A.l.9_

This section on reserve shutdown system tests has
been extensively revised to clarify the purpose of
the testing, to incorporate information frem PSC's
respense to ,'!RC Question 6.5, and to incorporate
results of tests performed on die actual ball
configuratiens used in Fort St. Vrain.,

,

C
.
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SECTION A.1.3.1

lines 4039 - 4051: This material was added to clarify the purpose of the
testing.

lines 4054 - 4055: Several words were deleted to make the sentence read
better.

.

lines '4059 - 4062: This paragraph was added to introduce the fact that
confirmatory tests were performed on the type of balls
actually installed in the plant (7/16 and 9/16 in. *

dia.).

SECTICN A.1.9.2 .

If nes 4070 - 4131: This material was extracted directly from pSC's
response to NRC Questions 6.5 and 6.3 Some editing

1

was-done to correct punctuation, and to make the
O- sentences flow together better when extran'eous.

ma.terials were deleted. The final paragraph in
,

this section was added to sunt.arize the conclusions
regarding the product specification for the reserve'

-

shutdown materials. We need a reference for the
source of Table 6.8-1 of the response to NRC
Question 6.8 because it may be appropriate to
include it as part of the " Impact Resistance".
paragraph.

line 4133: This sentence was edited to properly introduce three
pnases of the test program rather : nan two parts as
previously stated. r7

fd'D C" *

line 4142: Changed verb tense. -

line 4152: Added the words "temoerature and pressure".

lines 4154 . a155: Added the last sentence to clarify that phase two
tests were done using balls primarily 1/2 inen in
di ameter.

lines 4158 4167: This is new material which was extracted from GA'srecort on the follow-up tests performed in 1972
(Reference 5, Gulf-p-909-6).

O
y-
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REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.l.9_
All of the references were pulled together and thisnew section of references for Appendix A.1.9 was added.lines 4171 4189:

SECTION A.l .10.2_
This material existed in the original FSAR but it has
been recreated here as a separate numbered paragraphA.l .10.2 primarily to account for the fact 'that thereThe contents of this newline 4297:

is a sub-paragraph A.l.10.1.
paragraph have not been changed. .-

SECTION A.l .11.2_

,

" Gulf" was deleted.
1ine 4454:

The appropriate equation will be incorporated in the
line 4466: final version.

SECT' ION A.l .11.4 Words have been added to clarify that the conclusions
pertain to reactor fuel elements, reflector blocksand the graphites used .in the manufacture of thoseV iines 4666 4674:

elements .

This discussion of PGX graphite oxidation rates wasthis conclusics section, the
lines 4679 4697:

added to introduce iafact that problens had arisen concerning PGX graphiteIn the
because of its higher rate of oxidation..., ...aae :5 a new Appendix
A.l .~. . .. mhich di:x::es PGX graphite in mor? detail.last sentencsr, cererence

'

....'.... .:... . ~!eferences
4.

The mat.eriei a .,o c e

10 tnrougn 13 for tais m tion A.1.ll.

It is basedSECTION A.1.11.5_
All of the material is new to the FSAR.
on References 10 through 14 which discuss the con-tinuing PGX graphite testing and surveillance proglines 4701 4872: ram.

It is important to note that PSC has committed to
include the PGX graohite surveillance program for FortSt. Vrain in the In Service Inspection Program specifiedIn acdition, there

by the technical soecifications.is a commitment in Section A.l .ll .5.? and A.I.ll .5.5d ad-
to evaluate the PGX specimen withdrawal rate anpJ
just it to remove specimens at a faster rate if burn-The

off differs significantly from predicted values.,

*

i
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lines 4701 4872: (0:nt'd.)
c:mmitment also implies that burnoff rates higner than
expected will also recuire rec:nsideration of theSo:h GA and

useful life of the c:re supper: 51ceks.PSC should examine these sections carefully to be surefrom
that we :Orrectly interpreted the inf:rmation
the references used.

REFERENCE FOR APPENDIX A.1.ll_
References 10 thr: ugh 14 were added.

lines 4921 - 4928
.

.

'

TABLE OF CONTENTS A.1.12
location in the FSAR is somewna: of an ancmaly.Inclusien of a Table of Centents at this particularIn

to move,this table of
the final version, we expec:
contents back to the Table of Centents for the entireAppendix and to generally improve the Table of Contentsi s within
to be more useful in finding particular. sect on ,

,

this rather . arge section.l ,

..() SECTION A.l .12.0-
-

This paragraph was edited to indicate that all pre-
installation and out-of-plant tests were c moleted

..
_

lines 5029 - 503a: It further
before. operation of the plant c:rmenced.
points. cut- that tests completed af ter plant
operation were of a confirmatory nature.

t

SECTION A.1.12._1_
Deleted "Gul f" . ..

line 50a4:
Fig. A,1,12-2 has been changed to A.1.12.1-2

line 5035:

SECTICN A,1.12.4_
Added "(See Fig. A.1.12.4-21" .

line 5234: Out the fac: :na: a
e=-tence was adced to Ocin: be

lines 52EE - 5288: ut er of sleeve' wedges were found ::Tb4e

icvse rolicwing the steam genera:Or air ficw test.

NRC I&E Ins ec crs were resent for the inscectionof this unit and were well aware of :ne 1:cse sleeveAt the meeting witn GA in Se::emcer,
wedges found. :ney would discuss :nis
1981, GA indicated :na:particular matter witn Steve Kaufman to determinewritten up on :nis.
if there was any final reper:

.
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lines 5286 - 5288: (Cent'd.)

'4e have been trying to locate any I&E Inspection
<

Reports that may have been made but have been
unable to do so to date. GA and PSC shculd give
sericus consideration to this particular matter
and provide us with advice en whether to include
it, and if so, hcw to ccmplete the statement to
correctly reflect PSC's position on the adequacy
of the sleeve wedges. (See excerpts frem ,

JVN-0319 dated 6/19/72 and JVN-0348 dated 8/11/72
for more info. Note that copies of these excerpts
are included in the packages of supporting corre-
spondence for PSC's use. Ccpies are also being
forwarded to GA.) -

O stCu cN A.1.,2.5
.

'

.
iine'5345: Added "( See Fis. A.l .12.5-1) ."

SECTION A.1.12.6

! line 5395: The term "will be more adequately" was changed
to *were further".

line 5482: Added the word "versus".

line 5525: Vero tense changed.

!

O
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line 5541: The tabulation of water quality used for the test was
changed to agree with that given in GA-A10833
(Reference 1 for Section A.l.12).

lines 5587 - 5597: This material ccmpletely reclaced the material pre-
viously included in the FSAR. The older FSAR material
indicated tentative conclusions and premised that a
topical recort would be issued at some time in the

future. The material which reclaces it was taken .

from GA-A10833 (Reference 1 for Section A.1.12).
'

SECTION A.l .12.7
.

\\ -

O 9C- .

.

q. - -

|
"

lines 5620 - 5623: This sentence was added to document the fact that a
single circulator was operated fer some parts of the
test.

line 5624: Verb tense was changed and th'e write-up now indicates
that two of tne six steam generator modules were
blanked off.

line 5627-: This sentence was changed to reflect what was ap-
parently done during the test.

lines 5630 - 5659: This material was added to docunient:the.results of
the hot flow test as it pertained to steam generator
vibrations. The ateri'al was extracted frcm References
5 and 6 (GA-Al2764 and the draft copy of the hot ficw
test recorts wnich was submitted to the NRC via letter
dated January 20, 1975. As indicated in earlier ccm-
ments about the hot flow tests, we still need a c oy
of General Atomic recort GA-A13156, wnich is apparently
the final report on the hot ficw test. *

I

O'

| O
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SECTI0ff A.1.12.8

line 5667: Verb tense was changed.

line 5689: Changed verb tense.

line 5710: Verb tense changed.

line ~5717: Verb tense changed. -

lines 5729 - 5822: The material in this section remains essentially as
it was in the old FSAR except for changes in the

*verb tense.

.

'

.

,

()
line 5827: Celeted "Gul f".

( line .5828: Added ''(Ref. 2)'.'.

lines 5832 - 5833: The vero tense was changed and specific reference to
General Atomic quarterlies was deleted in favor of
simply showing References 2 and 3 at the end of the
sentence,

line 5862: Changed '"GGA" ~ to "GA".
,

lines .5872 - 5917: The material here is essentially the sane as it now;

appears in the FSAR except for changes in verb tense.'

I

-

:
1

0
-

1
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SECTION A.12.10
The appropriate equation will be included in theline 6197 j
final version.The appropriate equation will be included in theline 6218: final version.

SECTION A.l .12.12 *

The reference needed should be furnished by GA.
line 6319:

Deleted the words "so far".line 6331:

SECTION A.l.12.11

Deleted " Gulf".line 6431:

- line '6442: Deleted " Gulf".

'( )
.

'

The words' "at the latter" were ganged to "near the".
line 6512:

Verb tenses were changed.lines 6516 - 6517:
This statement was extracted from General Atomic inter--GA

lines 6518 - 6522: nal memorandum dated 9/24/81 from A. D. Smith.
indicated during the meeting with them in September,1981,
that this insertion was appropriate.

,

.

SECTION A.l .12.15

i Deleted " Gulf".line 6567

SECTION A.1.12.18

O.- 1

1

f

.
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REFERENCES FOR AFPENDIX A.l.12This i.s a new section which lists the appropriateIt should be noted

lines 7308 - 7335: references for Appendix A.l.12.that Reference 6 is actually a draft. copy of secReference 7 is intended
tions

of the hot flow tests reports. rts.

to be the final version of the hot flow tests repo
Any assistance in locating this report either at PSC*

or GA would be appreciated.

. . .

*
.

.

FIGURE A.l .12.3-1 d FSAR, only because

This figure will be slightly different in the update the. photograph which
was located adequately shows all the necessarythe exact photograph could not be located. - However,information.

FIGURE A.1.12.4-2 d to eliminate

Tne photograph to be used. for this figure is to be croppeIt is obvious .that this number is the tolerance on a
~

in this figure.'

larger dimension and as such serves no useful purposeIn addition, the word sleeve has been added to identify t e ou
the .004 OfA.'( h ter part

of the sleeve / wedge tube support.

FIGURE A.1.12.8-4
'

This figure was not found in NPC's copies of the FSAR.,

FIGURE A.l .12.8-5_

This figure was not found in NPC's copies of the FSAR.t

|

~IGURE A.1.12.19-1 than the one in

The pnotograph furnished by GA for this figure is .largerIt will be used at approximately actua7si:e.

the original FSAR.,

FIGURE A.l .12.20-2_ highlight,,

An effort will be made in reproducing these photographs to
if possible, the " flow lines" in the forging.

O
'

%. .
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FIGURES A.1.12.22-3 throuch A.1.12.23-4

GA was unable to locate original pnotographs for these sixteen figures.
The quality of reproduction acnievable in attempting to make half-tones
from copies of half-tenes is very poor. If PSC agrees, we suggest
that money not be spent to reproduce poor quality figures. Rather, we ,

should simoly refer to the figures in the original FSAR.

SECTICil A.l .13 '
-

Subsections have been numbered A.l.13.1 througn A.l.13.7 for ease of
reference.

.

line 7347: Celeted the word "since" and added the words
"begin,ning in".

line 73S4: Celetad "Gul f". ..
*

,

SECTICfl A. l .13.1

line 7360: This is a new numbered Section A.l .13.1, but the
information following this heading is essentially

- the same as it appeared in the original FSAR.

line 7378: Celeted the words "more recently" and reclaced it
with the word "later".

SECTI0tt A.-l .13. 2 - -

line 7435: This is a new numbered Secticn A.I.13.24 Mcwever,
,

the material which is included in this Section is
essentially the same as that in the original FSAR
except as noted below.

line 7448: The paragraph about Mark II prototyce bearing
housing improvements was deleted in favor of
supplying the same information at another location,

'

line 7485: '/ erb tense was changed.

line 7499: Verb tense was changed.

SECTICri A.1.13.3

?!ew suosection numbers were assigned for ease of 7ccating information
(A. l .13. 3.1 througn A. l .13.1.5) .

line 7305: This is a new numbered Section A.I.13.3. Mcwever,
- the infornation wnich folicws is the same as

that in the original FSAR.
,

.- __ __.
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SECTION A. l .13. 3.1

line 7525: This is a new numoered Section A.l.11.3.1. Mcwever,
the information contained here is the same as that
in the original FSAR.

:

SECTION A.l .13.3.2<

l i ne. -7554-: - This is- a new numbered Section A.;1.13.3.2.. Hcwever,-
the information is essentially the same as contained
in the original FSAR except as noted below.

lines 7562 - 7565: This new sentence was added to conform to the answer .-

to NRC Question 4.5 which was not fully incorporated
into Amendment 18.

..

w

i
- -

,

lines 7593 - 7597: This new paragraph was added. to tie in the pitting
(]) observed on-the pelton wheels with the major problem

subsequently exoeriencpd during the hot ficw test.-

Reference is also made to Section 13.2 of the main-

FSAR where the hot' flow test is to be discussed .in' '

more detail .

SECTION A.l.13.3.3

line 7601: This-is. a new numoered subsection A.l .13.3.3. The -
' information wnich is contained in this subsection is

essentially the same as in the . original FSAR.
,

1

SECTICN A. l .13. 3. 4
!

line 7625: This is a new subsection A.1 13.3.2

.

.

; line - 2636: The woro "they" was changed to "the tes ts".
l
'

lines 7640 - 7652: Statements have been added concerning the shutdown seal
bellcws failures as discussed with GA at the
September,1981, meeting.

l

SECTICN A.1.13. 3.5

O line 7656: This is a new subsection A.l .13.3.5. The information
-/ in that section is essentially the same as- that in tne

original FSAR.
.

- . - ..e. , , , , - _ _ _ - - . _
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SECTION A. l .13.3.5

line 7583: This is an entirely new Section A.1.13.3.5. However,
the information contained in the section is essentially
the same as in the original FSAR except as noted belcw.

line 7702: Celeted Greek letter reference.

line. 7708: Celeted Greek letter reference and substituted *

differential pressure.

line 7710: Ce'Teted creek letters and substituted differential
pressure. is , . tecial which was ,tradvertently
deleted in an earlier drift was reinserted.

(]) lines 7723 - 7806: The ma.terial in this section was significantly
rearranged and re-written to conform to PSC's
response to NRC Question 4.5. This portion of the,

( write-up from the original FSAR does not seem to,,
make sense when comoared to Specification X-21-U-25
and the answer to Questien 4.5. PSC and GA snould
examine this section carefully to verify that we
have interpreted all of the reference material
correctly and that the section as written is factual.

,

SECTICN A.l.13.4
|

line 7808: This is a new numbered Section A.l .13.4 Mcwever,
the inforT.ation contained in the section is
essentially the same as that contained in the original
FSAR except as noted belcw. Minor editorial changes
were made to conform to the response to NRC Question
4.5. ~

lines .7817 - 7820: The sentence was edited to make it ficw more secothly.

lines 7829 - 7830: This sentence was edited to make it ficw more secothly.

line 7840: The words "the valve " were added.
!

| (:)
l

- line 7843: The word " production" was added.

|
|

__ - . _ . - - .-
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SECTION A.l .13.5

lines 7850 - 7908: This is a new numoered Section A.l.13.5.

. The material in this section has been extensively
revised to incorporate PSC's response to NRC
Question 4.1. Some editing has been done to the
material frem the Question res;crea and some
material has been retained from .re original FSAR.

SECTION A.l.13.6

line 7912:. This is a new numbered Section A.l.13.6. <

lines 7914 - 7957: This section was revised to change verb tenses as
appropriate and to incorporate information about
pelton wheel failures during the hot ficw tests. .
A reference is made.to Section 13.2 for fun.ther dis-.

cussion of the hot. flow tests. This applies to line

h..)s
- 7908 through 7937r - Reference ir made to- PSC letter

dated January 16, 1975.

SECTION A.I .13.7
1

s_.-
lines 7961 - 7978: This is a new numoered Section A.1.13.7. The material

here has been extensively edited and.new material added
to provide a brief summary of the results o# the hat
flew tests, modifications made te. the pelton wneel,
and the results of the detailed inspection of the

circulator following operatien for the first specified
surveillance interval.

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.l .13 .

line 7982: This is a new secticn incorporating allcteferencesffer
"'Appendix A.l.13.

lines 7986 - 7999:. References 1 througn 5 bere added. It is important

to note tnat additiona? information is neeced on
General Atomic repor: sA-C15847 for incorporation
into this section.

SECTION A.l.14

line 8003: No significant changes have been made to Accendix
A.1.14, pending receipt of GA's revisions to the moisture

r~s monitors wnica are included in their resconsibilities
( under Section 7 of the FSAR.

. . .

SECTION A.l.14.1
hnes 8030 - 3031: Vero tense was enanged

. .__ _ __
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SECTION A.1.15.1

line 8328: Deleted "Gul f".

line 8332: Change the verb tense.
!

SECTION A.l.15.2

lines 8370:- 8376: Edited the wording for better readibility as well
.

as change yerb tense,

.

SECTION A.l.15.3.1

line 8404: Changed the words "whilst explanatic'ns" to ; read "while
expansions".

[{]) SECTION A.1.15.3.2
.

( _ line 8443: Celeted the words "to date".

lines 8468 - 8469: Edited to change vere tense.

SECTION A.2.1.1.1

After update of Section 9 on purification system operation, Appendix A,
Sec: ion A.21.1 will be re-examined to determine if changes are needed.
(See Attachment C).

| ~

lines 8545. - 8546: Corrected spelling of " adsorbent". Changed vero
tense. PSC's attention is directed to tne statement

, at line 8535. PSC should verify that type 582 charcoal
. is, in fact, emoloyed at Fort St. Vrain. *

SECTION A.2.1.1.4

line 8623: Changed vero tense. PSC's attention is directed to
i this particular sentence. PSC should verify that
' this is, in fact, the material used at Fort St. Vrain. *
,

SECTION A.2.1.2

. ( ]) lines 8650 - 8554: "Will be* was changed to "should be" and "can be .d

PSC should re-examine this sentence and make sure
that's what they want to say. *

- - - . - - - - - - . _ _ _ __ _
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SECTICN A.2.1.3

line 8663: Celeted "Gul f".

line 8664: Added (Ref.1).
|

SECTICN A.2.1.1

line 8700: Added (Ref. 2, 3 and 4); deleted the listing of
; reports; and moved them to the new Reference section

for A.2.1.

SECTION A.2.l'.5 s

line 8793: Celeted the words " merits of".
'

...a .1 -..

l'ines 8799 - 8819; 3eferences for Appendix A.2.1 added: ~ ,

......:..: . . . - .
. .-.

'

O -

.
.

* SECTION A.2.2.l_

lines 8832 - 8848: Changed verb tense.

SECTION A.2.2.2

line 8876: Changed verb tense.'

I lines 888Tr~8884:- Changed vero tense. Addid''(at 'line~ ~8887) Se wordsI

" capability for".

.

SECTION A.2.1.1

line 8976:- Changed verb tense.

line 8978: PSC and GA must examine the statement about iccatien '
of records and correct it if necessary.

( line 8978: Cel eted "Gul f" .

i O lines 8982 - 9020: Vero tenses changed.--
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52CTION A.2.6.1
The words "in the shop" were added.Verb-tense changed.

line '9137 '
'

.

,

SECTION A.2.7.1_ l-

lines.--921P' 9228 .G4 and PSC should advisa NPC on the status and outcomeof'these tests if they have been completed.
*

c0 e

SECTION A.2.7.3 ,

(,
The results of the vacuuming operation following the

lines 9245 - E260: unintended release of RSD material into the core will
'

be incorporated in this section in the second draft
update:-- Meanwhile.PSC should provide any guidance.

*

they wish to give.

SECTION A.2.8.1 ..

9268 - E287. If any of these thermocouples have failed in service,it would be appropriate to document that fact here.
.

lines

.

e

I

.

'

'',!

..

~

|

!
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SUMMARY OF CH#tGES FOR ?F4RI7E UNIT 2

APPENDIX A

SECTION A.0.

,

Line 671: " Attachment" changed to "Ac::encix".

Line 677: "accendix" changed to "Acpendix".

SECTION A.1.1.1

Line 768: " General Atomic Incorporated' changed to ' General Atomic
Ccmcany".

Lines 805-807: Sentence added per GA comments.

Line 810: "(F-30)" added per GA c mments.

Line 321: " design valves" changed to " design values" per PSC
comnents.

r. '

Line 824: " failure fraction" adced per GA cements.
h ./ .

V Lines 330-836: Moved from Section A.l .1.3.3, Line numcers 927-932 of

January 29, 1982 draft per GA coments.

SECTION A.1.1.2

Line 850: '4crds " initial care" addec per GA c:ments.

Line 855: " service" changed to " design service".

Line 857: "fi nal" changed to "F-30"

.SECTION A.1.1. 2.1

Line 369-870: Sentence adced per GA coments.

SECTION A.1.1.2.1

Line 907: "20"." cnanged to "22.47," per GA c:=ents.

SECTION A.l.l.3.2
0 0

Line 973: "1200 " cnanged to "1200 C" per PSC comments.

Line 1054: Feference " A" changed to reference "29" per GA
cor=en ts .-'

.._.. .. . - . . . .- . _. .- .

.._.m.. . -. . . .._M
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SEC IC?l A.1.1.3.2 ( Conti nued)

Line 1102: Feference "2" cnanged to *: and 5''

Lines 1113-1115: "hycrolysis of the fuel particles" changea to
2

"signi fican hydrolysis". :lPC :nodification to.

PSC connents.

Lines 1115-1119: Last two sentences of tnis paragracn modified per
PSC c::nnents (See lines 803-808 of January 29, 1982
draft).

Line 1122: "the General Atomic Corcoration" changed to " General
Atomic Comoany" per GA connents.

SECTI0ff A.l .l .3.3

Line 1164-1164: Hyphens added per PSC connents.

Line 1201: Hyphen added per GA c::mments.

Lines 1205-1221: Hyphens added per GA c::nnents.

O Line 1224: 'lero tense changed per GA c:mments.
i

Line 1236: " stress" changed to " calculated stress"..

"teyond" changed to "above" per GA c::ments.

After line 1237: Last sentence of last paragrach deleted.

SEC ICf3 A.I . l .a.1

Line 1256: " stability to" changed to " stability at".

Line 1312 'lero tense changed per GA c:nnents.

SECTICt! A.1.1.4.3

Line 1395: 2eginning of sentence adced per GA ::nnents.,

i

Line 1397: '/ero tense enanged per GA connents.'

Lines 1398-1399: "in tne Engineering Tes: " added per PSC ccmrents....

Line 1405: "190" cnanged to "170" per PSC connents.

Line 1410: "20P." cnanged to "22.0"." per GA c::= tents.

Line lala: "micran" s::elled out.
vO Line 1427: "180" changed to "160". This was an error in ne

original FSAR. Per ciscussion-with D. Albers ein, GA.

Line 1439: "( ?-30)" inserted per GA coments.

_. . . . . _ _ . _ . . . _ .__
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Lines 1282-1483: "in succor: o f . . . particl e desi gn" acced per GA
CC .'Inen ts .

Lines 1496-1497 "wre calculatec and :nen plot:ec" cnanged to "are
. shcwn"; next sentence deleted (see lines 1192-1194

of January 29,1982 draft) . Per GA censnents.

SECTION A.1.1.5
.

Line 1563: " A. l . l . -8" cnanged to " A. l . l . -9" pe r GA c:mmen ts .

Line 1567: "(equi-axed)" deleted per PSC comments.

SECTION A.l.l.6.1

Line 1558: Comma addec; vero tense changed per GA c::ntnents.

Line 1592: " Equi-axed," deleted per PSC c::mments.

Line 1593: Verb tense changed per GA comments.
s

SECTICN A.l.l.6.2m
("k, *

Line 1604: "65" , changed to "60" per GA c::=ments.

Line 1609: "30 wt-%"'cnanged to "40 wt-%" per GA comments.

U 0Line 1615: "toprox.1500 C" changed to "between 1600-18C0 C",
per GA comments.

,
Line 1624: "30 wt-%" cnanged to "40 we-%" per GA comments.

:
i SECTICN A.l .l .6. 3

Line 1620-1642: Las: two sentences of this paragraph reworded ::er
PSC/GA cocinents. See lines 1339-1340 of January 29,
1982 draft.

SEC ICN A.1.1.6.4

Line 1679: " current matrix" cnangeo 6 " matrix" per GA ::mments.

Lines i'13-1723: 1nese two sentences were moved per GA conTrents (see
'i ~ts 1393-1397 o f January 29, 1982 craft).

Lines 1713-1719: "As discussau in Section A.l .l .3.2," adced at beginning
of sentence :er GA comments.

|

| Line 1720: "an" cnangec to 'a new" :er GA c::nzr.ents. Ref. 26-

O aceee ;e r GA :::c ,ents.i

. _ _ _ _ __. ._ .. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _._ .
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SECTICN A.l .1.5.1 ( Continued)

Lines 1744-1748: 7his paragraon reworced per GA c mments.
'

Line 1766: " to demonstrata . . . . . fuel rods" deleted :er GA comments.-

Line 1769: " service" changed to " design service".
.

.

After line 1771: Paragraph celeted per GA comments. (Seelines 1473-1475
of January 29, 1982 draft).

Line 1775: "A.I .l .-19" changed to "A.1.1 -18" per GA c mnents.

Line 1791: " Subsequently,'' acced at beginning of sentance per
GA comments.

SECTICN A.I .T .7.1

Lines 1809-1817: Paragraon moved from January 29, 1982 draft lines
1682-1690 per JVN c:mments.

s

(1 Line 1822: '' tests" changed to " test capsules"; "(?-25 througn
F-20) added; next sentence deleted.

.

Line 1823: Rewarded sentence per GA comments

Lines 1227-1847: 7hese t o paragraphs were moved from lines 1635-7664
of January 29, draft. Some rewording also mace ::
tax:. Lines 1667-1674 of January 29, draft celeted.

SECTICN A. l .l .7.2

| Line 1851 New sucsection title adced; the material new in tnis
subsection was previously part of section A.1.1.7.1
(see lines 1522-1625 of January 29,1982 draft.

Line 1872,1981 : Vero tense enanged per GA c:mments.

Line 1907: Corrected spelling of 'TRISO-L7I" per GA c:mments.
i

Line 1913: Comma added per GA c:mments.

Line 1927: "3AF" scelled out per GA c:mments.

' ine 1950: celeted " service limit fuel : articles," :er GA c:mments.
1

- Line 1958: " leaking" cnanged to "leacning" per pSC c r:nents.

j _, , , , , . . ., . _. _
- - -- - -.
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S EC~ICN A.1.1. 7. 3

Line 1968: "HTGR" changec to ":te HTGR" ::er GA connents.
? .

Line 1981: "Other resul ts" changed to "Pesul .s" car GA cc:nnents.

References For Accendix A.1.1

Fixed references to " Gulf General Atomic" w1ere
necessary per GA cc:anents.

For references 11-35 cnanged for nat.

Line 2123-2124: " Swart to Kuzmyc: (NRC) ." added.

~

Tacle A.l.1-1: "in su:: cort of FSU Fuel Cesign"' acded to title, per
) GA c::tanents..

Ta bl e A1.1 -7 : changed "From Ref. 4" to "From Refs. 3,4, and 5"

Table A. l .1 -ll : Celeted "Gul f" from title , per GA c:mments. Las:
entry in Tes: Number column enanged from "FR-3" to
" F-30" ; Test Totals for TRISO and Total cnanged
p.er GA ccm:nents.

| Ta bl e A. l .1 -12 : Changes to num:ers and foo: notes mace ::er GA/PSC
ceranents'

Tacle A.l .1 -13: Changes to numcers and f:o: notes made per GA/PSC
ceranents.

Ta:le A.l .1 -16 : GA provided missing dates as recuested in w'anuary 29 e

draft.

,

Minor enange to taole heading per GA c = rents.Tacle A1.1-17:
.

Table A.l .1 -18: Cele:ec per GA c:=ents; and all c:ner tables
renumce red.

; Figura A.l .1 -8: "PyC" changed to ' sic" and " sic" cnanged to "?yC" per
| .GA ccmments.
t

Figure A.I .1-il : Celeted ter GA ::mments.-

i

Me6 & @ 6- @ gem.
me,um e.6- e s g, eme g4me m
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SECTION A.l.2

Lines 2147,2151: 'lere tense changes.

Lines 2150-2151: Reworced sentence for clarity.
__

.

Lines 2241-2253: Fomat of equation enanged to ace:unt for subscriptec
letters.

Li ne 2251 : "The following table" changed to " Table A.l .2-2"
per GA cements

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.l .2

Lines 2233-2297: Fomat of references changed anc Gulf General Atomic
references changed as requested by PSC.

SECTION A.l.3

Line 2382: "Ce Nordwall" changed to "de Norewall" per GA
comments

- REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.l .3

- Lines 2412-242?: Forinat of references changec; references to Gulf
General Atentic cnanged as requested by PSC.

SEC ICN A.l.a
2 3

Line 2447: "10*D/T" cnanged to "10 /T" :er GA comments.
~

Lines 2:50-2163: Convertec text to equation form to hand 1e subscripted
let ers.

Line 2512: Hycens adcec.

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.i .4

I Lines 2536-2549: Changed format of refenances anc cnanged referances
! to Gulf General A :mic as requestec :y ?SC.

SECTICN A.l.5

| Li nes 2566-2581,, For erly Section A.I.5.2, this has been incor: orated

| 2593-2599 ' into Section A.l .5.1 per PSC c:crents.

Lines 2583-2591: Paragracn has been movec fem beginning of :nis
section per PSC coments (see lines 2239 - 2295 of
January 29 draft) .

O-
,

Line 2577: " elements" cnanged to " element" er GA c:=ents.

| Line 2584: " analyses" cnangec :o " analyses and tes s", :er PSC
cements .

,

1
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Line 2503: Section A.1.5.2 :itle movec to :nis line per PSC

c:ments .

Line 2513: *: Ore biccx shifting" cnanged to " fuel element move-
'

ment" per GA c:ments.

RE.:ERENCES FOR AFDENDIX A.l.5

Line 2529-2520: " General Dynamics Corporation" added per GA cements.

SEC ION A.l .5.1

Line 2547: "raciation" changed to " service" per PSC comments.

Lines 2549-2555: This paragraph reworded per GA cc:mients.

Line 2554: "TRISO-II" changed to " TRIS 0".
_

Line 2555: Feferencas 1, 5,12,14 and 15 addec per GA c mments.
~

Line 2559: '' General Atomic Incorporatec" cnangec to " General
Atomic" per GA c::mments,p -

O '

Line 2572: "F3V fuel" changed to ":57-type fuel"; and celetac
remaincer of sentenca (see lines 2397 througn 2398

'

January 29, draft, per GA c::mrrents) .
-

Line 2575: "Ref.11" changed to "Ref.15 and 17" ;er GA cc:r.ments.

Lines 2579-2583: "special elements" changed .o '' fuel elements" and
remainder of paragrann rewritten Der GA c:ments.
See lines 24C4 to 2409 January 29 draft.

Lines 2590-2599: Verb tense and other minor editorial enanges mace per
GA c0mr.ents.

" fuel elemen: proof test irraciatic.i" changed to
"non-accelerated irradiation" per GA c:ments.

SECTICN A.l.5.2

Line 2719: " Element" cnanged to "Elerents" per GA c:In en ts.

Lines 2724-2725: Verb tense and minor edit:: rial cnanges mace :er GA
C::mments.

After line 2727: Last sentance of ::aragraon cele:ad. See lines 2:53-2 55,

! v' January 29, craft.

O ' ices 2729-27:2: ver= :ense >"e micor eci:or4 i cneeses mece :er a^
commen ts .

,_ _ , - . . . -- --- - - -
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After Line 27 8: Lines 2478-2542 fr:m January 29 craft cele:ec per GA

c cuents.

Line 2751: " Care" caci:ali:ed.

Line 2761-2763: Minor editorial enanges and references to "F7E-16"-

added per GA c:mments.

SECTICN A.1.5.4

Line 2813: "anc Surveillanca Elements" added ;er GA comments.

Line 2816: "and Surveillance Elements" acced per GA c:mments.

Lines 2824-2831: Wording changed per GA c:mments.

Lines 2835: "and Surveillanca Elements" added per GA c:mments.

Lines 2336: "Section A.l .5.5" changed to " A.l .5.5" per GA
comments.

SECTION A.l.5.4.1
'

Lir.e 2S44: "FTE-3, 4, 5 and 6, adced per GA comments.,

,

() Line 2847: changed "they contained" to "c:ntair.ec" per GA-

c:anents.

Lines 2S60-2861 : Santanca added per GA comments.

Lines 2S63-2865: This paragra:n reolacas lines 2552-2553 of January 29
draft per GA c =ments.

SECTION A.1.5.2.2

Line 2S7a: " Table A.l .5-2" changeo := "A.l .5-l * per GA comments.

Line 2375: " blocks wi:nout" changeo := " elements witnout" per
GA comments.

Lines 2898-2899: Punctuation cnanged ;er ?SC c:mments.'

. Lines 2902: "and WAR /Th0, fuel particle systems" cnanged := " fuel
- particle systam" per GA c:mments.

Lines 2915-2917: Ver: tense and minor cnanges per GA.

Line 2919: "FTI-6" cnanged to "FTE-6" ::er GA c:mments.

Lines 2924-2925: Sentance added per GA comments. This sentence was
s '' previously lines 2722-2724 in January 29 craft.
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SECUCN A.l.5.4.3
"

Line 2930 "Tes: Elements" changed :: " Elements" per GA c: rents.

Lines 2940-2946: Paragrach reworced per GA ::mments.

After Line 2998: Sentence deleted per GA c:mments. (See lines 2795-
2797 January 29 draft).

_ _ _

SECTION A.l.5.5.2

After line 2998: Last sentence deleted.

SECTION A.1.5.5.3

Line 3080: " Test Elements" changed to " Elements" per GA
comments.

Line 3088: " Table A.l .6-4" changed to " Table A.l .5-3"
''

SECTION A.1.5.5.1

6Q Lines 2099-3101: Cpenin's sentence of caragraph rawerded by GA.
.

Lines 3127-3130: Paragraoh adced by GA. .

Line 3139: Percent signs acded per GA cocments.

Line 3146: "Confi rmation" cnanged .o "Confi rmation of" per PSC
c:crents.

SECTICN A.1.5.5.2

After line 3155: Except for the last sentence, this entire section
was celetec per GA c cnents. See lines (2952-2991
of January 29, draf t) .

Line 3159: '' reported" was enanged .c "cotainec" per GA
: mments.

,
SEC~ ION A. l .5.5. 3-

Line 3154: ''Tes: Element" changed o " Element" per GA c:mments.

Line 3170: References il and 10 added cer GA c crents.

Lines 3175-3177: "10--" cnanged to "10'j " ::er GA cocren ts .
oc e

.m.

Lines 3132-3184: Enc Of paragraon rawri tten ::er GA c mments. See
Os lines (3017-3023 of vanuary 29, craft) .:

. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . _ ._ . _ _ _ .
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Lines 3190-3191:
"being loaded anc irraciatec," cnanged ::
element was loacec,'' per GA cc:ments. '' t.9e fuel

Line 3194: 25" changed to "10"10 21.

Lines 3195-3196:
''temcerature" cnanged to " fuel tercerature";.

"650" enanged to "550" remaincer of sen tencerevised per GA c r. rants.
.

After 3196:
Two paragrapns were deleted per GA comments.lines 3038-3051 (Seeof January 29 draft)

Lines 3198-3208:,

Inserted per GA c:mments.

REFEREllCES FOR APCEll0IX A.1.6

Lines 3218 & 3224:
Paference to Gulf General Atomic fixed per GAcocments.

Lines 3228,3' 233, :

. fxed references to Gulf General At mic.
'

3238:

Paferences 6-18: Format changes.
O
Q Table A.l .6-1 : Celeted per GA ccements.

Tacle A. l .5-2:
Table # changed to A.1.5-1 and Tecn Scecs Tacle
6.1-1 used here, per SA c:mments.

Table A. l .6-4:
Major enanges and new information adced by GA.

SECTICil A.I.7.3.2

Lines 3516-3517:
Vero tense changes per PSC comments.

SECTICN A. I . 7.3. 3

Line 3536-3537:
" flow-induced" cnanged to "tnermal/ flow-incucac"per GA comments.

SECTION A.I.7

Line 3550, 3557,:
; 3646, 3689, "Wyle" corrected spelling.

3698

SECTICN A. I . 7.2.1

Line 3563:
"20 c3 at 20 XH:" cnangec to "120c8 at 12KH:"per PSC comments.x

) Line 3575-35se:
inis sentence was rewor:ed per PSC comments.

+ _-
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Line 3589: Changed "so no longer" :o 'no longer" :er PSC
c:rnnen ts.

After line 3590: Celeted las %o sentences of paragraph per PSC
cermnents.

Line 3599: "even" enanged :o "an even" per GA ::rmnents.

Line 2610: Inserted the worc "(wincow)" per GA corrments.
Line 3635: Corrtcted spelling of "diaonragm" per PSC cements.

i

SECTICN A. l . 7.4. 3

Line 2646- 3649: Corrected punctuation per PSC cornnents.

SECTION A.1. 7.1.4

Line 3685: "they were" changed to "the noise levels were" per
PSC c:rnments.

Line 3687: "excected at full" cnanged to ";redictad for full"( per PSC c:ranents.;
'

Line 3704: "Paf. 7" changed to "Ref. 5" per GA c:tanents.

_SECTION A.1. 7.5

Lines 3714-3715,; This entire section was revised per GA c crents.3718-3719, (Seelines 3555-3592 January 29 draft) .3723,3724,
3725, 3729-
3731, 3734-

'

3737, 3740,
3723-3744 .

REFERENCES FOR AP9ENDIX A.l.7;

New Paference 5 added, anc data addec :o Peference
i 7, per PSC cornnents.

~ Lines 3755,3750,
Fixed references to Gulf General At:mic.

-

3770:

Figures A.1.7-2: Celeted cer PSC ::=ents.tnreugn A. l .7-5

O

_ _ . .. -. . - ..

--- , , - - . - . -
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SECTICri A.1.3.2.1

Line AC81: ";pv" changed :o "vcm" per PSC c:nnents.

SECTICN A.l.3.2.2

Line 4120: "has successfully" changed to "successfully" per
GA c::nnents.

'

Line 4122: Fixed punctuation per PSC c:nnents.

Line 4124: "cne year" changed to "one fuel cycle"

Lines 4125-4129: Verb tense changes and rewording for clarity
per GA c::nsnts.

Line 4144-4150: This paragrach mwritten by GA with cne :nocifi-
cation by PSC. -

Line 4139: " years" changed to " simulated years" per GA
c::nnents., . _

Line 4142: Vero tense changed per GA c:ments.O'

Lines 4152-4156: This caragrapn modified to correct vero tenses '

3
per PSC connents. .

*

.

After line 4157: Paragrach deleted per PSC ccanents. (See lines
4C08-4010 of January 29 draf t.)

SECTION A.l.9.1

Line 4171 "Section 5.7" cnanged to "Section 3.3.3" per GA
c:nnents.

'

Lines 4171-4173: Cescription of neutron absoroing traterial per
PSC comments.

Line 4192: ''snutdown material" haanged to " reserve shut-
down material".

'

: Line a200: ";oison balls" cnanged to " balls" per PSC
cennents

Line 4211: "also performec" enanged to "perfor nec";
"cylindr :sonerical balls" cnanged to " balls" per
?SC c::nnents.

Line 4221: ":cison ball" cnangec to " reserve snu::cwn :all"
per PSC cements.

_ . . _ ._. . . . .- -
.

|
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Lines 4234-4242: Peferences to 'ructure disc" and " reserve snut-
down balls" were incorporated in this paragrapn,
per GA/PSC cc=ments.

Line 4270-4272: More detailed description of reserve snut::own
balls acced per PSC comments.

Line 4276: "1.79" changed to "1.Sg" per PSC c mments.

Lines 4278 4279: Worcing and punctuation changed per GA cc::ments.

Line 4279: "(Paf. 4)" deleted per GA cc:anents.

Line 4300: Verb tense change per GA c mments.

Line 4315. "(Paf. 5)" deleted per GA comments.

REFERENCES POR APPENDIX A.1.9

'

References 4 and 5 wre deleted per GA cc:nrants.

O - se ctc" ^.1
io

.

Line 4370: " reactor steam" changed to " steam" per PSC c::mrents.

Line 4394: Format of notation enanged for werd processing.

PETERENCES FOR SECICN A.I .10

Line 4A73: Paference to Gulf General Atomic corrected cer PSC
comments .

| SECTION A.T.11.3
|
| Lines 4702 4703: "mi:ren" used in place of the symcol.
1

SECTION A.1.11.1
.

. Lines 4823 4860: All previous material (lines 4679 4697 of January 29
- draft) replaced witn material provided ::y GA.

SECTION A.1.11.5

'ines 4867 4874: All :revious material (lines 4703-4734 Of January 29
|

draft) reclaced with material proviced :y GA.
n~..

b
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SECTION A.1.il .5.2

Line 4927-4923: "vi rtue of" changed to "a cemented graonite cap and
by" per PSC connents.

SECTION A.l .11.5. 3
i

After line 4966: Sentence celeted per PSC comments. See lines 482?-
4825 of January 29, draft.

PEFERENCES FOR APPENDIX A.l .ll
.-

Line 5036: Corrected reference to Gulf General At:mic.

Lines 5075 & 5079: " Fuller to Gammill (NRC) added.

New Referenca 15 added.!
,

SECTICN A.1.12.1 3 ,

( ]) Lines 5359-5360: Punctuation cnanged.
'

After line 5261: Paragrach deleted (see lines 5256-5288 of January 29
dra f t. )

SECTION A.l .12.5
,

Line 5554: "predictec" changed :o " cal culatec".

| Line 5597: " Conclusions" heading added,
l
| Lines 56C6-5622: Post-Tes: Inspection material inserted by 1A.

SECTION A.l .12. 7
,

Lines 57C6-5711: Minor edit: rial cnanges per PSC ccaments.

,
Line 5730: "( Ref. 5)" changed to "(Ref. 4)"

.

Line 5732: *::nnitors" cnanged :: "moni to red"

Line 5745: "la,CCO allowable" changed := "14,000 si" per PSC
c:mments. ;

j Line 5749: Pef. 4 adced.
-

..

4
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SECTION A.I .12.3

Line 5916: Reference deleted fr:m text and moved to reference
section.

Aftar line 5926: Two paragraons deleted cer telegnene conversation
with GA. See lines 5550-5859 of January 29 craft.
Paragraphs celeted to eliminate reference to figures
A.l .12.3-4 & A.l .12.3-5 which have never existad in
the FSAR.

Lines 5978-6980: More editorial changes to deleted reference to
missing figures A.I .12.3-4 and A.l .12.8-5

SECTION A.I .12.10

Lines 6249-6256: Equation and tax: reformattad for word processing.

Lines 5288, : Equation and tex: reformatted for word processing.
6292-6293,
5305-6312,;

6336-6345'

. .

SECTION A.l.12.la

Line 6627: *anything frem" changed to "frem" per PSC comments.
;

Line 6634: "Ref 4" deleted.

SECTICN A. l . I'2.16

After line 5721: Paragraph deleted due to duolicatien of informatien.
| See lines 6612-6621 of Jan. 29, draft.

' Refer nces for Accendix A.l .12

Lines 7412,7416,: Fixed references to Gulf General At:mic.
7221,7424,
7425

i

~

- Reference a was celeted; author anc title adced

for reference 6.

Table A.I .12.15-1: "Fe-Ni-Cr" changed to "Ni-Fe-Cr ' per PSC c:mments.
|
| Fi gures A. l .12.1 -1, A. l .12.1 -2, A. l .12. 2-5, A. l .12. 2-6, A. I .12. 3-1,

A. l .12. 4-1, A. l .12. 4-2, A.12.3-1, A. l .12.3-3, A. l .12. 9-1,
~'

A.l.12.9-5, A.l.12.5-7, A.l.12.10-1, A.I.12.12-1, A.l.12.15-1,

[)
A. I .12. 25-1, A. l .12. 25-2:i

.
Minor cnanges to figure :i les.

I

_
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Figures A.I.12.3-4
and A. I .12. 3-e : Celeted frcm FSAR -- have never existec.

Figures A.l.12.23-1: Original photos cannot be found for these figures;:n ru A. l .12.23-4 refer to original FSAR.

SECTION A.l.13.3.2

After line 7656: Paragraph deleted per GA c:nments. See lines 7593-
7597 of Jan. 29 draft.

SECTION A.l.13.3.a

Lines 7725-7728: Sentence en brake shces adced per GA c:mments.

Lines 7730-7732: Mince editorial changes' aer PSC c:mments.

SECTION A.l.13.3.6

i - Lines 7837-7838: "5 psid" changed to "35 csid" per FSC comments.:

.

e

i

t

I
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SECTICN A.l.13.5

Lines 7964-7965: New paragrach was made in : lace of d) -- same infor-
mation (See lines 7874-7376 of Jan. 29 draft).

Lines 7974-7976: 7his sentence used to be e) frem the above list.
(See lines 7879-7880 of Jan. 29 craft) ..

SECTION A.l.13.6

Line 8007: "2340-HP Pelton" cnanged to " pre-nuclear Pelt n"
per GA coments.

Line 8016: " reactor at" changed to " reactor with helium" per
GA ccm.ents.

After line 8024: Last sentence deleted per GA coments. (See lines
7936-7937 of Jan. 29 draft).

Lines S025-804A: Text format changed and minor editorial changes
per GA cements.

O. Lines 8022-8037: seter4ei eeeed Per cA c:=ments.
c

Line 8047: "Ref. 6" deleted..
,

SECTION A.l.13.7

Line 3058: "and subsequent startuo tests." added to end of
sentence per GA coments.

References for Accendix A.l .13

Line 3079: "(Pre-P)" deleted per PSC cements.

|

Lines 3081-8082: se erences c:moleted.,

and 3088-8089

| Line 5092: ''(Pre 3)" deleted per PSC ccm.ents.

Lines 3094-8096: Reference 6 adced.

SECTION A.l.la.1

I Line 8112: Fcotnote incor: orated into text.
U U

Lines .8125-8147: "lla " cnanged :: "57 "; "20C0" changed :o "5C0" ;er
i PSC c:=ents.

| Lines 3156,5158, '(preferrably) better" c.nangec :o "better" per PSC
_ 3198: c:ments .

i

i

l
-- - - - - _. . ,, m m.
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SECICN A.l.11.2

Lines 3273,32S1- Changed footnote format.
3233:

SECTION A.1.15.T

Lines 3425-8429: Punctuation changed per GA coments.

SECTION A.I .15.3.2

Line; 3538: "approximately" added *wice.

Lines 8562-8563: Verb tense changed.

SECTICN A.2.1.1.1

Line 8622: Verb tense changed.

SECTION A.2.1.1.2

Q Line 5647: Verb tense changed.

SECTION A.2.1.1.3--

Lines 3678-8679: Verb tense and minor editorial changes per GA cerments.

SECTION A.2.1.2

Line 3734: Verb tense changed.

After line 3726: Last sentence celeted :er PSC c:rments.

References for Accendix A.2.1
|

Lines 3900-8901, Corrected references to Gulf General At::mic :er
5905-8906, PSC cer=ents.
3910-891i

SECN CN A.2.2.1

Lines 8937-8938: "10 vem" changed to "10 carts per million 'ay volume
(vpm)" per PSC corrents.

'

- SECTICN A.2.4.2

Lines 9113,9115: " Remote" cnanged to " Remotely".

O staten 4.2 s

.. After line 9192: Two sentences celeted er GA cer=ents. (See lines
9108-9112 of Jan. 29 craft) .
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SECTION A.2.7.1*

Lines 9291,9294: Verb tense changed.

SECTION A.2.7.3

Lines 9334-9339: Vero tense changes and text changes to incer: orate
test results per GA ceninents. (See lines 9255-
9258 of .Jan. 29 draft).

SECTION A.2.3.3

Lines 9409,9413: Verb tense changes and minor changes to wording ;:er
GA censnents.

|

|
i

O -
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CE3CRIPTION OF CHANGE 3 FOR APPENDIX 3

INTROCUCTICN

This introductory section has been added to provide some historical per-
s:ective and c ncinuity between :ne QA program described in the original
F3AR and that describec in the FSAR update.

SECTICN 3.1

This general descriptien of the program was retained as a major head-
ing and material frem the original F3AR has been condensed and edited.
It is considered important to retain some of this type of information
in the F3AR for historical purposes and to provide some indication,
for reference, as to how the QA program evolved frem the c:nstruction
phase into tne operating phase.

f3V SECTICH 3.2

The title of this section has been changed to Initial Program Organi:a-
tion and Responsibility. The material remaining came fr m the original
F3AR but has been significantly cendensed and edited. The GA role in
constructicn QA is discussed but reference is made to the original FSAR
for details of organi:aticn and for the organization charts that were
in use at the time. It is c:nsidered important to retain this section
for historical and reference purpcses.

SECTICN 3.3.1

The material remaining here also came from the original F5AR but has
been significantly condensed and edited. This material is considered

i im ortant to retain for reference purpose. It describes tne roles of
j the varicus contractors and succentract:rs during tne construction

ph ase. It also describes the manner in whicn PSC persennel :artici-
pated in the CA program during that pnase.

SECTICN 3.3.2

This material came from the original F3AR but has been condensed c:n-
siceracly. The material retained provices historical and reference
materials to sucw hcw QA was performed during tne : reconstruction
phas e. The organizations with res:cnsibility for CA are descriced

() briefly alcng witn tneir roles and rescensibilities.

. .
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SEC~ICN 3.3.3

Again, the material remaining in this section came frem the original
FSAR and is edited and retained here to provide hist:rical perspec-

. 1ve.
l
,

SECR CN 3.1

It was not considered necessary to retain the tabular comparisen
between the criteria of 10CFRSO, Appendix 3 and the QA program as it
existed at the time the c:nstruction permit was granted. Mcwever,
this section nu:ser has been retained and reference has been made to
the original FSAR .for that information.

| SECTION 3.5

This section centains the ccm lete description of :ne QA program for
operati cn. Scme material frem the original FSAR has been retained

O du: i: "es been extensiveir eeited eae c=aeeasee. Tae ari=erv =urPose,

of this introduct ry section is to identify the fact that policy state-
;

j. ments have been issued by the responsible executives which c0mit PSC
' to a GA pr gram and which set forth definite policies regarding imple-

mentation of -hat QA program.

For Sections 3.5.1 thrcugh 3.5.18, all of tne material fr:m the crigi-
nal FSAR has been deleted. The material currently included was taken

i frem the writeup furnished by the QA department. This writeup was
crecared by Rusty Hendricksem during the time that de new, multi-
organ 1:ational acministrative procecures were being prepared and issued
for implementaticn. l~qe version of the d0cument furnished Oc us vas
marked up with c:ments , changes and questien marks by memcers of :ne

j QA department staff. That material has been edited to deal wi n these
c:mments and questiens.

In the folicwing discussien, the descriptien of changes deals wi:n these
sections where significant changes were made to de writeuc furnished

| by tne QA decartment, rather than to the changes made fr m the criginal
FSAR. We have not proviced a line-cy-line description of cnanges o

I pcsiticn titles cr precedure titles; nor have we identified mince edi Orial
changes. Since all of ne material is new to the FSAR, it shoulc be
reviewed carefully by PSC to be sure it accurately reflects -he c:mit '
ments PSC wants to make in describing the QA Pr gram.

O!

|

!
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SECTICN 3.5.I

Program organi:stional rescensibilities and titles were changed to
refl ect the cur ent organi:sticnal structure. The corporate organi-
:ation cnart is shewn in Figure 3.5-1. The organi:stion enar; for
*he. Quality Assurance Cepartment is shcwn in Figure 3.5-2. Mcweve r,
the organi:stien charts for Nuclear Engineering Division and Nuclear
Production Divisicn are referred to as they appear in Figures 12.1-2
and 17.1-3 respectively. Tne organizational responsibilities for
each of the three civisiens an! given in Taoles 3.5-2, 3.5-3 and
3.5-4

SECTION 3.5.1.3

For Item (b), the table identifying the qualifica:icns for the QA
Manager has been etained because it is a significant element wnich is
considered by the NRC in the Standard Review Plan.

h'- For Items (c) and (d), sona changes were made to the divisicn of
respcnsibilities between the Superintendent, QA Services and tne Super-
intendent, CA Ocerations. These should again be reviewed carefully by
PSC QA people to make sure that they are in fact correct.

,

In Item (i), the Radiation Protecticn Manager has been substituted fer
Heal th Physics Sucervisor.

In Itam (k), the Technical /Adrinistrative Services Manager has been sub-
stitutad for the Administrative Services Manager and mese new respon-
sibilities are appropriately listed.

In Item (n), the Maintenance Quality Centrol Sucervisor is new included
to reflact the enange in title and the split uo of res:cnsibilities
previously held by one persen. The title of Plan: Engineering Sucer-
visor has been added to Itam (a).

|
fn Itams (p), (q) and (r), cnanges were made to reflect the new civision'

status of :ne engineering 3rcuo as well as to change the titles of :ne
tanagers involved.

SECTICN 3.5.2

The sta: ament tna: 0A departcent representatives are iccated at -he si ta
has been celeted. A new writaue has been inserted to incicate the scoce
of me Quali:y Assurance cr: gram. Basically -his material is aken imm

Q :ne Acministrative Precedures. The :nree-level accreach = :ne Quality
Assurance crogram s ructure is briefly discussed and refer =nce is aceC
to a revised Table 3.5-6 wnien comcares ocerational CA func icns ai:n

- :ncse crev cusly s mc:ured for construction. The desc-ic:icn of =ed

scoce of me CA program is discussed in more detaii in Secticn 3.5.2.7.
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SEC~IC'l 3.5. 3. A_

A new Item (c) has been added to avoid referring to cid FSAR Tacle
3.1-1. What had been Item (c) on a previous craft is new Item (d).
A new Item (a) has been adced, also to avoid referring to old FSAR
Table 3.1-1. What had been Itens (e), (f) and (g) are now identi-
fied as Items (f), (g) and (h).

SECTICtl 3.5.3.7

i We have reviewed this particular sentence carefully and do not really
understand wnat it means or why it is here. We request pSC examine
i t and clari fy it.

SECTION 3.5.5.1j
| A sentence has been added indicating that the procedure system con-
| forts to the intent of Reg Guide 1.33 and ANSI N18.7. In addi tion,*n

d there is some new discussien wnich refers to Figure 3.5-3 and Figure,

3.5-4 to snew the most imocr: ant procedures and their interrelatien-
shi ps .

SECTION 3.5.8.2

A cnange has been :nade to indicate that a c oy of the identi fication
tag or direct charge recuisition identifying the item is incluced in
the maintenance er modification work sackage for transmittal to the
Records Center. It is important to point out that this has been a ccm-
mitment for scme time, but a:Parently plant caintenance persennel do
not always comoly with this requi rement.

SECTION 3.5.10. 3

Tnis secticn had been included in the earlier draft but was deleted at
the suggestion of tne QA ;ecple. Instead, this type of infornatien
accears in 3.5.18.

i

| SECTION 3.5.12.4

The title of this subsection has been enanged to Calibration Accuracy
because -ha: title accears to be more accropriate to the infor atien
given in me sucsecuen: ;aragracn. The sec:nd :aragra;n uncer tnis

O "eecias es ceietec 4# <>vor or 4acie=4"s :=4s :7=e c< 4,<=r=e:4c" es
a general note under Secticn 3.5.13.

|

.

._
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SECTICN 3.5.16. 3

This section was edited and rewritten to try to define wnat we believe
is current practice at Fort St. Vrain. PSC snould examine this care-
fully to be sure tnat it is in fact ac::aptable.

SECTICM 3.5.18.t

The first paragraph here is new, and is intended to ccnvey general in-
formation about the QA monitoring program.

.

SECTION 3.5.19

The material in Section 3.5.19 is all in the original FSAR and it has
been retained here because it is considered still appreoriata for in-
clusion in the QA Pr gram for Operaticns. PSC never did fully cemit

ai at es i,cw Socks" because of the nature of the Fort St. Vraines tae 41<<4cuit7 c< ee'ckfitt4a9 scme c< :ne "aeinec-to tne "Rainb
O Bock" requirements to a plant that was already mstly built before the

" Rainbow 3ccks" were issued.,
,

The criginal FSAR material has been edited to enange verb tense and to
ac 0modata the fact that some premised actions are new comoleted and
imolemented. In the original FSAR, the ciscussicn of each of the ANSI
Standards contained a subsecticn entitled "Imolementatien". All of
those subsections have been deleted because all of tne cemit ents should
have been implemented by now.

Because the material in this secticn is im:ortant in ex=laining PSC's
cemitments and exceptions taken to the ANSI Standards (and *Rainocw
Backs"), a line-by-line description of changes follcws:

I

!

l

!
:

O
.

| .
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Section 3.5.19

_

line 2138: The worcs "it is intended that" have been deleted.

line 2139: Changed vero tense,

line 2194: Added references 9,10, and 11.

line 2198: Changed a pericd to a comma.

line 2198: Deleted the words " restructuring ... an effort',".

line 2201: Deleted the sentence beginning with "Various phas; and

ending with "Cecenter 1977".

line 2202: This material was deleted.

lines 2208-
2210: Changes were made to put the statement into the precer time

perspective. In addition it was e'dited to delete any
implicaticns that there were requirements yet to be
implemented. .

Sectien 3.5.19.1
"

line 2212: The words "at Fort St. Vrain (see Table 3.5-7)" are added.( })
lines 2224- .

2225: Grammatical changes.
_

line 2233: Changed the order of words for better grammar.

lines 22t7-
2253: Incorporated the provisiens that inspection of routine

preventive maintenance activities has been assigned to
plant personnel . Celeted the statement regarding
inspecticn personnel not reporting to the same immediate
supervisor as tnese who did the work. Celeted the word
" cur and began a new sentence witn the word "The" andd

deleted the word *cnly".

line 2256: Celeted the entire section en implementation.

Section '3.5.19.2

line 2277: Changed the crder of words for better gramr.ar.

line 2297: Changed the crder of words for better grammar.

line 2310: Changed order of words.

line 2315: Changed cleanness :c cleanliness.

line 2220: Changed cleanness te cleanliness.
_.

- , , _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ , . , , - . , - - . , -, - - , . . _ - . - ~ - . - -
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Changee cleanness :c cleanliness.line 2321:

line 2325: Changed cleanness to cleanliness,

line 2329: Changed cleanness to cleanliness,

line 2331: Changed cleanness to cleanliness.

line 2331: Changed crder of words.

line 2333: Changed cleanness to cleanliness.

line 2334: Changed order of words for better grammar.

line 2336: Changed cleanness to cleanliness.

line 2337: Celeted the worts "by July 1977".

line 2349: Changed cleanness to cleanliness.

line 2256: Celeted entire section regarding imclementatien.

Section 3.5.19.3

() line 24C0: Changed order of words.

line 2405: Changed the title of paragraph (b) to read " Specific Exceptiens".
- lines 2:31-

2?33: 'Celeted words to make the statement current and make it
read better.

line 2437: Changed order of worcs.

line 2?39: Last paragracn of Scecific Exceptions deleted in its entirety.

iine 2440: Celeted the entire section en imclementatien.

Seccien 3.5.19.4
t

: line 2462: Chanced the ceder of words,
t

-

1
' lines 2?72-

2?73: Changed the orcer of aards.

line 2483: Changed references.

line 2487: Celetec the entire secticn en imclementa:icn.

Section 3.5.19.5

() line 252C: Changec the creer cf worcs.

|
,,

line 2539: Changed "inclucac" to "cescri ed"

- -
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lines 2540-
2541: Changed tne creer of worcs.

line 2583: Celeted tne entire section en imclementatien.

Section 3.5.19.5

line 2515: Changed the order of words.

lina 2534: Changed the order of words.

line 2537: The exceptions taken to the section en personnel qualifications
has been deleted. Personnel cualificatien recuirements are
new in conformance with ANSI N45.2.5.

line 2574: Changed the order of words.

line 2576: Changed the order of words.

line 2715: The entire section on imclementation has been deleted.

Section 3.5.19.7

O(_/ line 2746: Changed the order of words.
'

-.

line 2755: Changed the order of words.
''~

line 2S74: The entire secticn en imclementation has been deleted.
,

Secticn 3.5.19.3

line 2907: Changed tne ceder of worcs.

line 2950: The entire section cn imclementation has been deleted.

Section 3.5.19.9

lines 2968-
2969: Changed the order of words.

l

I line 2991: Changed the words "with res:ect to" to read "to crevent".
1

line 2993: The entire secticn on imclements:icn has been celeted.

Secticn 3.5.19.10

line 2999: Celeted tne heading for :aragracn (a) .

line 2004: Celeted the heading for ;aragra;n (b) .

. () Section 3.5.19.11
1

! line 3029: Changed :ne ceder of wercs.-

|
|

- - , _ . ,_
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Sectien 3.5.19.11 iCant'd)

line 3032: Celeted the heading and firs :aragrach of the f:rolementationsecticn. Retained a ;crtion of the las: paragrapn

Section 3.5.19.12

lines 3C60-
3C61: Changed " surveillance" to "manitoring activities" and deleted

the words "of the GA Program ... activities and". Changed
" surveillance" to "menitoring" in the last sentence.

Ifnes 3084-
3C86: Changed director of quality assurance to quality assurance

manager; added the words "for acproval ... Vice Presicent,
Production.* Celeted the last wo paragraphs.

line 3087: Celeted the entire section en imcTementaticn.

Section 3.5.19.13

line 3110: Changed the order of words.
'

,

line 3140: Ccerected spelling. '

3

Ifne 3154: Changed de order of words.

line 3156: Celeted tne entire section on implementa:icn.

Section 3.5. 19. 14

line 3161: Celeted the heading for paragraph (a).

Secticn 3.5.1g.15

line 3174: Celeted the heading for caragrach (a).

line 3184: Changed the order of words.

:

l

O
_

:
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" Summary of Changes - Accencix 3 Tables

CLD TABL55 CELETED

'
3.1 -1 Tnese Tables were deleted because they no lenger serve any
3.1-2 useful purpose the way the CA program. description is new
3.2-1 ? structured. (Note that they were originally put into ne
3.5-1 program description because requirements of NRC and ANSI were
3.5-4 .J not very clear or as well underst cd as they are new.)

3.5-5 This Table was deleted in favor of referring to Section 1.
This will avoid any possibility of c:nflicts if cnanges are
made later.

3.5-6 This Table was deleted because these documents no lenger
exist.

3.5-7 This Table was deleted because Figure 3.5-3 new contains a
note indicating that the imcortant plant documents are en

Q centrolled distributien.

- CLD TABLES RENL? SERED
,

Tacle 3.5-2 was changed to Table 3.5-6.
The right side of the table was changed to reflect new inscec-
tion responsibilities and to sucstitute ''CA Monit: ring" for
"QA Surveillance".

Table 3.5-3 was changed to Table 3.5-5.
Tne centent was ucdated to agree with the material fr:m ?SC's
Craft of secticn 3.5 (see page 3 of that draft).

NE'4 TABLES

3.5-1 Was adced to dccument the fact that ;:clicies do exist (in lieu
of receating the policies in -Ae FSAR).

3.5-2 Tnese tables were created from the ,aterial in ?SC's draft
3.5-3 of Secticn 3.5 (see Attacnments 3.53, 3.5C.and 3.5D of nat
3.5-4 dra ft) .

3.5-7 Tnis taole was created fmm the matari al in Attacnment 3.5E
of ?SC's draft of Secticn 3.5 (see pages 27 and 23 of .nat
cra ft) .O

-

-- ___ ._. - . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . J
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Sumcary of Changes - Accendix 3 Fi gures

CLD FIGURES CELETED

3.2-1 These figures were deleted because the FSAR update new c:n-
3.2-2 tains only a sumary description of the QA Program as it
3.2-3 existed for GA and PSC during c:nstructicn. (nese figures

are refemnced in the u; dated versien of Secticn 3.2.)*

3.5-3 This figure was deleted because GA no longer has a role in
QA for FSV.

3.5-1 The same- type of informatien, greatly simolified, is new shcwn
3.5-t en new Figures 3.5-1 and 3.5-2. Note that reference is made

to Figures 12.1-2 and 12.1-3 for the more detailed enarts for
Nuclear Producticn and Nuclear Engineering respectively. The
Maintenance QC Gr:up is shcwn en Figure 12.1-2. Figure 3.5-1
was taken frem Technical Soecification Figure 7.1-1.

Ct3 FIGURES RENUMSERED ,

'

Figure 3.5-3 was renumcered as Figum 3.5-4 and was mdified tc c:nfor n ts
the current QA Cesart.ent Procedures.-

Figure 3.5-6 was renumcered as Figure 3.5-3 and was audified :: c:nform c
new Administrative Procedure G-2.

Figure 3.5-2 was cdified to shcw the CA Cesart ent as it is .;resen:ly
structured.

|
l

!

!
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SLMMARY OF CHANGES FOR APPENDIX 3

SECTION 3.1

Line 327: "the radioactive waste disposal systecs,"
deleted per PSC comments (See lir.e 322,

| April 1 draft).
|
.

SECTION 3.2-

Lines 397 & 404: PSCO changed to PSCo per PS'C comments.

-

SECTION 3.3.1

Line 483: Vendor changed to Seller per PSC comments.

SECTION 3.5-

Line 583: "Vice President, Production" changed to
/'' "Vice ~ President, Electric Production" per.PSC
' ,ccmments. .

I

' N. ._ Line 618: "NRC cperating license" cnanged to " operating
license" per PSC comments.

Line 639: "and environmental protection." changed to
l, " environmental protection, and nuclear plant

procedures." per PSC comments.

SECTION 3.5.1.1

Lines 659 a 664: "'fice Presicent, Production" cnanged to "Vice
President, Electric Production" per PSC comments.

SECTION 3.5.1.2
I

Lines 575-687: Additional information incorporated pertaining
to Division responsibilities, per ?SC c:cments
(See lines 570-677, Ap ril 1 draf t) .

SECTION 3.5.1. 3

Lines 703, 706,: "Vice President, Production" changec to "Vice
721 President, Electric Production" per PSC c:mments.

Line 746: " Table 3.5-5" changed to " Table 3.5-2" per PSC
| c:mments.

p).u
v'

* '
, ._, -. _ _ . . - , _ _ .- ,, -
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SECTICil 3.5.1.3 (Continued)

Lines 795-798: This previcusly was located at a later part of
the same section, but was moved per PSC
ccm.ents (See lires 872-875, April 1 draft).

,

Lines 301-852: tiumbers enanged due to text insertions.

Line 812: "Sucplies" changed to " Supplier" per PSC
c:mments.

Lines 829-831: Inserted from later part of this section, per
PSC coments (See lines 854-857, April 1 dra ft) .

Line 865: " quality assurance procedures" changed to
" quality assurance operations procedures" per
PSC concents.

Lines 875-883: tiumbers changed due to text deletions.

After Line 880: Subsection deleted per PSC comments (See . lines

O 887-889. ^Pril i eraft>.
,

-

"Vice President, Production" changed to "ViceLine 891: -

President, Electric Production" per PSC ccm-.

(
ments.

After Line 915: Subsection deleted per PSC carents (See lines
913-915, April 1 draft) .

Lines 940-945: Inser:ec frem later part of this section, per
PSC cements (See lines 973-978, Acril 1
dra f t) .

Lines 961 -963: Minor editorial cnanges made per PSC c cents.

Lines 974-991: Letters changed due to insertion and deletion
o f text.

Line 979: " performing inspections" changec to ":erforming
and cocu: renting inspections" per PSC c =ents.

Line 982-984: " Plant Engineering Supervisor" cnanged to
" Technical Services Engineering Sucervisor" per
PSC comments. ,

I

Lines 991-996 : Inserted from earlier part of his section, per |
*

PSC coments (See lines 940-945, Acril 1 draft) .

s

|

l
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SECTION 3.5.1.3 (Continued)

Line 1002: '" lice President, Production" cnanged to "Vice
President, Electric Production" per PSC
comen ts .

! Line 1010: " Assuring Engineering" changed to " Assuring
prior Engineering" per PSC cements.

SECTICN 3.5.2.1

Line 1079: " safe shutdown items" changed to " Safe Shutdown
items" per PSC comments.

Line 1081 : Sentence deleted per PSC comments (See lines
1080-1081, April 1 draft).,

!

Line 1089: Minor editorial change; end of sentence deleted
per PSC c:mments (See lines 1089-1091, April 1
draft).

t*e or4 4" i es^a. ^me"eme":O 'iee 2o92: "^s eescrieed 4# 9
-

32," deleted per PSC ceninents (See line 1093,.

N April 1 draft) .
L

Lines 1096-1098: " Table 3.5-5" changed to " Table 3.5-3" and
following information was made a separate para-
graph, per PSC cements.

SECTICN 3.5.2.2

Line.lll7: Verb tense change per PSC c ments.

Line 1121: "FSV personnel" changed to ":ersonnel" per ?SC
cccinents.

i

|

SECTION 3.5.2.3
|
f "Vice President, Production" changed to "ViceLine 1135:'

President, Electric Production" per PSC coments.

SECTICN 3.5.2.2

Lines 1148-1149: "A form'' changed to "A design control system"
per PSC coments.

SECTION S.5.2.5

O tine llee: "Teeie s.5-7 cheegee to Tecie 3.5 " ;er >SC'

c:: rents .
,

.__.-- ,
.. -.
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SECTION 3.5.2.7

Lines 1195-1201: References to Sections 1. 2. 2. 5, 1. 4. 5.1, l . a . 5. 3
and 5 replaced former FSAR references per ?SC
connents (See lines 1195-12C4, April 1 draft) .

SECTICN 9.5.2.8

Line 1227: " maintained in the QA Records Center" changed to
" maintained on file" per PSC comments.

.

SECTION 3.5.2. 9

Line 1244: " personnel ." changed to " personnel involved in
nuclear activities." per PSC comments. -

Line 1256: Minor wording changes made per PSC comments
(See lines 1270-1271, April .1 draft) .

Line 1278: " maintained in QA Records Center" changed to
-) " maintained on file" per PSC corrents.,

V .

SECTION B.5.2.11
.,

s-. Line 1306: "Vice President, Production" changed to "Vice
President, Electric Production" per PSC
comments.

SECTICN B.5.3.3

Line_1325:. " Form" changed to " System" per PSC c =nents.

Line 1348: Sentence about Change Notice System changed per
PSC ccaments (See lines 1351 -1353, April 1
dra f t) .

SECTION 3.5. 3.2

Line 1399: " emergency field changes" changed to " emergency
changes" per PSC comments.

SECTION S.5. 3. 7

Line 1434-1435: Sentence about Change Notice System reworded
per PSC c:=:ents (See lines 1433-1441).

SECTICN 3.5.3.9

() Line 1:55: Minor rewording per PSC c:mments (See line
la61, April 1 draft) .. . -

_, _. . . - . - - - - _ - . - - _ - _
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SECTION 3.5.4.1

After Line 1464: Section 3.5.4.1 material deleted and this head-
ing is now for Section 3.5.4.2 material, per
?SC comments (See lines 1472-1483, April 1
dra ft) .

SECTICN 3.5.4.2
,

Line 1479: Section renumbered due to previous deletion of
materi al .

Lines 1483-1485: Editorial changes per PSC comments (See lines
1501-1503, April 1 draft).

SECTICN 3.5.a.3
I*ction renumcered due to previous deletion

Line 1523:'

or material ..

Line 1532: "for the Quality Assurance Records file"
changed to "for record purposes" per PSC

7-)
,

c mments.'

(_

SECTION B.5.4.4'

(s, T
*

/

Line 1536: Section renumbered due to previous deletion of
mate rial .

SECTION B.5.5.1

. Line 1562: " intents" changed to " intent" cer JVM comments.
t

Lines 1565-1568: Paragrapn modified slightly per PSC c:mments
(Seelines 1555-1591, April 1 draft) .

SECTICN 3.5. 7.1

Line 1622: " Existing procedures required" changed to
" Procedures require" per PSC comments.

Line 1625: " technical personnel" cnange d to " personnel"
per PSC comments.

SECTICN 3.5.8.2

Lines 1692-1695: Some information about Change Motices deleted,
cer PSC comments (See lines 1715-1720, April
1 draft).

-

|

|

|
t
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SECTION 3.5.9.1

Line 1703: " Existing Requirements" changed to " Procedures"
per PSC comments.

! Line 1707: " Existing procedures" changed to " Procedures"
per PSC comments.

Line 1713: " weld filler material control" added per PSC

consents .

SECTION 3.5.9.2

Line 1727: End of sentence deleted per PSC comrents (See
lines 1749-1750, April 1 draft).

SECTICN 3.5.10.2

Line 1754: " Existing precedures" changed to " Procedures"
per PSC carments.

'

Q'- Line 1756: "be performed" changed to "are performed" per
PSC comments. -

(. Lines 1772-1781 : Minor editorial changes made per PSC c mments.
t

SECTION 3.5.12.1

Line 1845: "cN1ibration and their calibration frequencies"
changed to " calibration" per PSC comments.

Line 1849: " regularly scheduled" changed to " scheduled"
per PSC comments.

( SECTION 3.5.12. 3

Line 1871: Spelling correction made per PSC c:mments.

SECTION 3.5.12.4

Line 1882: " Individual calibration" changed to " Calibration"
per PSC comments.

t

I
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SECTION 3.5.14.1

Line 1914: Punctuation adced per PSC c:mments.

Line 1918: Sentence deletec; minor wording changes made
per PSC comments (See If nes 1940-1942,
April 1 draft).

SECTICN 3.5.15.1

Line 1969: "If practical" changed to " Nonconforming
items are tagged, and if practical" per PSC
c mmen ts.

SECTION 3.5.15.2

Line 1980: " approved by qualified" changed to " approved
by Quality Assurance and qualified" per PSC
comments.

SECTION 3.5.16.1

O Lines 1995-1998: Editorial changes made per PSC ccaments (See
lines 2017-2021, April 1 draft).-

i ,

..

SECTICN 3.5.16.2

Line 2014: Editorial change per PSC comments (See line
2028, April 1 draft).

SECTICN 3.5.16. 3

Line 2032: Sentence deleted er PSC comments (See lines
2C56-2060, April 1 draft) .

,

Line 2033: " Technical Specifications" changed to
j "P.egulations" per PSC ccaments.

SECTICN 3.5.18.2
,

Line 2118: " conducted" changed to "are conducted" per
PSC carments.

Line 2124: Paragraph added per ?SC comments.

SECTION 3.5.18. 3

Line 2133: "Vice President, Production" changed to "Vice
p)s President, Electric Production" per PSC(,

c0mments.s_. .
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SECTICN 3.5.18.3 (C:ntinueol

Lines 2137-2138: "on evaluation of comoleted audit and monitoring
results" changed to "for evaluation of comoleted

: QA audits and QA monitoring results" per PSC
comment:.

SECTICN 3.5.18.4

Line 2146: Verb tense change.
.

SECTION 3.5.19

Line 2178: Verb tense change per PSC c aments.

SECTION 3.5.19.3
4

~

: Line 2364: First paragraph deleted and beginning of second
paragraph deleted per PSC ccmments (See lines!

2377-2389, April 1 draft) .

Lines 2373-2374: Verb tense, minor editing per PSC comments.
(]} , .

SECTICN 3.5.19.5.

Lines 2?67-2468: "on the construction situation." changed to'~

"on ini tial construction." per PSC comments.
;

I SECTION 3.5.19. 7

Lines 2696-2697: " occurring during" changed to "that occurred
during" per PSC comments. "-

|

Line 2702: "to either ANSI" changed to " : ANSI" per PSC
commen ts .

| Line 2829: "at least bi-annually" changed to "at least
annually" per PSC comments.

SECTION 3.5.19.9'

| Lines 2930-2938: Verb tense changes made per- PSC comments (See
lines 2965-2973, April 1 draft).

:
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i SECTION 3.5.19.12

Line 3051: '" lice President, Production" changed *o
'" lice President, Electric ? reduction" per ?SC
coments .

S ECTIG1 3.5.19.13

Lines 3073 & 3080: " vendor" changed to " seller" per PSC cc:nments.

SECTION 3.5.19.14

e d of sentence deleted per PSC cements (SeeLine 3132- n
line 3167, April 1 draft).

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX 3

Line 3167: GA changed to QA.

Lines 3170-3181: Punctuation changes.

O tine 320i: "and soieers" chensed to to soieers"
t

Line 3204: Punctuation change.

~

Lines 3209-3217: References 14,15, and 16 added.
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Mcdix C, Criterien 11 bnMr g
* .

lines 52S8-5292 This response is modified to incorporate the
discussion that is deleted from Section 7.4

Figure 7.4-T This figure is added from the answer to NRC
Question 7.14 This figure will require updating
based upon the updated Section 9.3.3.

.

Accendix C, Criterion 11 D f2 6 F T 1
,

\-- lines 5288-5292 - This response is modified to incorporate the
discussion that is deletad from Section 7.4

'

s Criterion 24.,,_ DqApt g

line 2519: Changed "1400" to "1210" per PSC comments,

line-2525: Added "AC" per PSC comments.

line 2531: Changed "Two" to "Three* per PSC comments.

(]'' Changed "systcm functions" to " systems f' unction" per
,

' line 2549: -
PSC comments.

_

Criterion 24 ggg g

lines 2844, 2S45, Text is modified to reflect the addition of
2854-2856, Instrument Bus No. IC. (P-76104)
2863, 2864, 2867

CRITERICN 32

lines 7470 - 7471: Verb tense change
'

Criterion 39 brt AGT |
Reference is made to the fifth 230Ky transmissionline 2903 1ine. (P-80373,CN-633)

lines 2931-2934 ACM is mentioned as a potential source of power to
maintain the reactor shutdcwn in a safe condition.
(Section 8.2.8)
Reference is made to the fifth 230Ky transmissionline 2952 line. (P-80373,CN-633){
The addition of Instrument Bus No.1C is reflected.line 2966
( P-76104)

The addition of the PPS battery and battery chargerline 2972
is reflected. (P-76104)
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IkE9CA\% C

O DOAST \

Criterion 1

lines 2107-2109: Added dates for ASME code.
Changed "ex:eriences* to "could experience * :erline 2175:
PSC ccmments.

I lines 2241-2242: Added dates for ASME c0de. .

!

-

naer s
CRI .RION l__ic

line 1881: Made wording more current.

Criterien 2 t re A w t- )

Reworded sentences to avoid indicating that all
lines 2258-2390: safe shutdown systems are in the reactor or

turbine building.

O cr4:er4c" 3-

lines 5603 - 5664' To be updated by Proto-Power?
.

CRITERIA 4
'l

line 2112: Made wording more current.

.

Summary of Changes to Criteria 5

lines 2263-
3270: This part was enanged to reflect the fact tha: PSC will

retain tne necessary recorcs rather than General Atomic.
P.eferences also mace to Quality-Related mcords as well
as to Cesign Analytical recarcs.

,

!

lines 3273-
3277: Added refennce to Quality-Related records and indicated

that after c:mmercial aceraticns inscection, records will
I be retained by PSC for the life of the plant.

lines 2230-
2283: Added words frem "and other... and c :qcnents."

O
CRITERION 6 .

lines 7173 - 7175: Verb tense change

. . -. . - - . -- -
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1

Criterion 39

line 25g3: Changed the sentence, per PSC c:n=ents, to indicate
that the removable link connections are at the
generators' terminals.

line 2702: Added "AC" per PSC ce=ents.

line 2705: Added reference to Section 8.2.2.4
' line 2720: Changed *5ssential" to " essential" per PSC c:mments.

line 2735: Ccerected reference to Section 8.2.5.2.
/

line 2745: Added *AC" per PSC comments.s.

CRITERICN al

t.ine 2509: Celeted "within 90 minutes" after "su:: plied"
per PSC coments. Feflected the backuo
auxiliary boiler.

Line 2515: Faflected the backup auxiliary boiler.

Lines 2544-2546: Corncted description of logic per PSC
comments.

Lines 2579-2581: Reworded these sentences to correspond wi:n
O Sect 4cn e.8.2.1

.

*

_CRITERICN J2

Lines 2701-2704: Replaced "an associated ec::nomizer-evaporator-
superneater" with "the economi:er-evaporator-
superheater", and changed "of a steam generator"
to "or the reheat bundle section of the associated
steam generator" per PSC conments.

_

O

!. ,
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O =e* ia

lines 5635 - 5696 Referred to Accencex 0 for discussion of eoressuri-
zation following LOFC.

CriteMen 58 (Cont'd)

line 5707 Celeted sentence relating the helium puMfica-
tion system to emergency depressuri:stion.

CM teH on 59

line 5741 Changed reference to Section 6.9.

lines 5745 - 5748 Referred to Appendix 0 for discussion of
depressuri:atico following LOFC. Revised sunnary
of procedurt involved .

lines $756 - 5757 Deleted statements relating to use of the helium
5760 pisHfication system for emergency deprs: sum:a-

tien.

CHteHon 61

line 5806 Changed reference to Section 6.9. -

lines 5810 - 5811 Referred to Appendix D for discussion of
depressurization following LOFC. Deleted state-
ments relating to use 'of the helium purification
system for emergency depressurization.

lines 5816 - 5817 Deleted statement relating to use of the helium
puMfication system for emergency depressuriza-
tion.

lines 5825 - 5828 Statement modified to reflect procedure used.
Reference changed to 6.2.3.2.

CHteHa 66

lines 2902 - 2904 Modified for clarity and to remove ".98" number,
which was somewhat ambiguous. (see Notes)

CHteHon 67

line 5888 Changed vere tense.

lines 5892 - 5899 Modified text to reflect discnarge of H*iated

water. (Section 11)

lines 5905 - 5906 Modified statement to reflect use of a ccmcactor
for low level waste. (section 9.2.9.2)
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Criteria 58
3

* centro 11ed access" changed to " radiation".lines 2934 - 2940
(see Notes)

:

Criteria 69

line 2965 'lerb tense changed.

CRITERICN 70 pq3 p.7 g-

line 3101: "about" changed to "below"

line 3108: "10-s" changed to ''2 x 10-5"-
s

lines 3101, 3108: "uci" changed to " micro-Ci"-

line 3109: "is" changed to "can be"

~

Criteria 70- t rt.e PT %
| lines 3058 - 3059 " planned release of tritiated water" added.

line? 3082 - 3085 Tnese lines were rewritten to reflect the fact
that no radicactive solid wastes have been,

shipped off site.

~
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O
REWRITE UNIT 12 SUtdARY CF CHAtiGES

'

APPENDIX 0

)

SECTICN 0.1.1.1
.

i
line 325: "of the FSAR" deleted

i
SECTION 0.1.2.2.3

lines 1976-1980: footnote was incorporated into text

SECTICN 0.1.2.2.4

lines 2125-2179: format of equation changed to facilitate word
processing

SECTION 0.1.2.2.5

line 2239: "* fixed'' changed to 'o subscript " fixed" ' to
facilitate word processing

(' line 2243: "6 " changed to 'o subscript " trend" '
trend

line 2233: "V " changed to 'V subscript "9" '
-

g

SECTION 0.1.3.1.2

lines 78- modified to facilitate werd processing
g_

SECTION 0.1.3.1.5

line 2910: "48.5" changed to "46.3". This was an error in the
original FSAR

SECTION 0.1.3.3.3

line 3548: "X,ff" changed to "X-effective" .

1

SECTICN 0.2.1.1'

line 4108: *fifth" changed to "fcurth" per PSC c:::ments.

SECIION 0.2.2.3

lines 4494-4500: Text and equation modified to facilitate word
processing.

As
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O

SEC~ ION 0.2.2.3 (Continued)

lines 4534-4536: footnote incorporated into text

lines 4565-4567: subscripted variables rewritten as subscript " "
to facilitate word processing !

i

SECTION 0.2.3.3

lines 4916-4921: subscripted variables rewritten as subscript " "
to facilitate word processing

SECTION 0.3.1.2.1
i

lines 5634-5638: footnote inc::rporated into text to facilitate
%4c a D,3.1,2.L word processinge

lines 5663-5665: footnote incorporated into text

SECTION 0.3.1.4.2
i

lines 6244-6250: footnota incorporated into text'

O SECT 10N 0.3.2.i.1i

*

| .

lines 6627-6629: changed to facilitate word processing
j (

line 6708: subscripts modified to facilitate word processing
-

7 - _ . -

lines 6f72-6d74: subscripts modified to facilitate word processing

line 6789: subscripts modified to facilitate word processing

SECTION 0.3.2.2.2

lines 7029-7043: equations and text modified to facilitate word
7056-7091 processing

lines 7111,7127: subscripted variables rewritten as subscript " "
7134,7153, to facilitate word processing
7154

'

1

lines 7138-7141: text modified to facilitate word processing

lines 7153-7154: subscripts modified to facilitate word processing

line 7201: modified to facilitate word processing

lines 7219-7225: modified to facilitate word processing

SECTION 0.3.4.2.1
a ,

[ lines 7565,7566: modified to facilitate word processing
7601,7604'

|

1
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i*

SECTICN 0.3.2.2.2

line 7919: subscripts mcdified to facilitate word processing

SECTTCN 0.3.2.3.1

line 8075: subscripts modified to facilitate word processing

line 8123: subscripts modified to facilitate word processing

Tines 8147-8149: subscripts modified to facilitate word processing

lines 3173-8175: format of equation modified to facilitate word'

8188 processing

lines 8203-8205: subscripts modified to facilitate word precessing
8224

I
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Es 11.2 C a en:s an Appendi: 2 A*.7.
he for is cm*rg.

P age 5
..

.

o Line 59 "(240)* is cut of place.

i

Pace 14
|

o Line 404 "30" should be *3089".j

o Additional details are forthccming.

Page 34 tbru 39

Sketches should be figures - Text ..ust also be mdified.To
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O

Summarv of Changes to Final Oraft of Accendix E'

Section E.1.2.
f ifnes 1570, 1620-1621 Incorporated Fcotnote.'

i .

i Secticn E.11.2.2.2.

line 6822 Corrected equation per PSC ccmment.
!

.

line 7160 Corrected equation per PSC comment. -

Aside frem grammatical and verb tense changes no other modifications have
.

been made to this Appendix.

It is requested that PSC verify that no further modifications are
required to this section.{}
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RE'dRITE UNIT 12 SUFFARY OF CHANGES
|
l

APPENDIX H

!

SECTION H.1.1.I

1ines 318,321: "E(t)", "i(t)", and *Y(:)" changed to "c2Y(t)/dt ",

"dX(t)/dt", and "d:X(t)/dt:" to facilitate word

processing.
,
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